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Metric Conversion Chart

If you know Multiply by To get

Length

centimeters 0.39 inches

meters 3.28 feet

kilometers 0.54 nautical miles

kilometers 0.62 statute miles

Area

square kilometers 0.39 square miles

Mass (weight)

grams 0.035 ounces

kilograms 2.2 pounds

Volume

liters 0.2624 gallons

cubic meters 35.32 cubic feet

cubic meters 1.308 cubic Yards

Source:CRCHandbookof ChemistyasdPbyszcs,RobertC.Weast,Ph.D.,70t.hEd.,1989-1990,CRCPress,Inc.,BocaRatomFlorida.

%ientilc Notation Conversion Chart

Multiplier Equivalent

0.1

0.01

0.001

0.0001

0.00001

0.000001

0.0000001

0.00000001
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READER% GUIDE

The following information is provided to help the reader understand the technical

data and format of this Environmental Assessment (EA). Listings of acronyms

and abbreviations can be found following the Table of Contents.

Reference Citations

Throughout the text of this document, in-text reference citations are presented

where information from the referenced document was used. These in-text

reference citations are contained within parentheses and provide a brief

identification of the referenced document. This brief identification corresponds

to the complete reference citation located on the reference list in Section 9 of this

document.

Scientific Notation

Scientific notation is used in this

document to express very large or very

smali numbers. For example, the

number one million could be written in

scientific notation as 1.OE+ 06 or in

traditional form as 1,000,000.

Translating from scientific notation to

the traditional number requires moving

the decimal point either right or left

from the number being multiplied by

10 to some power depending on the sign

of the power (negative power move left

or positive power move right).

Translating Scientific Notation

Example 1: 2.6E+06 = 2,600,000
Example 1 shows a positive power
of six. To translate, move the
decimal to the right six places
adding zeros as necessary to
achieve 2,600,000.

Example 2: 2.6E-07 = 0.00000026
Example 2 shows a negative
power of seven. To translate,
move the decimal to the left seven
places adding zeros as necessary to
achieve 0.00000026.
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I Reader’s Guide

Units of Measure

The primary units of

measure used in this EA

am metric. However, the

approximate equivalent in

the U.S. Customary

System of units can be

obtained by using the

appropriate conversion

factor. For example, a

distance presented as

10 meters is multiplied by

3.28 feet/meter (unit

conversion factor) to

obtain 32.8 or 33 feet.

If YOUk130W

centimeters
meters

grams
kilograms

liters
cubic meters
cubic meters

Unit Conversions

Multiply by

Length

0.39
3.28

Mass (weight)
0.035
2.2

Volume
0.2624
35.32
1.308

To get

inches
feet

ounces
pounds

gallons
cubic feet
cubic yards

Names and Symbols for Units of Measure

Length Area Volume

cm centimeters
ft foot

inch
:rn kilometer
m meter
mi mile

Mass

h kilogram

mg milligram
microgram

;g pound

ac acre cm3

km’ square kdorneter ft’
.2 square mile gal

:; square foot L
~3

ppb
ppm
yd’

Temperature

“c degrees centigrade

“F degreesFahrenheit

cubic centimeter
cubic foot
gallon
liter
cubic meter
parts per billion
parts per million
cubic yard

Radioactivity Units

Radioactivity is presented in

radioactivity units. The curie (Ci) is

the basic unit used to describe an

amount of radioactivity.

Concentrations of radioactivity

generally are expressed in terms of

Units of Radioactivity

Symbol Name

cl curie

mCi millicurie (1.OE-03 Ci)

curies or fractions of curies per unit mass, volume, and area. One curie is

Offsite Thermal Treotmentof Low-1evelMixedWasteFinal EA 5/99
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Reader’s Guide

equivalent to 37 billion disintegrations (radioactive transformations) per second.

Disintegrations generally produce emissions of alpha or beta particles, gamma

radiation, or combinations of these.

Radiation Dose Units

Radioactivity is a broad term that

refers to changes in the nuclei of

atoms that release radiation.

The radiation is an energetic ray

or energetic particle. For ionizing

radiation, the ray or particle has

enough energy to cause changes in

the chemical structure of the

materials it strikes. These

chemical structure changes are the

mechanisms by which radiation

can cause biological damage to

humans. This means that a

human body cell may be damaged

if it comes into contact with the

energy from a particle or ray

released by radioactive decay.

Radiation comes from many

sources, some natural and some

human-made. People have always

Radiological Information

People have always been exposed to
radiation from natural sources. The
average resident of the United States
receives an average annual radiation dose
from natural sources of about 300 mrem
(0.3 rem).

Exposure to large amounts of radiation
(50,000 to 600,000 mrem [50 to 600 rem]
can cause serious illness or death.
Exposure to small doses of radiation,
such as in medical x-rays, may cause no
biological damage to humans, although
the probability of cancer maybe slightly
increased.

The Federal government has set the
maximum annual exposure limit for
workers at 5,OOOmrem (5 rem).

been exposed to natural or background radiation. Natural sources of radiation

include the sun, and radioactive materials present in the earth’s crust, building

materials, and in the air, foo~ and water. Some sources of ionizing radiation

have been created by people for various uses or as byproducts of these activities.

These sources include nuclear power generation, medical diagnosis and treatment,

and nuclear materials related to nuclear weapons. Radioactive waste can be

harmful and thus requires isolation for up to hundreds or even thousands of

years. Plutonium-contaminated waste will be radioactive for thousands of years.

Radioactive cesium, on the other han~ virtually will be gone in 300 years.

The amount of energy deposited by radiation in a living organism is the true

radiation dose. Radiation dose to humans usually is reported as effective dose

equivalent, expressed in terms of millirem (mrem), which is one-thousandth of a

rem. The rem is a measure of the biological effects of ionizing radiation on

people. The rem is a relative measure that is used to compensate for observed

differences in biological damage caused by equal energies of different nuclear

emissions (alph% beta, or gamma). An individual could be exposed to ioniziig

radiation externally (from a radioactive source outside the body) and internally

(from ingesting or inhaling radioactive material). It is estimated that the average

OffSite Thermal Treatment of Low-1evelMixed Waste FincJlI% 5/99
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Readefs Guide

individual in the United States receives an annual dose of about 300 mrem

(0.3 rem) from all natural sources of radiation. For perspective, a modern chest

x-ray results in an approximate dose of 0.008 rem (8 mrem), while a diagnostic

hip x-ray results in an approximate dose of 0.083 rem (83 rnrem). The collective

radiation dose to a population, which is calculated by adding the radioactive dose

to each member of the population, is expressed in person-rem.

Risk of Radiation Exposure

Impacts from radiation exposure often are expressed using the concept of risk.

The most important radiation-related risk is the potential for developing cancers

that may eventually lead to a fatality. This delayed effect is measured in latent

(future) cancer fatalities. The risk of a latent cancer fatality is estimated by

converting radiation doses into possible numbers of cancer fatalities. For an

entire exposed population group, the latent cancer fatality numerical value is the

chance that someone in that group would develop an additional cancer fatality in

the future because of the radiation exposure (i.e., a cancer fatality that otherwise

would not occur).

Radiological risk evaluations often refer to the maximally exposed individual.

This is the hypothetical member of the public or a worker who would receive the

highest possible dose in a given situation under the conditions specified.

As a practical matter, the maximally exposed individual likely would be a person

workkg with radiological or hazardous materials. The Federal government has

set a maximum annual exposure limit for workers of 5,OOOmrem (5 rem).

OffsiteThermalTreofmenfof Low-1evelMixed Waste Final !54 5/99
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SECTION 1

PURPOSE AND NEED FOR AGENCY ACTIOhI

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), Richland Operations Office (RI-.) needs

to demonstrate the economics and feasibility of offsite commercial treatment of

contact-handled low-level mixed waste (LLMW), containing polychlorinated

biphenyls (PCBS) and other organics, to meet existing regulatory standards for

eventual disposal.

1.1 BACKGROUND
Radioactive and hazardous waste is stored at DOE’s Hanford Site located near

Richland, Washington (Pigure l-I). The waste inventory includes

contact-handled LLMW, which is made up of both low-level radioactive and

hazardous constituents. Some of the Hanford Site LLMW contains organic

constituents such as solvents and PCBS that require thermal treatment to meet

regulatory standards for disposal. Thermal treatment by gasification and

vitrification would also result in waste volume reduction and a highly stable form

for disposal (Place 1993). If the demonstration of treatment is successful, the

expected total amount of waste may be treated at the selected facility. Treatment

of additional amounts of waste at the selected facility would be addressed in the

Hanford Solid Waste Program Environmental Impact Statement or future

National Environmental Policy Act (NEl?A) reviews.

This Hanford Site waste was both generated at the Hanford Site and received

from other Department of Defense/DOE sites. Contact-handled LLMW is stored

in containers with surface radiation dose rates below 200 mrendh.

Approximately 810 m3 (1,059 yd3) of such waste has accumulate~ and an

additional estimated 4,310 m3 (5,637 yd3) is expected to be added by 2010 as a

result of the Hanford Site cleanup, as shown in Table 1-1.

Offsite Thermal Treatment of Low-/evel Mixed Waste Final EA 5/99
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1. Purpose and Need for Agency AdIon
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L Pumoseand Need for AaencvAction

Table 1-1 -
Projected Accumulation of the Hanford Site Low-level Mixed Waste

Year Waste Quantiq (m’) Waste Quantity (yd’)

1995’

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

810

280

325

330

310

310

300

300

310

310

1,059

366

425

432

405

405

392

392

405

405

2005 310 405

2006 310 405

2007 305 399

2008 305 399

2009 305 399

Total 5.120 6.696

Notes
*Acc.umdatedasOf 1995.
Sourw RCRAPartBApplication.

Thermal treatment before disposal is required for some constituents of this

Hanford Site LLMW under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976

(RCRA) (42 United States Code [USC] 6901), State of Washington

Administrative Code (WAC), Dangerous Waste Regulations (WAC 173-303),

Washington State Hazardous Waste Management Act (WSHWMA)

(Chapter 70.015, Revised Code of Washington ~CWJ), and Toxic Substances

Control Act (TSCA). Under RCRA land disposal restrictions (40 Code of

Federal Regulations [CFR] 268.50), some LLMW is suitable for land disposal only

after thermal treatment and/or stabilization.

Sending DOE waste to offsite treatment facilities is expected to cost much less

than construction of a treatment facility at the Hanford Site, because DOE would

pay only for offske treatment and transportation, rather than the full cost of

facility construction, operation, and decommissioning.

This is an interim action under the Hanford Solid Waste Program Environmental

Impact Statement (DOE 1997).

Offsite Therms\ Treatment of Low-1evel Mixed Waste Final EA 5/99
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1. Putmose and Need for Aaency Action

1.2 SUPPORTINGSTUDIES

Several reports have been prepared to support the environmental analysis

presented in this report. These reports include the following:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Radiological Dose Assessment of Allied Technology Group (ATG)

Low-level Mixed Waste Facility (IWWF) (Leung 1996)

ISCST3 Air Dispersion Modeling Results for the ATG Gasification

and Vitrification Facility (Sculley 1996)

RADTMN 4 Modeling Results for Transport of LLMW from the

Hanford Site 200 West Area to the ATG Gasification and

Vitrification Facility (Deshler 1996)

Low Level Mixed Waste Thermal Treatment Technical Basis Report

(Place 1994)

Emissions Data Summary for the PEAT TDR System Processing

Contaminated Dunnage (Castellon and Taylor 1996a)

Emissions Data Summary for the PEAT TDR System Processing

Medical Waste (Castellon and Taylor 1996b)

Emissions Data Summary for the PEAT TDR System Processing Ash

Waste (Castellon and Taylor 1996c)

Mixed Waste Facility RCRA/TSCA Permit Application (ATG 1998).

ATG Low-Level Mixed Waste Thermal Treatment Accident Analysis

Report (Jacobs 1998).

Review of Special Effects of Internally Incorporated Radioactivity

(IDIAS 1998).

The reports are available to review at the DOE Public Reading Room

(Consolidated Information Center) at the Washington State University at

Tri-Cities Campus, Richland, Washington.

Offsite Thermal Treatment of Low-1evel Mixed Waste Final .54 5/99
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SECTION 2

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

‘Y.,

The proposed action is to transport up to 5,120 m3 (6,696 yd3) of contact-handled

LLMW from the Hanford Site to the ATG gasification and vitrification building

in Richland, Washington, for treatment (see Table l-l), and return the treated

waste to the Hanford Site for dkposal. The waste (described in Place 1994) would

be staged to the ATG gasification and vitrification building over a 10-yr period.

The building is on a 45-acre ATG site adjacent to ATG’s licensed low-level waste

processing facility at 2025 Battelle Boulevard, approximately 0.3 km (0.2 mi)

south of Horn Rapids Road (Figure 2-1). The ATG gasification and vitrification

building is located adjacent to the DOE Hanford Site boundary in an industrial

area in the City of Richland.

The effects of siting, construction, and overall operation of the MWF have been

evaluated in a separate State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) Environmental

Impact Statement (EIS) (City of Richland 1998).

Impacts of ATG gasification and vitrification building operations are addressed in

Section 5 of this document as they relate to the treatment of Hanford Site

LLMW. Effects of siting, construction, and overall operation of the building

were evaluated under the SEPA by the City of Richland Environmental Impact

Statement (EIS) for Treatment of Low-Level Mixed Waste, February 1998 (City

of Richkmd 1998). The EIS became a final document on March 9, 1998.

Construction of this facility is not within the scope of this Environmental

Assessment (EA). The action is being undertaken as a private action in

anticipation of future work for a variety of commercial and DOE contracts.

ATG would proceed with the facility whether or not the Hanford Site LLMW is

included. Treating the Hanford Site LLMW will require the use of no more than

25% of the capacity of the facility. Commercial waste and DOE waste from the

Hanford Site would be kept separate by treating in separate campaigns.

Offsite Them-mlTreatmentof Low-/eve/ Mixed Waste Final E4 5/99
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2. Description of the Proposed Action
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2. Descr-btion of the Pro~osed Action

After the Hanford Site LLMW is treated and a sufficient amount for a full

shipment has accumulated, the residue from the treatment, a leach-resistant glass

material, would be returned to the Hanford Site for storage ador disposal as

appropriate.

2.1 WASTETRANSPORT
Untreated waste is, or will be, stored at the Hanford Site’s 200 West Are%

approximately 33 km (20 mi) northwest of the ATG gasification and vitrification

building (Figure 2-2). The ATG gasification and vitrification building is located

south of the existing ATG nonthermal treatment building (Figure 2-3).

The proposed ATG gasification and vitrification building and the nonthermal

treatment building, along with covered waste storage buildings and other

structures shown in Figure 2-3, comprise a mixed-waste treatment facilky. Both

waste to be gasified and vitrified in the ATG gasification and vitrification building

and waste to be stabilized in the nonthermal treatment building will be stored in

covered waste storage buildings. The planned location of the covered waste

storage buildings is shown in Figure 2-3.

ATG would transport the waste to and from the facility by muck.

Approximately 95?0 of the 32-km (20-mi) transport route would be on the

Hanford Site. ATG’s waste transport operations are required to meet all safety

requirements of the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) and the

WSHWMA. Treated waste would be returned to the 200 West Area for land

disposal. The 200 West Area contains a RCRA-compliant radioactive

mixed-waste land disposal facility consisting of 2 disposal trenches, each capable

of accepting between 5,810 m3 and 21,407 m3 (7,600 yd3 and 28,000 yd3) of waste

depending on the conf~ration of the waste received from ATG and other

sources. The facility will be opened when the volume of accumulated waste

justifies operation of the leachate collection system (WHC 1995).

All waste transport truck drivers would be required to be trained in proper waste

handling, regulatory compliance, and spill emergency response procedures. ATG

health and safety technicians would dispatch trucks, check safety equipment

(e.g., lights, brakes, signals, tires), and ensure that vehicles are in compliance with

applicable DOT regulations (e.g., 49 CFR 171, 172, 173, 177, 178). Health and

safety technicians also would accompany trucks on all trips.

2.2 WASTEHANDLING
Waste handling would involve packaging or repackaging, loading, receiving and

inspecting, assaying, and tracking.
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Figure 2-2 ATG Gasification and Vitrification Proposed Site
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2. Descrbtion of the Pro~osed Action

2.2.1

2.2.2

2.2.3

2.2.4

Repackaging and Loading
The operator would load waste containers from temporary storage at 200 West

Area onto ATG trucks. Some waste may need to be repackaged at the Hanford

Site Central Waste Complex or T-Plant before being shipped to the ATG

gasification and vitrification facility. ATG would be required to follow all DOE

environmental, health, and safety requirements during the waste handling and

loading operations. Waste containers also would be profded and manifested

according to all DOT, RCIL%, and WSHWMA regulations governing transport

of waste.

Receiving, Inspecting, and Assaying
ATG waste acceptance would follow procedures specified in an approved

radioactive materials license (State of Washington, WNI0393-1) and

RCRA/TSCA final facility permit for the characterization of the waste’s

radioactive, chemical, and physical properties. Waste manifests would ensure that

the waste does not exceed the limits permitted by ATG’s permits and licenses.

If the waste characterization shows higher levels of radioactive or hazardous

constituents than permitted by the facility’s permits and licenses, the waste would

not be accepted but be returned to the generator (i.e., the Hanford Site). Facility

inspectors also would confirm that the waste is suitable for treatment by

gasification and vitrification. Each waste container would be labeled, bar-coded,

and its properties logged into a computerized database. After treatment, waste

containers would be reexamined and certified for transport back to the Hanford

Site for disposal.

Waste Constituents
The incoming LLMW would contain hazardous constituents regulated by both

RCW and TSCA. RCIUl waste to be accepted by the ATG facility would

include both listed and characteristic waste. Some waste may qualify as TSCA

waste because of the presence of PCBS.

Tracking
Waste units would be tracked throughout the ATG shipping and treatment

activities with the help of automated data systems. Workers handling, receiving,

inspecting, and assaying the waste would log the times, dates, and locations of

each transaction and waste type, volume, and weight.

2.3 PRETREATMENT
Much of the waste would be pretreated before gasification and vitrification

processing. Pretreatment processes for solids would include sorting and

size-reducing the waste material as needed.

2.4 ATG GASIFICATIONANDVITRIFICATIONSYSTEMANDOPERATION
The function of the ATG gasification and vitrification system is to: 1) destroy

toxic and nontoxic organic% 2) reduce the waste volumq and 3) vitrify the inert

and radioactive residues from the destruction process. The system byproduct is a

CXkite Thermal Treafrnentof Low-level Mixed Waste Final 54 5/99
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2. Descridion of the Pro~osed Action

fuel gas, referred to as synthesis gas or ‘syngas’, that is treated and converted to a

stabilized form, water and carbon dioxide, before being discharged to the

atmosphere. The ATG gasification and vitrification system components include

1) a feed system, 2) a direct-current (DC) arc plasma system, 3) a process chamber,

4) a three-stage syngas treatment and conversion system consisting of a falter, acid

gas scrubbers, syngas converter, pre-filter bank, high-efficiency particulate air

(HEPA) filter bank, and an activated carbon filter bank, and 5) an emission

monitoring system consisting of a continuous activity monitor. A schematic

diagram of the process is shown in Figure 2-4. System operations are described in

the following sections. The equipment list and proposed layout of the ATG

gasification and vitrification facility are shown in Figure 2-5.

2.4.1 System Description
The process would accomplish two distinct operations, gasification and

vitrifkation, simultaneously. C)rganics in the waste would be gasified in the

absence of oxygen (reducing environment) to produce a fuel gas called syngas.

Inert waste (metals and minerals) would be melted and incorporated into a

leach-resistant vitrified product. Unlike a combustion process that produces heat,

gasification and vitrification absorb heat (endothermic), and thus require an

outside heat source. In the system to be employed by ATG, the outside source of

heat would be produced by a DC arc plasma system. The heat from the arc

would convert the organic waste into its constituent elements such as carbon,

hydrogen, and chlorine. Steam then would be introduced into the chamber,

allowing the gasification reaction to take place. b some input waste, there would

be sufficient water within the matrix, and thus no added steam would need to be

added.

The plasma arc augmented by a joule heating system would provide the energy

for vitrification. The heat would melt the inorganic material, and inorganic

residues would be collected in the bottom of the process chamber and mixed with

molten glass, which solicMes on cooling. The vitrified product is a highly

leach-resistant and durable glass/rock material. Glass formers and fluxes (to

maintain a low glass viscosity) would be introduced into the process chamber to

create the glass chemistry.

Offsife Thermal Treatmenf of Low-level Mixed Waste Final EA 5/99
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2. Description of the Proposed Action

The syngas byproduct discharged from the process chamber would be a mix of

hydrogen, carbon monoxide, steam, acid gases, particulate, and low-temperature

vaporized metals. Thk mixture would be discharged from the process chamber at

temperatures between 427 and 1,000”C (800 and 1,832”F). The syngas would be

treated and cleaned, converted to water and carbon dioxide, and released.

A three-stage process, described in the following section, would falter out nearly

all of the syngas impurities, convert the purified gas into water and carbon

dioxide, and refilter the gas before discharge. A first-stage filter would remove

larger particulate. Two second-stage scrubbers, a high-efficiency mist eliminator

and a HEPA filter bank would remove acid gases (such as chlorine and fluorine),

nonvolatile or semi-volatile metals, and particulate not removed by the first-stage

filter. In the third stage, the scrubber gas would be mixed with air and oxidize~

converting the syngas to water and carbon dioxide. The water and carbon

dioxide then would be filtered through a bank of prefilters, HEPA filters, and

activated carbon filters. After carbon filtration, the gases would be discharged via

the building stack with the building ventilation exhausts, and emission monitors

would measure critical parameters stipulated in the facility permits.

To provide glass fluxing agents to aid in the vitrification process, certain

chemicals would be added to the waste stream. These chemicals would vary

according to the specific waste being treated. III general, the chemicals would be

inorganic such as lime and soda ash. AISO,a constant stream of nitrogen would

flow into the process chamber, which would keep the chamber’s atmosphere

inert.

As a means of treating LLMW, the ATG gasification and vitrification process has

several advantages over incineration. First, gasification and vitrification produces

a glass-like product that is virtually impemious to leaching. Second, the ATG

gasification and vitrification process requires no oxygen and reduces by-product

gas volume by 80 to 90?0, allowing for the use of smaller equipment with less

waste in the system at any given time, thereby reducing the risk from a postulated

accidental release scenario. The process chamber and byproduct gas treatment

system is smaller, safer, and simpler to maintain than an incinerator. Third, the

absence of oxygen in the byproduct gas nearly eliminates the possibility of

formation of toxic chlorinated organics such as dioxins and furans.

Treatment of waste by an incineration process, by contrast, would occur in an

oxygen-rich environment resulting in the combustion of the waste and the

production of ash. Ash may require additional treatment to reduce leaching

before it can be disposed of appropriately. ASO, the oxygen-rich environment

makes it possible for toxic chlorinated organics to form in the incinerator

by-product gas, thereby requiring additional gas fJtration steps.

Offsite Thermal Treafment of Low-levelMixed Waste Final EA 5/99
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2. Description of the Proposed Action

2.4.2 Operations Description
Waste Acceptance. As required, all of the waste shipped to the ATG gasification

and vitrification facility would have been characterized by the Hanford Site

contractor according to the applicable DOT, RCR4/TSCA and WAC treatment

codes. At the ATG gasification and vitrification facility, the waste character

would be confirmed before the decision to accept the waste for treatment. Only

waste meeting the requirements of ATG’s radioactive license granted by the

Washington State Department of Health, and ATG’s TSCA, RCIU4, and other

required permits would be accepted for treatment.

Waste Feed Subsystem. On acceptance, solid waste would be sorted by

compatible batches, loaded into mobile hoppers, and taken to the feed area where

the hoppers would be emptied into the solids feeders. Solids would be fed into

the unit either by use of a tapered auger to compress and form a plug, or by a ram

feeder for solids that are not compressible. For auger feeding, the waste would be

emptied into an airlock feeder unit above the auger. The feeder would convey

the solids at a controlled rate into the ATG gasification and vitrification process

chamber. Sludges and liquid waste would be pumped into the process chamber

through a pipe. The feed subsystem would be equipped to prevent gases from

escaping the process chamber by a double-lock hopper, which would maintain a

seal between the process chamber and the room environment during feed cycles.

Plasma Arc. A DC plasma arc system on top of the process chamber would

provide the low-volume, high-energy heat source needed for ATG gasification

and vitrification. The plasma arc would transfer electrical energy to the molten

bath in the process chamber to generate a continuous electric arc.

The temperatures surrounding the arc would be in the range of 1,371 to 1,649°C

(2,500 to 3,000T), which is sufficient to produce the gasification reactions of

steam with the toxic and nontoxic organic materials. The operating temperature

within the range depends on the composition of the waste feed. The plasma arc,

supplemented by a set of joule-heated electrodes, would provide the energy to

vitrify inorganic waste.

The plasma arc for this thermal treatment system would require approximately

600 kW of power. The DC plasma arc system would be cooled by chilled water

in a closed-loop system, and the plasma arc would be retracted and inserted into

the process chamber by an automated mechanism. During an upset condition,

such as accidental interruption of cooling water, the torch would be retracted

automatically to a safe position. The plasma arc would contain a consumable

graphite tip that is advanced from the top of the process chamber and can be

replaced while the system is in operation.

Process Chamber. The ATG gasification and vitrification process chamber

would be a refractory-lined cylinder with internal dimensions of approximately

6 ft in diameter and 6 ft high. Four types of inputs would enter the chamber and

two major outputs would be discharged. The inputs would be: 1) waste,

Offsite Thermal Treatmentof Low-levelMixed Waste Final EA 5/99
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2) glass-forming materials and fluxes, 3) steam, and 4) nitrogen gas. The process

outputs would be molten glass/rock and metals and syngas. The 23-cm

(9-in)-thick chamber refractory would insulate the vessel and contain the glass.

The vessel would operate in a totally reducing (in the absence of oxygen)

environment at a slight vacuum. The chamber would serve to perform the initial

gasification of organics and vitrify the inorganic material. A thermal residence

chamber at the outlet of the process cham’ber would complete the gasification

reactions, provide turbulence for the gasification reactions, and provide additional

residence time for the reactions.

Vitrified Product Packagz”ng.Vitrified product from the ATG gasification and

vitrification chamber would be drained through a special tap into a casting mold

or a disposal container. The draining operation would be within a negative

pressure enclosure that would exhaust to the process vent system. The molds or

containers of vitrified waste then would be moved to a cooliig and examination

station. The Hanford Site waste feed would have an average bulk density of

347 kg/m3 (589 lb/yd3). Approximately 44% of thk waste would be organic

material, 40% minerals, and the remainder metals. The vitrified Hanford Site

waste product would have a bulk density of approximately 2,650 kg/m3

(4,495 lb/yd3). Based on these values, the volume of the waste feed is estimated to

be reduced by a factor of approximately nine to one. This means that the

incoming Hanford Site waste quantity of 5,120 m3 (6,696 yd3) to be treated by

ATG over a 10-yr period would be reduced to approximately 610 m3 (793 yd3) of

vitrified product. This estimate takes into account a volume of additives

averaging 25?40of the feed mass for the purpose of maintaining the glass

chemistry. In addition to the vitrified product, secondary waste from the syngas

processing also must be considered.

First Stage SyngasProcessing. The syngas exiting the process chamber would

contain partieulates including unreacted carbon, mineral particulate, and

radioactive particulate, as well as acid gases and volatile metals. These materials

would be removed primarily through the multi-stage treatment and conversion

process. The first stage of this processing and conversion process would filter out

larger particulate, which would be returned to the gasifkation and vitrification

chamber to increase the vitrified waste capture and the conversion of carbon to

carbon monoxide. Dry sorbents may be injected before filtering to scrub acid

gases. The salts and particulate formed in the dry scrubbing operation

subsequently would be removed and stabilized.

Second-Stage Syngas Processing. Because the first-stage processing unit would

not remove all radioactive and nonradioactive volatile metals and acid gases, the

gas would pass through two wet scrubber devices with a sorbent, such as caustic

solution, to neutralize the acid gases. The salt solution generated from th~

neutraliition then would be precipitated, and the sludge removed and stabilized.

The volume of stabilized sludge from processing this Hanford Site waste is
estimated to be approximately 520 m3 (680 yd3). The supernatant liquid from the
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scrubber bottom would be recycled and reused in the scrubbing process. Sorbent

injection and scrubber liquid discharge lines would be equipped with devices to

prevent syngas backflow. After scrubbing, the gas would flow through a

high-efficiency mist eliminator and then to a HEPA fiiter bank. An induced fan

in the second-stage syngas processing unit would provide the motive force for

conveying the gas through the process chamber and the three-stage syngas

processing train.

Third-Stage Syngas Processing. After undergoing second-stage processing, the

carbon monoxide and hydrogen in the syngas would be converted to carbon

dioxide and water through oxidation, and then filtered again as it is passed

through HEPA and carbon filter banks.

Syngas Comwrsion. Syngas would be converted to carbon dioxide and water

vapor in an insulated chamber filled with a heat-exchange media such as

silicalalumina pebbles. The temperature of the media initially would be raised to

approximately 400 to 927°C (750 to l,700°F) by a natural-gas powered preheater.

Once the media in the front of the chamber reaches this operating temperature, a

mixture of syngas and air would be admitted. The heat of the media would cause

the syngas and air to reaa, generating heat in the back of the chamber. Using a

cycling technique referred to as regenerative conversion, a four-way valve

automatically cycles the incoming air/syngas point of entry from the front to the

back end of the chamber, thereby using heat stored in the converter

heat-exchange media to maintain a continuous conversion process. M the syngas

in the incoming gas mixture should drop below the required concentration,

additional fuel from an exterior source (natural gas) would be injected

automatically, ensuring that the heat-exchange media temperature is maintained

within the required syngas operating range.

HEPA/A&”vated Carbon Filtration. The carbon dioxide and water vapor

discharged from the converter would be cooled to approximately 121oC (250”F)

by a water quench device and released to the building ventilation exhaust duct

plenum. This duct would mix the vapor with the building ventilation air and

direct the total flow through the final falter banks. These banks would consist of

sets of prefilters, HEPA filters, and carbon falters. The prefilter and HEPA falter

banks would provide a 99.97% efficiency for removal of particulate greater than

0.3 micron in sii. The carbon falter bank would capture fugitive organics that

may have escaped the previous treatment steps. Spent HEPA and charcoal filters

would be replaced approximately once a year, compacted, and sent for disposal.

Emission 340nitoring. The exhaust from the HEPA/charcoal falter banks would

be discharged through the building stack. The stack would be equipped with

continuous activity monitors to ensure compliance with radioactivity discharge

criteria of the Washington State Department of Health (WSDOH).
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2.4.3 Safefy Features
The ATG gasification and vitrification system would include features to ensure

that the process would shut down safely if a critical utility (i.e., electricity, service

water, process/instrument air, steam or nitrogen) were to be interrupted or a key

component fail. A description of these safety features is presented as follows.

Automatic Safe Shutdown. The ATG gasification and vitrtilcation system would

feature an automatic safe shutdown feature. A computerized control system

connected to a series of sensors would shut the system down automatically should

an undesirable process condition or key component failure be detected.

The following actions would occuc 1) all waste feeders would stop and

connections to the process chamber become isolated, and Z) plasma arc power

would be cut off. The safe shutdown process is connected to the emergency

power generatoq therefore, safe shutdown would occur even with an electric

power interruption.

Post Sbtd)own Syngas Handling. Once a safe shutdown is initiated, feedstock

would cease entering the chamber and power to the plasma arc would be cut off.

The chamber’s refractory walls and the molten bath, however, would contain

sufficient thermal energy to gasify up to approximately 9 kg (2o lb) of the waste

remaining in the chamber. Process calculations show that after the shutdown,

gasification would continue for approximately 3 min. The system would

continue to process the syngas produced as follows: 1) the syngas fan powered by

an emergency power system would move the residual syngas through the

treatment process, 2) the flow of syngas would ensure that the first-stage falter

would perform its basic function, 3) the scrubber tank would possess suKlcient

reserve capacity to supply the water and sorbent needed to scrub the residual

syngas, 4) the converter heat exchange media would have sufficient thermal

energy to convert the residual syngas into carbon dioxide and water, and

5) the building ventilation fan, powered by an emergency power unit, would

perform the normal HEPA/charcoal fdtration and discharge of the converter

effluent.

Emergency Power Supply. As indicated previously, safe shutdown components,

such as the syngas fan, the scrubber pump, and building exhaust fans, would be

connected to an emergency power system. This system would consist of a diesel-

or natural-gas-powered generator and an uninterruptible unit that would supply

power to critical system components should there be an accidental offsite power

interruption.

Prote@”onAgainst PressureSurges. The system also would ensure safe shutdown

in the event of a rapid or instantaneous pressure surge. Such a pressure surge

could be caused by an inadvertent introduction of a high-energy feedstock into

the process chamber or a premature oxidation of syngas in the low-temperature

sections of the syngas treatment components, such as the scrubber. The latter

event could occur as a result of an air inleakage combined with the presence of an
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ignition source such as a spark (a double-event scenario-that is highly unlikely).

To prevent such an event, both air inleakage prevention and spark arrest features

would be included in the design. As an additional safety measure, rupture panels

would be installed at the scrubber outlet in the HEPA banks. In the event of an

air/syngas reaction, the pressure surge would cause the rupture panel to open,

releasing pressure to the building. Any relieved gas would be captured by the

building confinement system and filtered by the HEPA/charcoal filters before

being released. The pressure surge also will activate the safe shutdown, as

discussed previously. Before restarting the system after any such shutdown, the

rupture panels would be replaced.

Syngas Leakage. The process would operate at a negative pressure with respect

to the room pressure. As an additional safety measure, sensors would be located

outside the process lines to detect and alert the operators of any syngas leakage.

Water Spillage. The ATG gasification and vitrification system would be installed

on a coated concrete floor with a 14 to 30-cm (6 to 12-in,) -high perimeter curbing

to provide a secondary containment system in accordance with RCR4/TSCA

standards. Aso, metal catch pans will be placed under the equipment and tanks

storing liquid waste. The curbed floor area and catch pans would have a sufficient

capacity to meet the RCRA/TSCA secondary containment requirements for

containing spills from liquid-containing equipment and storage tanks. The floor

would be constructed with expansion joints to prevent cracking and would be

coated with a chemical-resistant coating designed to prevent breakthrough of the

most reactive chemical stored for a minimum of 3 h. Spills would be contained

within the secondary containment floor and catch pans and directed by the sloped

surface toward a low point. The catch pans should have a leak sensor and an

alarm. h case of a spill, the plant operators would implement corrective

measures to stop the leaks and contain and clean up the spilled substance.

2.5 EMPTYCONTAINERCLEANING
Empty containers would be rinsed with high-pressure lances and hydrolyzing

devices, as specified in WAC 173-303-160. The empty containers would be placed

upside down over a hydrolyze in an airtight cubicle. The activated hydrolyze

would remove surface cent amination both on the inside and outside of the

containers. Rinsing agents or solvents maybe added to the rinse fluid as needed.

The cleaned containers would be removed and compacted for disposal or sent

intact to the Hanford Site for reuse. Contaminated liquids would be sent to a

fdtration unit. Filtered water would be reused and filter sludge sent to the ATG

gasifkation and vitrification unit. Air withdrawn from the treatment cubicle

would be passed through HEPA faltersto remove airborne particulate, and the

falters processed in the ATG gasification and vitrifkation unit.
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2.6 CERTIFICATIONANDSHIPPING
Certification and shipping consists of receipt, assay, certification, and loading of

treated waste. Packaged waste from the r,reatment process would be examined,

tagged, logged, recorded, and sent for assay and certification. Containers would

be examined using radioassay devices to measure alpha, beta, and gamma

radioactivity and would be classified in accordance with transportation, storage,

and disposal criteria. The containers would be weighed and measured to

determine waste density. Each container would be labeled, and its contents

logged into a computerized database. After inspection, containers would be

moved to a temporary storage area to await shipment.

2.7 WORKERHEALTHANDSAFETY
The entire ATG processing and handling area would be kept under slight negative

atmospheric pressure to prevent the escape of radioactive particles. An induced

draft fan system would withdraw air from the processing area at a constant rate.

An intake filter would remove suspended particulate from incoming air.

Ah- drawn from the confinement area would be passed through HEPA filters to

remove particulate down to submicron size before atmospheric discharge.

The processing area and any other areas where radioactivity might be

encountered would be monitored to protect workers, general public health and

safety, and the environment. Radioactive exposures would be prevented to the

extent possible and would be maintained beIow established safety limits. Area

radiological monitors would be located at workstations and in areas where

radioactive material could accumulate. Also, monitors would be placed at air

discharge points to continuously record the quality of air released.

2.8 SUPPORTSYSTEMS
The mechanical and utility systems would support the treatment operation.

These systems would include ventilation, building heat, emergency power

generation, and water. The electrical and control systems would support the

treatment and mechanical operations. These systems would include a motor

control center, control panel and room, electrical transformers, building lighting,

communication systems, and electrical distribution systems.

2.9 TRANSPORTATION,STORAGE,ANDDISPOSALOFTREATEDWASTE
All treated waste, including secondary waste, would be transported by truck from

ATG’s facility back to the Hanford Site’s 200 West Area. On arrival, waste

containers either would be temporarily stored at the Central Waste Complex or

placed in the zoo Areas mixed-waste disposal trenches.
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SECTION 3

ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED ACTflON

3.1 NO-ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Under the no-action alternative, LLMW would continue to accumulate at the

Hanford Site, pending future decisions. AISO,life-cycle costs for the long-term

storage of the untreated mixed waste are greater than life-cycle costs for near-term

waste treatment and disposal. This alternative would; therefore, not support the

purpose and need for the proposed action.

3.2 ALTERNATIVES NOT ANALYZED IN DETAIL

The following alternatives were considered in the process of identifying the

preferred alternative (proposed action), but were not analyzed in detail in this

document. The incinerator at the Umatilla Ordnance Depot, approximately

80 km (50 mi) from the Hanford Site, was not considered as a treatment option

because the incinerator was not designed to treat radioactive waste, but for the

destruction of chemical weapons.

3.2.1 Treatment at the Waste Experimental Reduction Facility,
Idaho
Under this alternative, DOE would send the waste for treatment to the existing

Waste Experimental Reduction Facility at Idaho National Engineering and

Environmental Laboratory (INEEL), Idaho Falls, Idaho, approximately 800 km

(5oO.mi) from the 200 West Area. The treated waste would be returned to the

Hanford Site for eventual disposal. It is assumed that the Waste Experimental

Reduction Facility would operate with an efficiency equal to the ATG

gasification and vitrification facility of the proposed action, and that waste-

handling procedures would be similar to the ATG facility.

Approximately 82?0 of the Hanford Site LLMW generated between 1993 and

1995 from onsite and offske generators would not be treatable at INEEL’s Waste

Experimental Reduction Facility. This is because the facility’s waste acceptance

criteria precludes numerous items from being incinerated, such as TSCA waste
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and waste with more than 0.1 nCi/g of alpha-emitting radionuclides. This

alternative would partially fulfill the purpose and need of the proposed action.

3.2.2 Lockheed Environmental Systems and Technology
Company Proposal
This alternative would use a plasma arc melter, housed in Lockheed’s existing

Waste Treatment Facility near the center of INEEL, to process LLMW from the

Hanford Site. The facility is presently being built, but would have to be modified

and permitted (RCIUJTSCA) to accept the Hanford Site LLMW. Similar to the

preferred alternative, the final waste form produced would be glass/slag.

This facility is approximately 800 km (500 mi) from the 200 West Area.

The operational impact of this treatment is assumed to be similar to that of ATG.

3.2.3 Scientific Ecology Group Proposal
This proposed alternative was to treat the Hanford Site LLMW at a steam

detoxification unit being built for other treatment purposes in an existing

Scientific Ecology Group incineration building in Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

The building is near the Clinch River and Grassy Creek, approximately 18 km

(11 mi) southwest of the center of Oak Ridge. Final waste form would be

microencapsulated ash and solid residual. This facility is approximately 3,7oo km

(2,300 mi) from the 200 West Area. The operational impact of this treatment is

assumed to be similar to that of ATG.

3.2.4 Treatment at Hanford Site Facility
Extensive discussions have taken place concerning the economics and

environmental impact of treatment at an onsite facilky (either existing or to be

built). No existing facilities onsite were found to be suitable. With respect to a

new facility, it is expected the operational impact of treatment would be simiku-

to that of ATG. However, an onsite facility dedicated to this waste stream would

entail a higher capital cost per unit of waste to be treated.
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SECTION 4

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

This section describes the socioeconomic, physical, and biological environment at

the ATG gasification and vitrification facility sitq the 200 West Area at the

Hanford Site where waste is in temporary storage and where treated waste would

be disposed of, and the proposed 33-km (20-mi) waste transport route.

The purpose of this assessment is the identification of potential effects of the

proposed action on this environment.

The Hanford Site Environmental Report for Calendar Year 1994 (l?NNL 1995)

and the Hanford Site NEPA Characterization (Cushing 1995) are hereby

incorporated by reference. These documents describe the affected environment

for the Hanford Site and are the principal sources of the selected information

presented in this section. The affected environment at the ATG gasifkation and

vitrification facility propeny is assumed to be similar to nearby areas at the

Hanford Site that are describe~ because it is adjacent to the Hanford Site on the

south and west. Information is supplemented where environmental condkions

described in the referenced reports may not fully reflect conditions at the

proposed ATG facilky.

4.1 LOCATION OF THEPROPOSEDACTION
The ATG gasifkation and vitr~lcation building would be located in the City of

Richland on a 45-acre parcel of land south of Horn Rapids Road. The 200 West

Area is located in the west central area of the Hanford Site. The transport route

would extend from the 200 West Area along Route 3 to Route 4 South to Stevens

Drive (within the Hanford Site boundary), from Stevens Drive to Horn Rapids

Road (outside of the Hanford Site) to the proposed ATG site (Figure 2-2).

4.2 SOCIOECONOMICENVIRONMENT
On February 11, 1994, President Clinton issued Executive Order 12898, ‘Federal

Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority and Low-Income

Populations,” which is intended to prevent disproportionate adverse
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4. Affected Environment

environmental or economic impacts from federal policies or actions to minority

and low-income populations. The following demographic information on

ethnicity, race, and low-income communities in Benton and Franklin Counties is

presented as a b~is for an analysis of socioeconomic and environmental justice

effects in Section 5.

At the time of the 1990 Census, the population of Benton County was estimated

at 112,560 and the Franklin County population was 37,473 (Table 4-1). Whites

made up over 91.4?lo of the Benton County total and 71.8°i0 of the Franklin

County total. Asians and Pacific Islanders constituted about 20Lof the

population in both counties and Native Americans less than lVO. The African

American population in Benton County was less than lYo, and about 3.50Y6in

Franklin County. From 1990 to 1994, the white percentage of the population in

Benton County declined by 2°h (U.S. Bureau of Census 1990; Office of Financial

Management 1994). In Franklin County, the population classified as white

decreased by 10% and the African American population decreased by less than

1?40,while other races increased proportionately. From 1990 to 1994, the

population of Hispanic origin increased by about 201oin Benton County and

increased by about 8V0in Franklin County.

Both the Council on Environmental Quality and the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) identify low-income populations using annual statistical

income thresholds from the Bureau of the Census Current Population Reports,

Series P-60 on Income and Poverty. The 1990 Small Area Income and Poverty

Estimate for Benton County, published by the Bureau of Census, indicates that

1l% of the population was below the poverty level, and the estimate for Franklin

County was 22.7?40. In 1990, the Washington State’s population was 4,741,003,

with approximately 517,933, or 10.9% of the total population, below the poverty

level (U.S. Bureau of Census 1990).

4.3 PHYSICALENVIRONMENT

Meteorological data representative of the ATG gasification and vitrification

building site are collected at local airports (WeatherDisc Associates 1990~ 1990b;

1990G and 1990d) and at various locations on the Hanford Site (Cushing 1995).

Average daily temperature ranges vary from -3 to 5°C (26 to 41”F) in January and

15 to 33°C (60 to 92°F) in July. Annual precipitation averages about 7 in./yr,

with about half of that between November and February. Winter snowfall

averages about 10 in./yr, accounting for about 40% of the winter precipitation.

Dense fog typically occurs on 24 d/yr, with most episodes during the fall and

winter. Relative humidity averages about 75v0 during the winter and 35v0 during

the summer.

Wind patterns in the Richland area are influenced by proximity to local

topographic features, such as the Rattlesnake Hills and the Columbia River.

Offsite Thermal Treatment af Low-1evelMixed Wasfe Final EA 5/99
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4. Affected Environment

Winds at the Richland airport are predominantly from the south-southwest or the

north-northwest. Wind speeds average 6 to 7 mph during the winter and 8 to

10 mph during the summer.

Poor dispersion conditions associated with low wind speeds and low-level

temperature inversions are common in the Richland area (Cushing 1995).

Ground-based inversions lasting 12 h or more occur frequently during fall,

winter, and spring months. Ground-based inversions lasting over 24 h sometimes

occur during winter months. Mixing layer heights of less than 250 m (820 ft) are

common during both day and night hours in the winter and are common at night

during the summer.

The federal CAA authorizes the EPA to establish national ambient air quality

standards to protect public health and welfare. Federal ambient air quality

standards have been adopted for six ‘criteria pollutants’: ozone, carbon

monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide, inhalable particulate matter (PMlo),

and lead particles. Washington State also has established ambient air quality

standards for these pollutants. The Washington ambient air quality standards

generally are identical to the federal standards, except for more stringent state

standards for sulfur dioxide. Washh%ton State has adopted additional ambient air

quality guidelines for various hazardous air pollutants not covered by federal

ambient air quality standards.

Ambient air quality conditions are not monitored routinely in Benton or

Franklin Counties, although special monitoring studies have been conducted at

various times and locations. Benton and Franklin Counties are considered in

compliance with federal ambient air quality standards. However, PMIO

monitoring in Kennewick during 1993 identified two instances where PMIO

concentrations exceeded the federal and state 24-h standards.

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) concluded that four

earthquake sources should be considered for seismic design: the Ratdesnake-

Wallula alignment, Gable mountain, a floating earthquake in the tectonic

province, and aswarm area (NRC 1982).

For the Rattlesnake-Wallula alignment, which passes along the southwest

boundary of the Hanford Site, the NRC estimated a maximum magnitude quake

of 6.5, and for Gable Mountain, an east-west structure that passes through the

northern portion of the Hanford Site, a maximum magnitude quake of 5.o.

These estimates were based on the inferred sense of slip, the fault length, and/or

the fault area. The floating earthquake for the tectonic province was developed

from the largest event located in the Columbia Plateau, the magnitude 5.75

Mikon-Freewater earthquake. The maximum swarm earthquake for the

Washington Public Power Supply System Project (WNP-2) seismic design was a

magnitude 4.o event, based on the maximum swarm earthquake in 1973

(NRC 1982).
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4. Affected Environment

The most recent probabilistic seismic hazard analysis calculated an annual

probability of recurrence of a 0.2-g earthquake at 5.OE-04 (Geomatrix 1994).

The principal river systems within the project water resources region of influence

include the Columbia and the Y&ma, which are described as follows. Smaller

surface streams include Rattlesnake Springs, Snively Springs, Cold Creek

(ephemeral), Dry Creek (ephemeral), and an intermittent stream about 0.8 km

(0.5 mi) to the west of the ATG gasification and vitrification building. There are

no wild or scenic river segments within the region of influence. The ATG

gasification and vitrification building is not located within 500 ft of any perennial

surface water body.

Ground water at the Hanford Site area is recharged by natural surface water

bodies, by precipitation, and by artificial recharge, including constructed

reservoirs, excess inigation, canal seepage, deliberate augmentation, industrial

discharges, and wastewater disposal. The hydrology of the 200 Areas is strongly

influenced by the discharge of large quantities of wastewater to the ground over

the last 50 yr, which has resulted in elevated water levels across most of the

Hanford Site. Discharges of water to the ground have been reduce~ resulting in

decreases in the water table of up to 9 m (29.5 ft) in the 200 Areas.

The ground water hydrology near and beneath the ATG gasification and

vitrification building is distinct from that of the 200 Areas. Ground water in the

southeastern portion of the Hanford Site and in the vicinity of the ATG

gasification and vitrifkation building is less affected by the Hanford Site

operations than by agricultural irrigation cycles and growing seasons in and

around Richland (Newcomer et al. 1992). The aquifers near the ATG gasification

and vitrification building are recharged both naturally and artificially. Natural

recharge is primarily from precipitation (l?NNL 1997). tilcial recharge is

primarily by the north Richland recharge basins and by irrigated farming in the

North Richland area. Ground water depth at the ATG gasification and

vitrification building is greater than 3 m (10 ft), based on well data (Ecology

1995). The ATG gasification and vitrification building is not over a ‘sole source

aquifer,’ as defiied in Section 1424 (e) of the Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974,

and is not located in a ground water management area. No public or private

domestic water supply wells are known to exist within 152.4 m (5oO ft) of or

downgradient of the ATG gasification and vitrification building.

There are no natural surface water bodies near the ATG gasification and

vitrification building nor is it within designated 100-yr or 500-yr floodplains.

The 200 Areas are not within the area of the probable maximum flood

(DOE 1986). Portions of the 33-km (20-rni) proposed waste transport route,

however, are within the 100-yr floodplain of the Yakima and the Columbia

Rivers (DOE 1986).
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4. Affected Environment

4.4 ECOLOGY

4.4.1 Terrestrial Biota
Vegetation. Approximately 60/. of the 1,4.50-km2 (560-mi~ Hanford Site is

developed, and the balance of the site is undeveloped. The Hanford Site

vegetation is characterized as a shrub-steppe ecosystem (Daubenmire 1970).

Slu-ublands occupy the largest acreage at the Hanford Site, primarily

sagebrushdominated communities. Grass communities also are common at the

Hanford Site, including cheatgrass, Sandberg’s bluegrass, needle-and-thread grass,

thickspike, bluebunch wheatgrass, bentgrass, meadow foxtail, lovegrasses, and

reed canarygrass (Mazaika et al. 1996). Approximately 23 tree species are found at

the Hanford Site, with black locust, Russian olive, cottonwood, mulberry,

sycamore, and poplar being predominant species.

The Hanford Site also includes riparian habitat, such as sloughs, backwaters,

shorelines, islands, and palustrine areas associated with the Columbia River

floodplain. Emergent riparian (wetland) habitat occurs in association with the

Columbia River and includes riffles, gravel bars, oxbow ponds, backwater

sloughs, and cobble shorelines. The Hanford Site also includes a variety of

unique habitats such as bluffs, dunes, and islands. For a complete list of species

and a more complete description of habitat types, refer to the Hanford Site

NEPA Site Characterization report (Cushmg 1995).

The Hanford Site also includes 655 km2 (257 m?) of land designated for research

or wildlife refuges, including the Arid Lads Ecology Reserve, U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service Saddle Mountain National Wildlife Refuge, and the Washington

State Department of Fish and Wildlife Wahluke Slope Wildlife Area (Cushkg

1995).

The ATG gasification and vitrification building is located within an area of north

Richland designated for heavy industrial uses. Some of the undeveloped land

within the designated industrial area remains under cultivation. Vegetation on

the ATG property includes shrubs and a,variety of wild mustards and sagebrush

plants sparsely scattered throughout the site. Site vegetation is dominated by

nomative weeds, including Russian thistle.

Wildlife. Common bird species in the vicinity of the ATG gasification and

vitrification facility include the western meadowiark, white-crowned sparrow,

gull, black-billed magpie, American crow, and European starling. Canada geese,

red-tailed hawk, and American kestrel are common, and are likely to occasionally

feed in nearby grain fields (ATG 1995a). Approximately 240 terrestrial vertebrate

species have been observed at the Hanford Site, including 40 mammal, 187 bird,

3 amphibian, and 9 reptile. Approximately 600 insect species also have been

observed at the Hanford Site (Cushing 1995).
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4. Affected Environment

The Tri-Cities area is within a major waterfowl flyway and wintering area.

Waterfowl use is concentrated along the Columbia River, with limited waterfowl

presence at the 200 West Area and in the immediate vicinity of the ATG

gasification and vitrification building property.

4.4.2 Aquatic Biota
The Hanford Site includes two types of natural aquatic habitats– the Columbia

River and small spring-streams and seeps located mainly on the Arid Lands

Ecology Reserve. These habitats include numerous species of phytoplankton,

periphyton, macrophytes, zoopkmkton, benthic organisms, insects, and fish. Fish

species common to the Columbia River include the Chinook salmon, sockeye

salmon, coho salmon, and steelhead trout. Common waterfowl species include

Canada goose, several species of ducks, and the coot. A complete species list for

the Hanford Site can be found in the Hanford Site NEPA Characterization report

(Cushing 1995).

Larger Hanford Site wetlands are found along its Columbia River border.

The width of the wetlands varies but may include extensive stands of willows,

grasses, various aquatic macrophytes, and other plants (Cushing 1995). Other

wetlands areas within the region of influence are within the Saddle Mountain

National Wildlife Refuge, Wahluke Wildlife Area, and the Arid Lands Ecology

Reserve (Cushing 1995).

Because there is no surface water in the immediate vicinity of the ATG

gasification and vitrification building, there are no aquatic species. However, the

ATG facility is about 3 km (2 mi) west of the Columbia River and is in its region

of influence. The ATG site elevation is about 10 m (30 ft) above the average

surface elevation of the river along the Hanford Site reach.

4.4.3 Endangered and Threatened Species
No plants or mammals on the federal endangered species list are known to exist at

the Hanford Site. Three bird species found at the Hanford Site, however, are on

the federal list of threatened and endangered species. &o, several species of

plants and animals found there are under state consideration for formal listing.

Table 4-2 lists the threatened and endangered species inhabiting or potentially

inhabiting the Hanford Site.

No threatened or endangered plant or animal species are known to exist or are

suspected to be present on the ATG gasification and vitrifkation facility site.

The absence of native vegetation and the industrial nature of the area render it an

unliiely habitat for such species.
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Table 4-2 “
Threatened and Endangered Species Inhabiting or

Potentially Inhabiting the Hanford Site

Common Name Scientific Name Federal State

Insects
Oregon silverspot butterfly’ Speyerw zaone T Tb

Plants
Columbia rnilk-vetch Astragalus colwrzbianus T

Columbia yellowcress Rort~a columbiae Eb

Dwarf evening primrose Oenotlwra pygrnaea T

Hoover’s desert parsley Lomatium tuberosum T

Northern wormwoocP Artemisiu carnpestris E
boreali~ var. wormskioldii

Birds
Aleutian Canada goose’ Branta candensis T E

leucopareia

American whke pelican Pelecarws erytbrorkychos E

Bald eagle Hdiaeetza ieucocephalus T T

Ferruginous hawk Bweo regalis T

Peregrine falcon’ Falco pere~”nzss E E

San&ill crane’ Gnus CIZrZ&&ZsiS E

Mammals
~ P m rabbit’ E

Notes:
‘ LikelynotcurrentlyinhabitingtheHanfordSite.
bT=Threatened;E-.Endangered.
cIncidentaloccurrence.
SourceCushing1995.

4.5 CULTURALRESOURCES
Information regarding local cultural resources can be found in the Hanford Site

NEPA Characterization (Cushing 1995). Two hundred and eighty-three

prehistoric sites have been found on the Hanford Site (Cushing 1995). Prehistoric

archaeological sites common to the Hanford Site include remains of numerous pit

house villages, various types of open campsites, cemeteries, sptilt quest

monuments (rock cairns), hunting camps, game drive complexes, and quarries in

mountains and rocky bluffs (Rice 1968% 1968b; 1980).
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SECTION5

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE
ACTION

PROPOSED

5.1

This section presents an analysisof potential environmental impacts of the proposed

transport and treatment of 5,120 ms (6,696 yds) of Hanford Site LLMW. Treatment of

LLMW from commercial facilitieswas beyond the scope of this EA. However, analysis

was performed in the SEPA EIS for Treatment of LLMW with the MWF operating at

full capacity versus the 25% capacity for the DOE waste stream. The SEPA EIS

indicated insignificant impacts for the ATG MWF, which included both the nonfid

and thermal treatment facilities at the ATG facility.

Environment concerns related to the proposed action include air emissions, storage

and handling of hazardous chemicals and waste, transportation of hazardous wast% and

accident risks.

ksuks of the environmental impacts depicted in this EA are different than the results

shown in the SEPA EIS for Treatment of Low-Level Mixed Waste. This is because this

EA analyzes only the Hanford Sitewastq whereas the SEPA EIS analyzed siting and

construction as well as treatment of commercial and DOE waste in addition to the

Hanford Site waste. This EA uses the GENII computer model, the standard dose

assessment used by DOE. The SEPA EIS used the Clean Air Act Assessment Package

1988 Personal Computer (CAP88-PC) pro- the standardmodel used by the EPA.

FACILITYOPERATIONAND WASTETRANSPORT

In this sectio~ the environmental impacts of air emissions, hazardous chemicals and

waste solid waste, and transportation have been analyzed using the conditions described

in Section 4, Affected Environment. Potential impacts associated with ATG gasification

and vitrification building operations and waste transport also have been evaluated in the

following documents, with results incorporated into this sectiox
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5. Environmental Impacts of the Proposed Action

ISCST3 Air Dispersion Modeling Results for ~e ATG Gasification and

Vit&ation Facility (Sculley 1996)

RADTRAN 4 Modeling Resuks for Transport of LLMW from the

Hanford Site 200 West &-ea to tke ATG Gasification and Vitrification

Facili~ (Deshler 1996)

Biological Dose and Risk Assessment for ATG Low-Level Mixed Waste

Facili~ (L.eung1996)

Thermal Treatment of Low-Level Mixed Waste Accident Analysis Report

(Jacobs 1998).

5.1.1 Air Pollutant Emissions
Faciky emissions estimatesfor impact analysisin this EA used two of the waste streams

tested in the pilot facility tests by PEAT Inc medical facility waste (a mix of pk.sties,

paper, food _ and some laboratory chemicals), and simulated dunnage waste (a mix

of wood paper, phstiq and metalwaste). The results of a peer review of mass flow

rates is provided in Appendix A

The pilot facility emission test resultswere reported primarily as stack concentrations of

individual chemicals. Those stack concentrations were converted into standard

emission factors based on the waste feed rate and stack gas flow rates for the individual

pilot tests. The medical waste tests used a feed rate of 23 kg (50 lb)/hr. The simulated

dunnage waste tests used a feed rate of 9 kg (20 lb)hr. Emissions from the two waste

streams are anticipated to be similarto ~ical Hanford Site waste streams. k cases

where the same chemicals were detected during both the medical waste and dunnage

waste tests, the highest of the two emission rate values was used for estimating

emissions from the ATG gasification and vitrification building.

The pilot facili~was equipped with less extensive gas treatment equipment than is

proposed for the ATG gasification and vitrification building. The pilot facili~ included

an acid gas scrubber system and a flare system as primary emission controls. The

proposed ATG gasification and vitrification system includes a ceramic candle filter, acid

gas scrubber, syngas converter, HEPA fb, and carbon filters. In addition, the ATG

system would cool the exhaust gas from the syngasconverter before the final filtration

stage of HEPA titers and carbon fikers. Consequently, vaporized metals detected in

the flare exhaust from the pilot facilitywould be condensed to particulate form and

trapped in fkrs at the ATG facility.

Emission rate data born the pilot facilhy testswere adjusted to be representative of

expected emissions from the proposed ATG facility. The I-IEPA and carbon filters are

expected to provide an additional 99% removal of particulatematter and metals, while

the carbon filters are expected to further reduce organic compound emissions by 500/0

(bung 1996).
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5. Environmental lm~acts of the Pro~osed Action

5.1.2 Potential Ambient Air Pollutant Concentrations
A conservative screening analysisof ambient air quality impacts from the proposed

ATG gasification and vitrification buildingwas developed using a Gaussian dispersion

model. The latest version of the indum-ialcomplex model was used for these analyses

(ISCST3 Industrial Source COmplex Short Term 3, EPA version 95250). The model

was run for a 24-h meteorological patternrepresenting a winter day with a persistent

wind direction and limited pollutant dispersion characteristics.

Wmd speeds were assumed to vtuy between 1 and 2 ndsec (2.2 to 4.4 mph). Moderate

tempemture inversion conditions were assumedto persist all day (stabilityclasses E

and F). Mixing height limits were set at 100 to 150 m (328 to 482 ft). A realistic

variation in precise wind directions was simulatedby using a random number generator

to produce a sequence of independent wind direction fluctuations of 10° to either side

of the assumed prevailing wind direction.

Table 5-1 summarizes anticipated facility emissions and the maximum expected

pollutant concentrations downwind of the proposed ATG mixed-waste facility. None

of the modeled pollutant concentrations approach or exceed applicable state or federal

air qualitystandardsor ambient concentration guidelines. Details of the emissions and

modeling analysesare documented in Sctdley (1996).

5.1.3 Hazardous Chemicals
Themodeling resultspresented in Table 5-1 are directly proportional to the waste feed

rate. The screening-level dispersion modeling analysisassumed a daily average feed rate

of 68 kg (150 lb)/br for the Hanford Site LLMW. More recent facili~ design changes

now anticipate intermittent batch processing of the Hanford Site LLMW, with no waste

processed on some days and a feed rate of 114 kg (250 lb)/hr or more on days when the

Hanford Site LLMW is processed. Averaged over 250 working days per year, the

Hanford Site LI..MWwill be processed at a rate of 35.3 kg (77.6 lb)/hr.

Impacts associated with hazardous chemicals would not be expected if standard

hazardous waste storage and handlingprocedures were followed.

Small quantitiesof acids, bases, oxidizers, toxins, flammables, reactives, heavy metals,

and pesticides would be necessary for waste sample +es and analytical equipment

calibration in ATG’s mixed-waste facility laboratory. In addition to the ATG

gasification and vitrification buildings, the mixed-waste facility includes a nonthermal

treatment building and a waste storage buikling. Laboratory personnel would be

protected by conformance with regulatoryrequirements of 29 CFR 1910.1450.

Laborato~ hazardous chemical inventories would include compressed gases and

flammable, explosive toxic and/or corrosive liquids.
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5. Environmental Impacts of the Proposed Action

Table 5-I
Summary of Nonradiological Facility Emissions and Dispersion Modeling Results

Pollutant
Estimated EmissionRate (gmls) Maximum 24-h

EmissionFactor, for Feed Rate of
Average Breathing
Zone Concentration

gmltona 150lb/hr
(vdrn’)

ParticulateMatter(PMIO)
CarbonMonoxide
NitrogenOxides
SulfurOxides
SulfurDioxide

HydrochloricAcid
HydrogenFluoride
Formaldehyde
Acetaldehyde
Butyraldehyde

DiphenyleneMethane(Fluorene)
Phenol
1,4-Dichlorobenzene(p-Dichlorobenzene)
2-Methylphenol(Cresol)
3/4-Methylphenol(Cresol)
CombinedMethylphenol(Cresol)isomers

Acetophenone
Phenanthrene
BenzoicAcid
Naphthalene
2-Methylnaphthalene

Acenaphthylene
DimetbylPhtbalate
DiethylPhthalate
Di-n-ButylPhthalate
ButylbenzylPhthalate

bis(2-Ethylhexyl)Phthalate
Dibenzofurans
2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin
1,2,3,7,8-Pentachloradibenzo-p-dioxin
1,2,3,4,7,8-Hexachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin

l,2,3,6,7,8-Hexaehlorodibenzo-p-@oxin
1,2,3,7,8,9-Hexachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin
1,2,3,4,6,7,8-Heptachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin
Octachlorodlbenzo-p-dioxin
2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorodibenzofbran
1237 8-Pentachlorodibenzofuran,,, >
2,3,4,7,8-Pentachlorodibenzofuran

4.68
1,450
2,389
168
107

62.69

3.07

134

672

52

0.03I
0.90
0.012
0.074
0.063
0.14

0.032
0.05
4.04
0.41
0.14

0.044
0.026
0.15
0.36
1.25

177
0.040

8.36E-08
2.39E-07
2.39E-07

1.20E-07
1.20E-07
3.47E-06
1.56E-05
4.78E-07
3.59E-07
3.59E-07

9.75E-05
3.02E-02
4.98E-02
3.50E-03
2.22E-03

1.3IE-03
6.39E-05
2.79E-03
1.40E-02
1.08E-03

6.42E-07
1.87E-05
2.57E-07
1.54E-06
1.30E-06
2.84E-06

6.60E-07
1.08E-06
8.42E-05
8.59E-06
2.84E-06

9.23E-07
5.36E-07
3.20E-06
7.58E-06
2.60E-05

3.68E-03
8.31E-07
1.74E-12
4.98E-12
4.98E-12

2.49E-12
2.49E-12
7.23E-11
3.24E-10
9.97E-12
7.48E-12
7.48E-12

4.42E-04
1.37E-01
2.26E-01
1.59E-02
1.OIE-02

5.92E-03
2.90E-04
1.27E-02
6.35E-02
4.88E-03

2.91E-06
8.48E-05
1.17E-06
6.99E-06
5.91E-06
1.29E-05

3.00E-06
4.89E-06
3.82E-04
3.89E-05
1.29E-05

4.18E-06
2.43E-06
1.45E-05
3.44E-05
1.18E-04

1.67E-02
3.77E-06
7.90E-12
2.26E-11
2.26E-11

1.13E-11
1.13E-11
3.28E-10
1.47E-09
4.52E-11
3.39E-11
3.39E-11

TC 0820 Offsite Thermal Treatment of Low-level Mixed Woste Final EA 5/99
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5. Environmental Imnacts of the Pro~osed Action

Table 5-1 (continue~
Summary of Nonradiologieal Facility Emissions and Dispersion Modeling Results

Pollutant

12347 8-Hexachlorodibenzofkran73>?>
12378 9-Hexachlorodibenzofhran7379>
23467 8-Hexachlorodibenzofuran7,997
I 2378 9-Hexachlorodibenzofirran,7>>>

1,2,3,4,6,7,8-Heptachlorodibenzofuran
1,2,3,4,7,8,9-Heptachlorodibenzofuran
Octochlorodibenzofimm
TotalTetrachlorodibenzofuran
TotalDibenzo-p-DioxinToxicityEquivalent
TotalDibenzofuranToxicity Equivalent
TotalDioxin+ FuranToxicity Equivalent

Aluminum(particulate)
Aluminum(vaporphase)
Aluminum(combinedparticulateaudvapor)
Barium(particulate)
Barium(vaporphase)
Barium(combinedparticulateandvapor)
Cadmium
Copper
Iron(particulate)
Iron(vaporphase)
Lead
Magnesium(particulate)
Magnesium(vaporphase)
Mercuryb
Nickel
Ziic

Estimated EmissionRate fgmh)
Maximum M-h

EmissionFactor, for Feed Rate of
Average Breathing

gmlton 150 lb/hr
Zone Concentration

W m’)

1.56E-06 3.24E-11 I.47E-10
7.18E-07 1.50E-11 6.78E-I1
2.51E-06 5.23E-11 2.37E-10
1.20E-07 2.49E-12 1.13E-11
7.78E-06 1.62E-10 7.35E-10
2.51E-06 5.23E-11 2.37E-10
7.90E-05 1.64E-09 7.46E-09
1.44E-07 3.00E-12 1.36E-11
3.OIE-07 6.28E-12 2.85E-11
1.35E-06 2.81E-11 1.27E-10
1.65E-06 3.44E-11 1.56E-10

0.129
0.091
0.22

0.0033
0.0078
0.011
0.0037
0.0092
0.104
0.026
0.043
0.015
0.0056
N/Ab
0.032
0.050

2.68B06

1.89E-06

4.57E-06

6.92E-08

1.62E-07
2.31E-07
7.67E-08
1.93E-07
2.17E-06
5.32E-07
8.87E-07
3.1IE-07
1.16E-07
7.4E-05

6.63E-07
1.04E-06

1.22E-05
8.55E-06
2.07E-05
3.14E-07
7.33E-07
1.05E-06
3.48E-07
8.73E-07
9.83E-06
2.41E-06
4.02E-06
1.41E-06
5.25E-07
3.35E-04
3.00E-06
4.70E-06

Notes:
‘ As discussedin Section5.1.1,estimatedemissionfactorswerederivedilom pilotfacilityemissiontestresults,pilot study

wastefeed rates,pilot studyexhaustgas flow rates,andemissioncontrolfactorsto accountfor theeffects of theHEPA
andcarbonfiltersproposedfor theATG gasificationandvitrificationbuildlng.Modelinganalysisresultsarebasedon the
ISCST3 dispersionmodel assuming24 consecutivehours of low wind speeds,poor dispersionconditions (stability
categoriesE andF), andpersistentwinddirections(randomizedfluctuationswithin10 eithersideof themeandirection).
Stacktipdownwashandbuildingwakeeffectswereincludedin themodel runs. Feed ratesfor theHanfordSiteLLMW
will varysignificantlyon a dailybasis,rangingfrom no HanfordSiteLLMW on some daysto 250 lb/lmor more on other
days. Averagedover a 250-d workyear,theHanfordSiteLLMWprocessingwill average77.6 lbihr.

b Mercuryemissionswerenotmonitoredinthepilotfacilityemissionstesting.Mercuryemissionswere estimatedbasedon
130ppm mercuryin the wastefeed, a releasefractionof 1 in themelter,and a 97% removaletllcieney in the off-gas
treatmentsystern(ATG1998a).

Source: Sculley 1996.



5. Environmental Impacts of the Proposed Action

As part of standardRCRA fa~ requirements, a plan outlining specific workplace

practices and procedures to ensure employee safety would be developed. Adherence to

these requirements would mhimize the potential impacts from the storage of hazardous

bles, and compressedchemicals, including acids and bases, two-part polymers, flamma

gases.

5.1.4 Solid and Hazardous Waste
Compliancewiththelaws and regulations identified in Section 6 would minimke

impacts of solid and hazardous waste disposal. After treatment in the ATG gasification

and vitrification building, waste would be returned to the Hanford Site for final

disposition. The treatment processes may generate seconckuy waste as W* is treated.

Any secondatywaste generated at the ATG gasification and vitrification building would

be packaged and certified before being returned to the Hanford Site.

5.1.5 Transportation
The radiological and chemical transportation accidents associated with the thd

treatment of LLMW from the Hanford Site are evaluatedin this section.

Rdiologz”cal Risk.

Predicted health effects fi-om exposure to radiation are commonly expressed in numbers

of latent cancer fatalities (I-Cl?) expected in a population. To predict the LCF fi-om

waste transpo~ factors provided in the 1990 Recommendations for the International

Commission on Radiation Protection (ICRP 1990) were use~ which are also consistent

with factors used by the NRC in its rulemaking Standardsfor Protection Against

Radiation (NRC 1991). These factors are applicable where the dose to an individual

would be less than 20 rem and the dose rate would be less than 10 rerdh. The

dose-to-risk conversion factors are 500 LCF/million person-rem effective dose

equivalent (5E-04 deaths/person-rem) for the general population and 400 LCF/million

person-rem (4E-04 deaths/Person-rem) for workers.

LLMW from the 200 West Area may contain up to 100 nCi/g of transuranic

radionuclides, with container sur&ce radiation doses up to 200 mrem/hr. This M

would be transported from the 200 West Area to the ATG gasifkation and vitrification

building by truck (see Figure 2-2). The proposed transfer route is largely (950/0)within

the Hanford Site boundaries and approximately 500/oof the route is subject to access

control. Only authorized personnel are permitted to travel on this road. After

treatmen~ the vitrified waste would be transported back to the 200 West kea for land

disposal. Transportation health effects were estimated using the computer model

RADTRAN 4 (Version 4.0.18) (IWuhauser and Kanipe 1992).

RMWR4.N 4 was developed at SandiaNational Laboratories to evaluate the risk of

transporting radioactive material. Several input data files, representing various types of

waste and transportation scenarios, are available for public use on the %.ndia mainframe

computer. The input data file representing the transfer of spent fuel to the Hanford Site

was modified based on the radiological characteristics (Table 5-2) of the waste that

TC 0820 Offsite Thermal Treatment of Low-level Mixed Waste Final EA 5/99
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5. Environmental Impacts of the Proposed Action

would be treated at the proposed facility (Place 1994). The isotopes included in the

input data files accounted for 99c%or more of the activity of the current inventory of

waste. The exclusion of isotopes present only in relatively small amounts would not

change the output significantly. The waste charactekics described were for the 890 ms

(1,164 yds) of thermally treatablewaste accumulated by 1994. Identical waste

chamcterist.icswere assumed for the additional 4,230 ms (5,533 yds) eq?ected to be

generated and treated by the year 2010.

In addition to modifying the isotope activityvariables in the existing input data file,

several parametersrelating to shipment were aker~ including the followiqy

. Fraction of travel in ruralpopulation zone changed to 1.0

● Fraction of rural travel on freeways changed to 0.9

. Kilometers traveled per trip (one-w~) changed to 33

● Stop-time per trip changed to O.

Other general assumptions made in the input file were not changed. The worker

population was assumed to consist of two people, the driver and an assistan~ Because

of the controlled access over most of the transport route, the majori~ of nonworkers

potentially exposed during incident-free transport would be those sharing the roadway

with the truck. Using a traffic count of 47o vehi&s/h (one way), the model would

estimate that 317 people would be exposed during a single incident-free trip.

The maximdy exposed individual nonworker is assumed to live 10 m (33 ft) from the

roadway. From a default rural population density of 6 people/kmZ, the model estimates

that 8,100 people could be exposed to radioactive mated released in an accident.

Other important variables in calculating transportation risk are the number and size of

shipments. Over a 10-yr peri~ 5,120 ms of LLMW would be treated Assuming a

waste densi~ of 347 kg/ins and a truck capaci~ of 18,100 kg (39,820 lb), approximately

160 inbound (to the proposed facility) trips would be necessary over the 10-yrperiod.

Although the volume of the processed waste would be reduced by up to 80’Yo,its density

would increase to up to 2,650 kg/mJ (7,626 lb/yds) limiting the number of drums that

could be transported to approximatdy 50/shipment. Based on these calculations,

approximately 150 outbound (away from the proposed facilitj) trips would be necessary

over the 10-yr period Separateinput data files were created for the inbound and

outbound SCellatiOS.

hmident-free Tkznsportdon. RADTRAN4 can calculate the radiological dose and

associated health risk from incident-free travel. Predicted doses and risks are presented

in Table 5-3. The inbound and outbound doses for both workers and nonworkers are

similar,ani as expe~ the doses received by the nonworkers passing the truck

transports are lower than for the workers driving the trucks. The RADTR4N 4 model

predicts that a member of the public receiving the maximum exposure from 10 yr of

TC 0820 OffSite Thermal Treatment of Low-levelMixed Woste Final EA 5/99
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Table 5-2
Radiological Characteristics of the Hanford Site Low-level Mixed Waste

Activityin Currentstockpile A~tivi@/S@ment(inbound)’
FissionProducts

Activity/Shipment
(Ci)’ + Fnture Stockpileb (outbound)”

CS-137 26.6 153.0247 0.9564 1.0202
Sr-90 24.2 139.4481 0.8716 0.9297
H-3 4.2 24.1618 0.1510 0.1611
Fe-55 2.78 15.9928 0.1000 0.1066
Mn-54 1.38 7.9389 0.0496 0.0529
Cc-144 0.40 2.3011 0.0144 0.0153
CO-60 0.27 1.5533 0.0097 0.0104
En-154 0.23 1.32 0.0082 0.0088
Pm-147 0.18 1.0355 0.0065 0.0069

Weight of Current Stockpile Activity in current stockpile Activity in Current Stockpile ActiV@/ShiprneUt(inbound)’
Alpha-bearing radionuclides

Activity/Shipment
(!3)= (a)’ + Future Stockpileb (outbound)d

Pu-241 1.2 125.0 719.0 4.5 4.8
PU-238 0.13 2,21
Am-241

12.7 0.079 0.085
0.60 2.09 12.0 0.075 0.080

Pu-239 11.3 0.71 4.1 0.026 0.027
Pu-240 0.70 0.16 0.92 0.057 0.061
Np-237 11.3 0.008 0.046 0.00029 0.00031
Pu 0.78 13.5 78.0 0.49 0.52
~

Mobile Isotopes Activity/Shipment (inbound)’
Activity/Shipment

(Ci)s + Future Stockpileb (outbound)’

C-14 0,060 0.345 0.0022 0.0023
1-129 0.012 0.069 0.00043 0.00046
TC-99 0.021 0.121 0.00076 0.00081

Notes:
‘ FromTable12,Place(1994);includesisotopesresponsiblefor99% of theactivity.
bCurrentstockpile=890m3;currentstockpile+futurestockpile=5,120m3.
cAssuming160inboundshipments.
dAssuming150outboundshipments.
“ FromTable14,Place(1994);includesisotopesresponsiblefor99.9%of theactivity.
fCalculatedusingspecificactivityforeachisotope;calculatedby Specificactivity(CVg)= 3.S78E+05/(half-life(years)x atomicmass).
gFromTable23, Place(1994).
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operation will receive less than O.OIOhof the 100-mrem maximum allowable dose from a

licensed nuclear facility during 1 yr of operation. Exposure of either of the two workers

in the worker populatio~ the transport driver and an assistanqis predicted to be limited

to 0.570 of the 5,000-mrem annual limit for workers.

Table 5-3
Radiological Dose and LCF from Incident-free Transportation

of LLMW to and from the ATG Gas&cation and Wrifkation Building

Inbound Waste Workers Nonworkers
Averageanntylpopulationdose (person-rerdyr) 0.025 0.0098
lo-yr cumukve populationdose (person-rem) 0.25 0.098
10-yrmmuktiveLU? 1.oE-04 4.9E-05
lo-yrmaxidly q osedindividual(rem) ~ca 9.3E-05

Outbound Waste
Averageanaualpopulationdose(persan-redyr) 0.023 0.0092
10-yrammlativepapuhriondose (person-rem) 0.23 0.092
10-yrammktiveLCF 9.4E-05 4.6E-05
lo-p~ osedindivdual rem ~c, 8.75E-05

Not=
aNotcalc&d~madeL
Source Deshlex1996.

Predicted radiological exposures of the public and of workers posed by an accident

occurring along the rural transport route are even der than the maximum annual

operating dose (provided in Section 5.2.6). As the LCF for the worker and nonworker

population is less than one, no observable health effects are expected to result from

transport accidents.

Trunsportution Accidents.

The radiological and toxicological impacts associated with transporting waste are

evaluated in this section. The bounding transportation accident identified in the

prdimimuy hazards amlysis (Jacobs 1998) would be a potential truck fire. This accident

scenario assumes that the truck is involved in a serious accident in which the truck

burns and ignites the waste in the containers resuking in a radiological and toxicological

release.

. .
Raz&kmdRi.sk h TYmsmnwnm‘ A&

The following assumptions and parameterswere used in calcdating the radiological

health impacts to the various receptors.

. Net weight of waste per truck shipment= 36,000 lb contained in metal

drums (ATG 1998).

● Inventoryof waste in a shipment was developed considering maximum

license limits from ATG’s license application to Washington Department

of Health (ATG 1998).

TC 0820 OffsifeThermal Treafrnentof Low-leveiMixed Waste Find EA 5/99
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5. Environmental lm~acts of the Pro~osed Action

●

●

●

●

Amount of waste released in the fire or the damage ratio= SOY.

(WHC 1993)

Release fraction for a &-e= 5.0 E-04 (DOE 1994) with the exception of

1-129 (1.5E-01 ~kkr 1986]

Waste burns for 1 hour (conservative assumption made to support

modeling of airborne contaminantt concentrations)

Atmospheric dispersion coefficients provided as input for GENII were

generatedwith the GXQ computer code.

Radiation doses from the source term listed in Table 5-4 were computed with the

GENII code (Napier et al. 1988). The LCF risk to the designated receptors as a result of

the transportation accident scenario is presented in Table 5-5.

Table 5-4
Source Term for Transportation Fire

Isotope Inventory(Ci) DamageRatio Release Fraction Source Term (Ci)
P-32 3.53E-02 50% 5.OE-04 8.83E-06
Sr-90 1.45E+O0 509’0 5.OE-04 3.63E-04
I-129 1.66E-04 50~o 1.5E-01 1.25E-05
CS-137 2.66E+O0 50%
Pu-238

5.OE-04 6.65E-04
1.09E-02 50% 5.OE-04 2.73E-06

Pu-239 4.93E-04 50% 5.OE-04 1.23E-07
Pu-241 8.71E-02 50~o 5.OE-04 2.18E-05
AM-241 1.45E-03 50’%0 5.OE-04 3.63E-07

Table 5-5
Radiological Exposures and Number of Latent Cancer Fatalities Resulting from a Worst-Case

Credible Transportation Accident Scenario Occurring during a 10-yrOperational Period

Receptor Dose
LCF Risk Probability

LCF Point
(rem EDE) EstimateRisk

GeneralPublicPomlation 2.OE-01‘ 1.OE-04 6.8E-05 6.8E-09
InvolvedWorker~1 (located 1.OE+OO 5.OE-04 6.8E-05 3.4E-08
lessthan10m tlom accident)
HypotheticalResident(at 3.5E-04 1.8E-07 6.8E-05 1.2E-I1
100m)
ChildcareCenterMEI 1.7E-05 8.5E-09 6.8E-05 5.8E-13
Notes:
]Populationdosewouldbe inunitsof person-remEDE.
Dose basedon inhalationonly. Accidentassumesinterdiction.
Involvedworkerdosebasedonhandcalculation.
Tbe accidentprobabilityis basedon a frequencyof 1.3E-08accidentdkm● 160trips● 33 kmkrip

When the probability of the transportation accident occuning is considere~ the

resultingpoint estimateriskswould be lower than the routine transportation impacts.

CbnkdRisk b TramxmwbnA&

Potential acute hazardsassociated with exposure to concentrations of chemicals

resulting from postulated ~ transportation accidents were evaluatedusing a

TC 0820 OffSite Thermal Treatment of Low-1evelMixed Waste Final EA 5/99
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screening-level approach. The screening-level assessment &olved direct comparison of

calculated exposure concentrations of chemicals to an MEI located within a 10-m (33-ft)

radiusof the accident to air concentration screening criteriaknown as Emergency

Response Planning Guides (ERPG). ERPGs are defined as follows

●

●

●

ERPG1 - The maximum airborne concentration below which it is

believed that nearly all individuals could be exposed for up to 1 h without

experiencing other than mild transientadverse effects or perceiving a

clearly defined objectionable odor.

EIWG2 - The maximum airborne concentration below which it is

believed that nearly all individuals could be exposed for up to 1 h without

experiencing or developing irreversible or other serious health effects or

symptoms that could impair their ability to take protective action.

ERPG3 - The maximum airborne concentration below which it is

believed that nearly all individuals could be exposed for up to 1 h without

experiencing or developing life-threatening h&kh effects:

The health hazards were evaluatedbased on the central nervous system depressant

effects, corrosive/iitant effects, and toxic effects. Chemicals within each group were

assumed additive. This is a conservative assumption because many different chemicals

affect different organs. Cumulative hazards for the depressant corrosivek-itanq and

toxic chemicals were evaluatedas follows

CumulativeHazard = Cl/El + CZ/E2 + ... + Ci/Ei

Where:

C = Calculated airborne exposure point concentration for an individual

chemical, (mg/ms)

E = The ERPG for the chemical (mg/mJ).

A cumulativeHI greaterthan 1.0 indicates that the acute hazard guidelines for a

chemical class has been exceeded and the chemical class may pose a potential acute

health impm.

The chemical health hazards associated with a transportation accident are dependent on

the severity of the acciden~ nature of the chemicals, local population density, and the

weather conditions. The worst-case credible accident would bean accident resulting in

a&e while transporting LLMW to the ATG Facility to be treated Chemical

consequences born untreated waste would be more severe than treated waste because

the treatment process would destroy or immobilize hazardous organic chemicals, and

the treatedwaste has a low probabdhy of igniting.

The following assumptions and parameterswere used in calculating the chemical

concentrations within a 10-m (33-ft) radius of the acciderw

TC 0820 OffSite Thermal Treatment of Low-/eve/Mixed Waste Final EA 5/99
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●

b

●

●

●

●

●

Waste per truck shipment = 18,100 kg (40,000 lb)

Total volume of waste to be transported and treated = 5,120 mj

(180,800 ft’)

Waste densi~ = 347 kg/ins (21.7 lb/ftJ) (17etraTech 1996b)

Total weight of the hazardous chemical constituents= 14,917 kg

(32,900 lb) (City of Ricbland 1998)

ku-nountof waste released in the fre = 500/o(assumed)

Release fraction for a fire= 5.0 E-04 (DOE 1994)

The materialreleased is assumed to spread instantaneously and uniformly

over a hemisphere 10-m (33-ft) in radius. The MEI is assumed to be

located at the center of the hemisphere.

The weight of the total waste to be transported and treated is 1,776,640 kg

(2,600,000 lb) (5,120 m3 times 347 kg/ins); therefore, the ratio of hazardous chemical in

a shipment of waste was calculated as follomw

Hazardous chemicals per shi~ment = 14.917 lozchemicalstotal

18,100 kg wasteper shipment 1,776,640 kg total waste

Hazardous chemical/shipment = 152 kg (340 lb)

The chemical concentration within a 10-m (33-ft) hemisphere is calculated using the

following equation

C(mg/m3) = [Q (l@].
()

-& . (1.0 E+06mg/l@

where

C = Concentration

Q = Respirable quanti~released

Q = (Truck invento~) . (50% released in fire) . (respirablerelease fraction)

r = Assumed 10-m (33-ft) radius for distribution of source.

Therefore

C = (152 kg). (50%) . (5.0 E-04) . (4.77E-04/ms) - (1.0E+06 mg/kg) = 1.81

E+O1 mg/ms

The chemical inventory involved in a potential truck accident was based on a

breakdown of the Hanford Site LLMW by hazardous and toxic materialconstituents

(Cky of R&land 1998). The chemicals were sorted into chemical classes and

TC 0820 - Ofkite Thermal Treatment of Low-levelMixed Waste Final EA 5/99
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representativechemicals from each chemical class were selected that wouId best

represent the clzss. The chemical classes and the weight of each class areas follows

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Soknts/thinners/g&cols/glycol e&XS (3,881 kg [8,560 lbl)

Metals/metal sakdpigmems (1,666 kg [3,670 lb]

Resins/phistics/po&mers (70 kg [150 lb]

Caustics (406 kg [895 lb]

Petrokmm/cod tar deliv&ZiVe!l(5,656 kg [12,470 lb]

Pesticides/herbicides/PCBs (517 kg [1,140 lb]

Freons (37 kg [82 lb]

Amines (241 kg [530 lb]

Other (2,441 kg [5,380 Ibj) is comprised of water and additives (e.g., food

additives,antioxidant) and would have no acute health impacts.

lle solvents, thinners, glycols, and glycol ethers represent 26°70(3880.87 kg/

14,917.36 kg) of the total hazardous chemicals. At 10 m (33 ft), the air concentration of

the solvent waste streamwould be 4.71 mg/mj (18.1 mg/m3 . 26%). The total solvent

waste streamwas estimated to have the following composition

● &OIIl&C sokllts = 460/.

● chlorinated solvents= 20?40

● Glycols/glycol ethers/alcohols = 24%

● Aliphatics = lo%.

Each of the solvent components would have the following air concentrations

● Aromatic solvents = 2.17 mg/mJ (4.71 mg/mJ . 46%)

. Chlorinated solvents= 0.94 mg/mJ (4.71 mg/mJ . 20YO)

. Glycols/glycol etherdalcohols = 1.13 mg/mj (4.71 mg/mJ - 24VO)

● Aliphatics = 0.47 mg/m3 (4.71 mg/mj. 10%).

Metals/metal saltsrepresent 11% (1665.97 kg/14,917.36 kg) of the total hazardous

chemicals. The air concentration of the metal waste stream would be 1.99 mg/mJ

(18.1 rng/m’. llYo). Approximate& 930k of the waste stream would be particulate

material (CiV of Richland 1998) with no acute health impacts. Assuming that the

remain@ 7?40is equivalent to sodium silicate the air concentration of sodium silicate

would be 0.14 rng/mJ (1.99 mg/mJ . 7YO).

Resins/phstics represent 0.47”L (70.17 kg/14,917.36 kg) of the total hazardous

chemicals. At 10 m (33 ft), the air concentration of the resins/plastics waste m-earn

would be 0.09 mg/mJ (18.1 mg/mJ. 0.4770). However, resins/plastics are inert and

nontoxic for acute exposure and would not result in any acute health impacts.

TC 0820 - OffsifeThermal Treah-neniof Low-levelMixedWaste Final EA 5/99
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Caustics represent 3% (406.15 kg/14,917.36 kg) of the to~ hazardous chemicals,

The air concentmtion of caustics would be 0.54 mg/mJ (18.1 mg/mj - 3~o). The entire

air concentration of caustics conservatively was assumed to be represented by sodium

hydroxide.

The petrokundcod tarwaste stream represents 38% (5,657.9 kg/14,917.36 ~ of the

total hazardous chemicals. The air concentration of this waste stream would be

6.89 mg/mJ (18.1 mg/mJ” 38°Ya).The entire air concentration of the petroleundcoal

tarwaste stream conservatively was assumed to be represented by tridecane (similarto

kerosene).

PCBs/pesticides represent 3°k (516.88 kg/14.917.36 kg) of the total hazardous

chemicals and are comprised almost entirely of PCBS. The air concentration of PCBS

would be 0.54 mg/mJ (18.1 mg/mJ. 3%).

Freons represent 0.25% (37.45 kg/14,917.36 kg) of the total hazardous chemicals.

The air concentration of freons would be 0.05 rng/mg (18.1 mg/ms. 0.25?o). The entire

air concentmtiorx of freons was assumed to be represented by the chlorinated solvent

methylene chloride.

The amine waste stream represents 1.6% (240.71 kg/14,917.36@ of the to~

hazardous chemicals. The air concentration of this waste streamwould be 0.29 mg/mJ

(18.1 mg/mJ. 1.670). The entire air concentration of amines conservatively was

assumed to be represented by ammonia.

The air concentrations of the chemical classes are compared to the ERPGs in Table 5-6

(centralnervous system depression concentration limits), Table 5-7 (corrosive/irritant

concentration limits), and Table 5-8 (toxic concentration limits). As shown in these

tables, the accident would not result in anticipated fatalities,the development of

irreversible or serious health effects, or the development of mild transientadverse

effects.

5.2 HUMAN HEALTH IMPACTSFROM PLANT OPERATIONS

5.2.1 Hazardous Waste
Downwind concentrations of the compounds emitted from the Plasma Energy Applied

Technology, Inc (PEAT) test facility during gasification and vitrification were modeled

using the EPA model ISCST3 (see Section 5.1.1.1). This modeling resulted in

estimations of breathing zone air chemical concentrations. The analysesof the human

health impacts of inhaling these predicted ske-related chemical concentrations is

presented in this section.

Quantitative Analysis: Chemical toxicities were amlyzed using standardEPA human

health risk assessmentmethodologies (EPA 1991% 1991b). Human health risk

assessment is a series of analyses comparing probable exposures to site-related

chemicals with doses correlated with deleterious health effects. The-se+es produce

TC 0820 - Offsite ThermaJ Treatment of Low-level Mixed Waste Final EA 5/99
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estimates of cancer risk or noncancer hazard A noncancer hazard quotient (HQ) of

greater than 0.25 and an excess cumulative cancer risk greaterthan 1.OE-05 for an

individual (one excess cancer per 100,000 exposed population) is used as a standardof

significance by EPA. These estimatesare provided for those chemicals expected to be

in ATG’s gasification and vitrification building emissions and for which sufficient

toxicological data are available.

HC$, or noncancer hazard quotients, are computed by comparing estimated daily intake

levels with risk reference doses @fll) availableon EPA’s IntegratedRisk Information

System (IRIS). RfDs are benchmark daily doses to which humans maybe subjected

without an appreciable risk of noncarcinogenic adverse effects during a lifetime

(assumed to be 70yr). HQ vaiues less than 0.25 indicate that the potential for adverse

health impacts is negligible.

Estimates of incremental carcinogenic risk posed by assumed daily intakelevels of

contaminants of concern are calculatedwith cancer potency factors developed by the

EPA. A chemical’s cancer potency factor provides an upper-bound estimate on the

cancer risk resulting from continuous chemical exposure throughout the course of a

70-yr lifetime. h Table 5-4, cancer potency factors are expressed both as slope factors

for inhalation and as RfD for oral intake. A cumulative excess cancer risk of 1.oE-06

indicates that less than one additional cancer would be expected to be observed in

1 million people exposed to the chemical as compared to the number of cancers

observed in 1 million people not exposed to the chemical.

Criticalvariablesused in the risk estimatesincluded the exposed receptors, exposure

frequency (days/year exposed), chemical concentrations at certain distances from the

stacks, and inhalation rates of the exposed receptors. For this study, both onsite

workers and offsite residents were assumed to be exposed to site-related compounds.

Based on avada.bleinformation (RCR4 Part B Application), the analysisassumed that

the facility would operate 250 d/yr, which was used as the exposure frequency for both

exposure scenarios. Based on EPA default parameters,workers were assumed to be

breathing 20 mJ of aidd (greater activity) and residents 15 m} of air/d (less activity).

To be conservative, the maximum modeled 24-hr average air concentrations using stable

wind conditions were used as exposure point concentrations for the risk assessment of

inhalation of ATG gasification and vitrification building emissions. The air modeling

demonstrated that the peak air chemical conceptions were far below regulatory

standards as shown in Tables 5-9 and 5-10. These values were used in the risk

assessment. These maximum concentrations also were used for the worker scenario

TC 0820 - OffSiteThermalTreofment of Law-levelMixed Woste Final EA 5/99
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Table 5-6
Comparison of Chemical Concentrations to Central Nervous System Depression

Concentration Limits for Transport Truck Fwe

(Thresholdvd~m~; presentedin
Exposure ERPG-1 ERPG-2 ERPG-3
(mg/m’) (mg/m’) (mg/mJ) (mg/m’)

–Q / , I I 1

Solvent/ThinnerWasteStream
I I Threshold Value

J

Benzene MEI 2.2E+O0
7.80E+OI I 1.57E+03 I 3.13E+03

Ratio of Exposure to ERPGC
2.8E-02 I 1.4E-03 I 6.9E-04

Threshold Value

N-But#Alcoholb MEI

2-FIexanon@ MEI

1.IE+OO

4.7E-01

t 7.50E+01 I 7.50E+02 7.50E+03 I

I Ratio of Exoosure to ERPG I

I t 9.4E-03 ~.4E-04 9.4E-05
Petroleum/Coal TarDerivatives

I I Threshold Value
L

Tridecane4 6.9E+C0
3.70E+01 I 1.45Ei-03 I 7.33E+03

Ratio of Exposureto ERPG
1.9E-01 4.8E-03 I 9.4E-04

Total~ ~tiOS 2.4E-01 I 8.6E-03 1.9E-03

Notes
ERPG = EmergencyResponsePlanningGuid&nevalues.(ERPGvalueswereobtainedfromtheHanford
EnvironmentalFkalthFoundation.)
MEI = M&rnal&expasedin&idual
aBemxmeusedasarepresentativechemicalfor somatic compounds.
b N$@ &&ol used aS a representative ehe.mkd for glycalslakohols.
C2-hexauoneusedasarepresentativechemicalfor aliphatics.
dT~me (&&.to ~sme) ~~ ~ aqm-ve &ti for petrol- andCOdtatdaivatives.
eA ratioless&au1indicatmthatthecalealatedexposureconcentrau.onislowertbantheERPG.
Becauseof uncertaintiessurraundingthereleasefmctiansforvolsr.ileor semi-volatilechemicalcompounds,
exposureconcentmtionsandratiosof exposureto ERPGthresholdvaluesweredmlatedusing anairborne
releasefractionof 1.0andarespirablereleasefractionof LO.Theresultingratioof exposureconcematian
to ERPG3 wouldbean exeeedenceof 3.8. However,whentheprobabilityof theaccident(6.8E-05)istaken
intoaccounttheremhingriskwouldbe 2.6E-04.Theaccidmtprobabilityisbasedon a frequencyof
1.3E-08@ 160U&X>aud33kmhnp.
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5. Environmental lm~acts of the Pro~osed Action

Table 5-7
COmpatison of Chemical Concentrations to Corrosive/Irritant Concentration Limits for

Transport Truck Accident

Analyte Exposure
(Tbresholdvalu~lu~ presentedin co;;nc~on

ERPG-1 ERPG-2 ER.PG-3
(mg/m3) (mg/m’) (mg/mJ)

Solvent/Thinner/Freon Waste Stream
Threshold Value

MethyleneChlori&C MEI 9.9E-01
7.00E+02 3.48E+03 I 1.74E+04

Ratio of Exposure to ERPGf
1.4E-03 I 2.8E-04 I 5.7E-05

Metals/Metal SaltsWasteSlream
I I I I Threshold Value I

Sodium Silicar.c+ MEI 1.4E-01
5.80E+O0 I 1.16E+02 I 2.90E+02

Ratio of Emmsureto ERPG
I I I I 2.4E-02 i “1.2E-03 I 4.8E-04 I
I&mineWasteStream I

Threshold Value

Ammonid 2.9E-01
1.70E+01 I 1.40E+02 I 6.80E+02

Ratio of Exposure to ERPG
1.7E-02 I 2.lE-03 I 4.3E-04

Caustic(AcidslBases) Waste Stream
I I I Threshold Value

~so&nI&roxid&
iI MEI I 5.4E-01 I 2.00E+OO I

4.-In=. n+ I * n.-m. n.)

Ratio of Exnosure to E
,WE-I-V1 I 1.VWG7 UA I

I I
.=---- lRPG

2.7E-01 I 1.4E-02I 5.4E-03
‘TotalMEIRiltiOS 3.lE-01 1.7E-02 6.4E-03 1

Notes
ERPG = Emergencyresponseplanningguidelnevalues.@U?G valueswereobtainedfromtheHanford
EnvironmentalFIealthFoundation.)

MEI= Maxim@ exposedindividual
aMethvlenechlorideusedasarepresentativechemicalfor chlorinatedsolvents.
bso&&u.si&E used asa representative ehemkd for melds mdrnetd salts.
cMetbylenechlorideusedasarepresentativechemicalfor freon
4Ammoniausedasarepresentativechemicalfor amines.
dSodiumbydroxi&usedasarepresentativechemicalfor caustics.
eA ratiolessthan1indicatesthatthecalculatedexposureconcentrationislowerthaatheERPG.
Becauseof uncertaimbsurroundingthereleasefractionsfor volatileor semi-volatilechemicalcompounds,
expomreconcentrationsandratiosof exposureto ERPGthresholdvalueswerecalculatedusingauairborne
releasefractionof 1.0audarespirablereleasefractionof 1.0. Theresukiugratioof expomreconcentration
to ERPG-3wouldbean exceedenceof 12.8.However,whm theprobabilityof theaccident(6.8E-05)is
takenintoacco~ theresultingriskwouldbe 8.7E-04.Theaccidentprobabilityisbasedon aprobabili~of
1.3E-08~ 160tiPS,and33 ~t!ip.
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Table 5-8
Comparison of Chemical Concentrations to Toxic Concentration Limits for Transport

Truck Accident

Analyte
(Threshold valuesare Exposure PELs ERPG-1 ERPG-2 ERPG-3

presentedin mg/ms) (mg/m’) (mg/mJ) (mg/m3) (Snglm’) (mg/m’)

PCBs/Pesticides WasteStream
!

ThresholdValue

PCW MEI 4.9E-01
1.0mg/m3 I NA I NA I NA 1

Ratio of Exposureto ERPG
4.9E-Olb I N/A [ N/A I N/A

TotslMEI ~OS 4.9E-01 N/A N/A N/A

Notes
ERPG = EmergencyResponsePlanningGui&Jines.ERPGvalueswereobtainedfromtheHaaford
EnvironmentalHealthFoundation.ERPG valueshavenot beendevelopedfor PCBS.
MEI=misnauyexposedindiviciual
NA = No ERJ?Gvaluesavailable.
N/A = Not ilppklbh?.
a PEL = PermissibleExposureLimit. ‘ThePELisdesignedto be protectiveof workerswho areebronically

exposedto polycblohated biphenyls(PCB)throughouttheirworkinglifetime.ThePELvaluewasusedinstead
of ER2Gs beeauseERPGvaluesfor PCBShavenotbeendeveloped.T~icaUy,ERJ?G1guidelinesare
equivalentto PELswithERPG2 snd ERPG3 vsluesbdng 10to 1,000times@her thanthePELs.
Ccmseq.mndy,acuteexposureto PCBSunderthisaccidentscerm-iowouldnotbe expectedto produce
irreversibletoxi~ or Ikbreatening healtheffects.

b tiO of exposureto PEL.

Table 5-9 provides the analyticalresuks, which show that modeled individual chemical

concentrations corresponded to excess cumulative cancer risks of less than 1.oE-06 for

both residentialor wodmr scenarios. The highest excess cumulative cancer risk was

found for worker exposure to acetakkhyde (1.34E-07).

Calculated hazard quotients are not shown in Table 5-9 because calculations showed

these values to be extrernelylow. For exasnplejthe highest individualHQ calculated

was for mercmy an~ as shown in the footnote to Table 5-9, is many times less than

one. A hazard quotient equal to 0.25 is considered significatm

Qmzh.ztiveAnaZ’’sis. For a small subset of chemicals expected to be a component of

the ATG gasification and vitrifhion fac~ emissions, quantitative analysk was not

possible because of the lack of scientific evidence of their health effects. Measurements

of these chemicals were compared to other health-based regulatory standards.

Regulations promulgated under the Washington Industrid Safq and Health Act

(49.17 RCW) have established permissible exposure limits (PEL) to regulate workplace

taminants (WAC 296-62-07515). The Benton Coumy Clean Airexposure to air con

Authority regulatesair emission sources within Benton County but largely incorporates

by reference the Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology) regulations

(WAC 173-400). Table 5-10 provides the results of this qualitativecomparison. A*

the maximum chemical concentrations determined by air modeling were compared to

the benchrnarkvalues. This is a conservative approach because actual onsite

concentrations to which workers maybe exposed would be much less than the values

TC 0820 - Offsite Thermal Treatment of Low-levelMixed Waste Final ,!54 5/99
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5. Environmental Impacts of the Proposed Action

conservative approach because actualonsite concentrations to which workers maybe

exposed would be much less than the values used for analysk. The results show@

for the chemicals examine~ the maximum airchemical concentrations related to ATG

emissions do not exceed PELs for worker exposure.

Table 5-IO
Comparison Between ATG Airborne Site Chemical Concentrations and Regulatory

Standards

chemical
Sie Cone.a PEL ASIL

pglmj ~g/mJ ~g/mJ

h= -b

Aluminumb

CarbonMonoxi&
FJydrochloricAcid
HydrogenFluoride
IronOxide

MagnesiumOxide

Naphthahe

0.0QCC09

0.00001

0.14

0.006
0.0003

0.000006
0.000004

0.0000007

0,00004

5000
5000

55000
7000
2500

10000
50

15000
50000

17

33

IWA

7

8.7
NA
0.5

33

170

Notes
NA = Not Available.
2Basedon highestprediaedconcentrationasaconsemativeestimate.
bR~~le parole con-on.

5.2.2 Radioactive Waste Characteristics
A total of 90 radionuclides have been identified in the Hanford Site LLIVI’W.Analyses of

the radionuclide inventory have distinguishedbenveen fission products (prima@

beta-gamma emitters) and actinides (prima@ alpha emitters). Ninety-nine percent of

the fission product curie content is contributed by 10 radioactive constituents.

The inventosy of mobile radionuclides includes carbon-14, iodine-129, selenium-79,

technetium-99, and uranium isotopes. Total accumulated activity based on the list of

fission products is 61.06 curies and total accumulated activi~for the actinides is

144 curies (@ung 1996).

The radionuclides are present in the following waste matrices

Dirt-Soil-Diatomaceous Earth

Metal-Iron-Galvankd-Sheet

Sludges

Plastic-Polyurethane

Absorbent-Kity Ltr-Vermic&e

oils

Liquids

other

27%

17%

8V0

8!40

870

6°76

l%

25°k
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5.2.3

5.2.4

Analysis Methodology
Thefollowing sections discuss the basic concepts and the methodology used in this

environmental assessmentreport to calculate the impacts from normal operations and a

credible worst-case accident scenario.

Radiation Limits
The effects on human beings of radiation emitted during the decay of a radioactive

substance depends on the type of radiation and the total amount of radiation energy

absorbed by the body. The total energYabsorbed per unit quantity of tissue is referred

to as absorbed dose. The absorbed dose, when multiplied by certain quality factors that

take into account different sensitivitiesof various tissues, is referred to as effective dose

equivaknq or simply dose. The unit of dose is the rem or mrem (1/1,000 rem).

The maximum annualallowable radiation dose to the members of the public from the

NRC and Stateof Washington-licensed nuclear facilities is 100 mrem/yr (SubpartD of

10 CFR 20, WAC 246-227-060). The National Emissions Standardsfor Hazardous Air

Pollutants (NESHAP) dose limit to an offsite individual from air emissions of

radionuclides from the operation of Washington-licensed facilities is 10 mrem/yr

(WAC 173-400-075). Annwd worker limit is 5,000 mrem/yr (Subpart C of 10 CFR20,

WAC 246-221-010). The 100-mrem/yr limit on maximum allowable dose is consistent

with DOE Order 5400.5 (DOE 1988) and the 5,000-mrem/yrlimit on worker exposure

is consistent with DOE Order 5480.11 (DOE 1988b). A limit of 5 rem/yr and 25 rem

lifetime for a planned special exposure has been established by the DOE in 10 CFR 835.

The average individual in the U.S. receives a dose of about 360 rrsrem/yr from all

sources combin~ including naturaland medical sources of radiation. A person must

receive an acuw (short-term) dose of 300,000 mrem before the probability of near-term

death becomes high (National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements

1971).

In addition to limits on dose, assessmentsof radiological health effects are expressed in

terms of LC.F that maybe observed after the exposure. RAological health effects for

individuals are expressed as the estimated increase in probability that an individual will

develop a fatal cancer as a result of a received dose. That increase in probabii is

referred to in this document as risk. Biological health effects for populations near the

facility (within 80 km [50 mi~ are expressed as the increase in the LCF attributableto

the received dose.

R&from normal operations and accident scenario was calculated using the following

formukc

Risk = Frequency Dose (person-rem)x Dose-to-Risk Gmversion Factor (LG/person-rem)

Normal operations are assigned a frequency of 1; which means that they are always

expected to occur. The frequency of exposure resulting from an acckient is esdmated

TC 0820 Offsite Thermal Treatment of Low-levelMixed Waste Final .54 5/99
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5.2.5

for each accident scenario. The dose-to-risk conversion factor was discussed earlier in

the presentation of transportation impacts.

Dose AssessmentFor Airborne Releases
Airborne effluents would be the only releasesto the environment from the operation of

the ATG gasification and vitrification building. Table 5-11 presents the anticipated

annual facility emissions for radionuclides. These are evaluated using the GENII

computer code developed at the Pacific Norrhwest National Laboratoqz The code

implements the internaldosimeay models recommended by the International

Commission on kdiological Protection in Publications 26 and 30. Cmnmitted effective

dose equivalent from internal exposure is calculated in the code by applying weighting

factors for the various body organs. The total effective dose equivalent is then the sum

of the effective dose equivalent from externalexposure and the committed effective

dose equivalent from internal exposure.

Table 5-11
Summary of Radiological Facility Emissions

Ra&onuclicle AnnualFacilityEmission (Curies)

H-3

C14
s-35

Sr-90
1-129
1-125

CS-137
Th-232
‘J.%-228

U-235

U-238

Np-237

I?u-238

Pu-240

Pu-241

AM-241

Pu-239

2.6

3.7E-03
6.4E-05

3.8E-07
1.6E-05
1.5E-08

4.lE-07
I.oE-11

2.lE-09

7.9E-11

8.4E-12

1.3E-10

3.4E-08

2.5E-09

2.OE-06

3.3E-08

1.lE-08

source:Summanzd“ fromLang (1996).
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5.2.6

GENII is used to evaluatedoses resultingfrom two general scenariox airborne release

from normal operations, and a worst-case credible accident scenario. The code uses the

Gaussian plume model for air dispersion and accounts for the release height,

Radiation doses from airborne releasesare calculated for the following receptors:

● Populatiotx All members of the public who live within 80 km (50 m~ of

the ATG gasikation and vitrification building

● Work= A facilityworker at 100 m from the releasepoint

● hlaxirnally Exposed Individual (MEI): A hypothetical member of the

general public living near the site boundary and receiving the maximum

exposure as a result of releasesfrom the normal operation scenario or the

accident scenario. A child dose scenario was analyzed as part of the SEPA

EIS for a chikkare center located 2 km (1.25 mii to the east-southeast (see

Section 5.10).

Atmospheric releasesare considered through the following pathways:

External exposure from immersion in the plume

External exposure from the plume

Internal exposure from inhalationof radionuclides in the plume

Internal exposure from previoudydeposited radioactive material

resuspended in air due to wind actions (hddation)

Internal exposure from the ingestion of food crops and animal products.

(His pathway is not considered for workers).

For chronic releases, average meteorological data are used. Average meteorological

conditions are a time-weighted average composite of possible combinations of

meteorological conditions. These data sets are generated by the APPRENTI module of

the GENII code for speciiic applications of different analysismodels. The Hanford

Site 300 Area population and meteorological data within a 80-km (50-mj radius is used

for the analysis. A business located 800 m (2,624 ft) away was used as the location for

the maximdy exposed individual. A 30-yr food uptake is used for all scenarios.

Normal Operations Analyses
A series of GENII cases was performed for a 10-yr period of normal operations for

evaluating the dose for a worker and the MEI member of the public. The Hanford Site

300 Area joint frequency meteorological file was used.

Table 5-12 presents the resuks of the dose and risk analysisfor the population that lives

within 80 h (50 mi) of the ATG gasification and vitrdkation building. The GENII

calculations predict that releasesover a lo-yr period of operations will result in a

cumulative dose to the population of 0.0Q95person-req or an approximate average

TC 0820 OffSite Thermal Treatment of Low-1evelMixed Waste Final EA 5/99
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individual dose of 0.000034mrembased on a population of 281,600. The number of

excess LCF expected in this population as a result of 10 yr of normal operation is

0.000047, a number too low to be observed.

The cakulated doses presented do not take credit for the effects of the ceramic filters.

Adding the effects of filtering mechanisms would further reduce the dose and risk from

radionuclide emissions.

Table 5-12
Population wdiological Exposures Resulting from
10yr of Normal Processing of Hanford Site Waste

Cumulative Maximum Number of
Dose AnnualDose LatentCancer

controlling Controlling

person-rem Fatalities
Nuclide

person-rem
Pathway

Offsiuepopulationwithin80km 0.0095 0.00093 0.000047 H-3 Ingestion

Source Leung1996.

TabIe 5-13 contains the results of the analyses,which show that the MEI member of the

public would receive 0.0018 mrem from 10 ‘yr of facility operations, or an average

0.00018 mrem/yr. This cumulative dose is less than 0.02?40of the EPA regulatory limit

of 10 mrern/yr (SubpartI of 40 CFR 61) and less than 0.002% of the annual knit for

total radiological exposure of 100 mrendyr (10 CFR 20 Subpart D). The controlling

pathway for the public doses is ingestion of food products grown locally, and the

controlling nuclide is H-3.

The calculated dose for workers at 100 m is 0.00017 mrem after 10 y-r. This dose is less

than 0.000004% of the regulatory limit of 5,000 mrem/yr for occupational exposure

(10 CFR20 SubpartC).
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Table 5-13
lladiological Exposures to the Public and WorkerResulting from Effluents

Resulting from Processing of Hanford SiteWaste

Total Effective
Risk of Fatal controlling controlIi.ng Risk of

Dose Equivalent
cancer Nuclide Pathway Fatal

in mrem cancer

MEI– Publicat800m 0.0018 9.OE-10 H-3 Ingestion 9.oE-10

MEI– Workerat100m 0.00017 6.OE-11 H-3 Malation 6.OE-11

Notes
1. Site300Jointfrequemcyfilesareused. Site300dataarerepresentativeof Richlandmeteorology.
2. MEIPublicis calculatedto be at 800 m from release point.
3. Workeris calculatedat a distanceof 10CJm ii-amthe releasepoint for allsectors. The sectorwith the highestdose is

evaluatedwith allradiormcli&.
4. The above dose computestotal exposurefrom both betaandalpha-emitkgrsdionudides.
5. won as~ed to continuefor 10yr. Uptakeby residentsis assumedto continuefor aperiodof 30yrafter

operationshutdown
6. FatalCancerRisk= Frequency(e@to 1.0)x Dose inremx 5.oE-04&al cancerperrem(KR.I?-60conversionfactor)

for thepublicif doseislessthan20rem. Forworker,thefactoris 4.oE-04fatalcancerperrem.

MEI Pubhc–Asmmptions
1. 30yr of food intake.
2. Releaseendsafter10vr.
3. Finiteplum? ground’andrecreation- irddation* terrestrialfoods ingestio~animalproductingestio~

andinadvertentsoilingestionallconsidered.

Worker–Assumptions
1. Intake,if any,endsafterloyr.
2. Annualnumberof hoursof exposureto phuneandgroundcontaminationis 2,000.
3. SamesectorastheMEIpubliccalculation.
4. Exposurepathwaysconsideredarefiniteplume ground_ andinbdationuptake.

Source:Leung1996.

The above doses are those attributableto the ATG gasification and vitrifkation

treatment of Hanford Site LLMW. This waste would account for 1/3 to 1/6 the ATG

gasification and vitrification building processing capability. Total doses from the facility

with the possible addition of a second ATG gasif&ion and vitrification uni~ may be

six times those presented abavq still far below regulatory limits.

The annualdoses to the rmmindy exposed offsite individual from routie emissions

(0.00018 mrern) would be less than 0.002% of the 10-mrern/yrlimit to members of the

public for airborne emissions and less thau 0.0002% of the 100-mrern/~ total limit

(maximum animal allowable to the members of the public). The hypothetical tnaxitnurn

occupational dose from routine ATG gasification and vitrification building emissions is

an even smaller fraction of the 5,000-mrem/yY regulatory limit for wotlwrs. Several

conservative assumptions were made in performing the dose assessmen~ and it is likely

that actualdoses would be substantiallylower than estimated

Annualoccupational doses from direct exposure to penetrating radiation resuking from

operations may be inferred from the annual doses received from waste processing at the

existing ATG low-level radioactive processing facility. That facility operates under a
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5.2.7

Radioactive MaterialLicense stipulatingthe types and quantitiesof radioactive material

that can be received and processed, The ATG gasification andvitrifkrtion building will

operate under simiIarlicensing requirements and process waste with similarradiological

characteristics. Average annual doses from penetrating radiation measured by

thermoluminescent dosimeters to ATG process operators is approximately 200 mrem.

Assuming that 1/4 of the waste processed at the ATG gasification and vkrifkation

building originates from the Hanford Site, the annualworker dose from exposure to the

Hanford SiteLIMW would be 50 mrem. Ten years of operations would result in a

cumulative dose of approximately 500 mrem. The faciliy is estimatedto emplcy

approximately 30 process operators. The collective dose to the wodsforce from 10 years

of operations would be 15 person-rem with an LCF risk of 6E-03.

AccidentScenarioAnalyses
Thebounding facility accident identified in a prehinary hazards analysis(PI-IA) for the

MWF operations is a potential fire in the waste storage area. The operational accidents

evaluated in the I?HA included a potential waste storage fir~ breached process chamber,

and filter failure ~acabs 1998). The bounding or worst-case facility accidenq a fire in

the waste storage ar~ is presented in this section. The other operational accidents

evaluated in the PHA would be less severe (i.e., lower consequences) than the waste

storage areafire.

LLMW would be transposed by truck from the Hanford Siteto the ATG MWF and

stored before treatment. This accident scenario assumesthat a mjor faciliy fire ignites

the containerized waste stored in the facility, resultingin the release of radiological and

toxicological contaminants.

Radiological Risk

The following assumptions and parameterswere used in calculatingthe radiological

health impacts to the various receptors:

Radiological inventmy involved in the accident is the maximum allowable

license limit from ATG’s license application to Washington Department of

Health. b addition to the nudides specified in the license strontium-90

and cesium-137 are included as unspecii%d nudides with limits of 2 G

(ATG 1998).

Amount of waste released in the fire or the damage ratio= 50% (WHC

1993)

Release fraction for afire = 5.0 E-04 POE 1994) with the exception of

tritium and carbon (releasefraction of 1.0) and Iodine (releasefraction of

1.5E-01).

Waste burns for one hour (conservative assumption made to support

modelingof airborne con taminant concentrations)
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. Atmospheric dispersion coefficients provided as input for GENII were

generated with the GXQ computer code.

. In the event of an accidenq interdiction was assurne~ therefore, ingestion

was not included in the radiological dose.

Radiation doses from the source term listed in Table 5-I4 were computed with the

GENII code (Napier et al. 1988). The LCF risk to the designated receptors as a resuk

of the accident scenario is presented in Table 5-15.

Table 5-14
Source Term for Waste StorageFire

Isotope Inventory (Ci) DamageRatio ReleaseFraction Source Term (Ci)
H-3 3.oE+O1 50% 1.OE+OO
G14

1.5E+01
5.OE+OO 50% 1.oE+oo 2.5E+O0

s-35 5.oE+CO 50% 5.oE-04 1.3E-03
Co-60 1.OE+O1 50% 5.OE-04 2.5E-03
Sr-90 2.oE+CO 50% 5.oE-04 5.oE-04
1-129 2.5E-01 50yo 1.5E-01 6.3E-05
CS-137 2.oE+OO 50% 5.OE-04 5.OE-04
Pb-210 5.OE-01 50% 5.oE-04 1.3E-04
Pu-238 1.oE-02 50% 5.OE-04 2.5E-06
Pu-241 9.OE-02 50yo 5.OE-04 2.3E-05

Table 5-15
kdiological Risk for WasteStorageFire

Receptor Dose LCF Risk Probability LCF Point Estimate
(rem EDE) Risk

InvolvedWorkerMIW 1.2E+00 4.8E-04 1.OE-06 4.8E-10
NonitrvolvedWorkerMEI 2.5E-03 LOE-06 1.OE-06 1.OE-12
NoninvolvedWorkerPopulation 5.oE-01* 2.OE-04 1.OE-06 2.OE-10
GenerslPublicMEI 2.5E-03 1.3E-06 1.OE-06 1.3E-12
GeneralPublicPopulation 1.4E+c@ 7.OE-04 1.OE-06 7.oE-10
ChikkareMEI 1.2E-04 6.OE-08 1.OE-06 6.OE-14 >

Notes:
a Population dose would be in units of person-rem EDE.
b The invokxl workerdoses arehighly consewative. The + is based on a lo-mim exposuredurationand does not

takecreditfor personalprotectiveequipmentor emergencyresponseactions. Involvedworkerpopulation dose would
equalthe ~ of irwolvedworkerstimesthe rnvolvedworkerMEI dose assuming&e involved work w~d r~ve

the samedose asthe involvedworhrMEL
Noninvolvedworkerpopulationdoseconservativelyassumesallworkers(ZOOworkers)receiveNoninvolvedwo&erMEI
dose.

CbenticalRiskfiom Waste Storage Fire

The chemical health hazards associated with a waste storage &-e are dependent on the

severi~ of the accidenq nature of the chemicals, local population density, and the

weather conditions.

The following assumptions and parameterswere used in calculatingthe chemical

concentrations within a 10-m (33-ft) radius of the accidesm
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●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Waste in storage facility= 512 mJ (volume that would be processed in

1 year or 10% of total volume).

Total volume of waste to be treated = 5,120 mJ (180,800 ftJ)

Waste density = 347 kg/mJ (21.7 lb/ftJ)

Total weight of the hazardous chemical constituents= 14,917 kg

(32,900 lb) (City of Ricldand 1998)

Amount of waste released in the fire= 50°h (WHC 1993)

Release &action for a fire= 5.0 E-04 (DOE 1994)

The materialreleased is assumed to spread instantaneously and uniformly

over a hemisphere 10 m (33 ft) in radius. The MEI is assumed to be

located at the center of the hemisphere.

The weight of the total waste to be treated is calculated to be 1,776,640 kg (5,120 ms c

347 kg/mJ) and the weight of the waste to be treated in storage is calculated to be

177,664 kg (512 mJ. 347 kg/ins) therefore, the ratio of hazardous chemical in the

storage facilitywas calculated as follows

Hazardous chemicals in storaze = 14.917 lw hazardous chemicals total

177,664 kg waste in storage 1,776,640 kg total waste

Hazardous chemicals in storage = 1,492 kg (3,290 lb)

The chemical concentration within a 10-m (33-ft) hemisphere is calculated using the

following equatiom

C(mg/m3) = [Q (kg)].
()

3
— - (1.0 E+06 nlg/leg)
2Z r3

whew

C = Concentration

Q = Respirable quantity released

Q= (Storage inventory) . (5o% released in fire) - (respirable release

fraction)

r = Assumed 10 m (33 ft) radius for distribution of source.

Therefore

c = (l,492kg) . (50%) . (5.0 E-04). (4.77E-04/ms) . (1.0 E+06 ma =

178 mg/tnJ

The chemicalinventory involved in a storage fire was based on a breakdown of the

Hanford Site LLMW by hazardous and toxic material constituents (City of Richland

1998). The chemicals were sorted into chemical classes and repre.sermtive chemicals
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from each chemical class were selected that would best represent the class.

The chemical classes and the weight of each class areas follows

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Solvents/thinners/glycols/glycol ethers (3,881 kg [8,560 lb]

Metals/metal sakdpigments (1,666 kg [3,670 lb}

ReSi33S/pklstiCS/pOly3nffS(70 kg [150 lb]

Caustics (406 kg [895 Ibj

I?etrokx.udcoal tar derivatives (5,656 kg [12,470 lbj

Pesticides/herbicides/PCBs (517 kg [1,140 lb]

Freons (37 kg [82 lb]

An&es (241 kg [530 lb]

Other (2,441 kg [5,380 lb] is comprised of water and additives (e.g., food

additives, antioxidant) and would have no acute health impacts.

The solvents, thinners, glycols, and glycol ethers represent 26% (3880.87 kg/

14,917.36 kg) of the total hazardous chemicals. At 10 m (33 ft), the air concentration of

the solvent waste stream would be 46.3 mg/ms (178 mg/mJ. 26Yo). The total solvent

waste stream was estimated to have the following composition

● Aromatic solvents= 46°/0

. Chlorinated solvents= 20%

● G@k/#ycol ethers/alcohols= 24V0

● Aliphatics = lo%.

Each of the solvent components would have the following air concentrations

. Aromatic solvents= 21.3 mg/mJ (46.3 mg/mJ. 46Yo)

● Chlorinated solvents= 9.26 mg/ms @6.3 mg/mJ. 20Yo)

● Glycols/glycol etherdalcahols = 11.1 mg/ms (46.3 mg/ms o 24°/0)

. Akphatics = 4.63 mg/mJ (46.3 mg/mJ. 10%).

Metals/metal saltsrepresent 119’o(1665.97 kg/14,917.36 kg) of the total hazardous

chemicals. The air concentm.tion of the metal waste stream would be 19.6 mg/mJ

(178 mg/mJ. 11%). Approximately 93% of the waste streamwould be particulate

material (C@ of Richland 1998) with no acute health impacts. Assuming that the

remaining 70/0is equivalent to sodium silicat~ the air concentration of sodium silicate

would be 1.37 mg/mJ (19.6 mg/mJ. 7Yo).

Resins/plastics represent 0.47% (70.17 kg/14,917.36 kg) of the total hazardous

chemicals. At 10 m (33 ft.),the air concentration of the resins/plastics waste stream
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would be 0.84 mg/mJ (178 rng/mJ. 0.4770). However, resins/plastics are inert and

nontoxic for acute exposure and would not result in acute health impacts.

Caustics represent 3% (406.15 kg/14,917.36 ~ of the total hazardous chemicals.

The air concentration of caustics would be 5.34 mg/ms (178 mg/mJ. 37.). The entire

air concentration of caustics conservatively was assumed to be represented by sodium

hydroxide.

The petroleundcod tarwaste stream represents 387. (5,657.9 kg/ 14,917.36 k~ of the

total hazardous chemicals. The air concentration of this waste stream would be

67.6 mg/mJ (178 mg/mJ” 387.). The entireair concentration of the petroleudcoal tar

waste stream conservatively was assumed to be represented by tridecane (similarto

kerosene).

PCBs/pesticides represent 3% (516.88 kg/14.917.36 lqJ of the total hazardous

chemicals and is comprised almost entirelyof PCBS. The air concentration of PCBS

would be 5.34 mg/mJ (178 mg/ms. 3?40).

Freons represent 0.25’% (37.45 kg/14,917.36 kg) of the total hazardous chemicals.

The air concentration of freons would be 0.45 mg/ms (178 mg/mJ - 0.2570). The entire

air concentration of freons was assumed to be represented by the chlorinated solvent

methylene chloride.

The amine waste stream represents 1.6°A (240.71 kg/14,917.36 @of the total

hazardous chemicals. The air concentration of this waste stream would be 2.85 mg/mJ

(178 rng/mJ. 1.6%). The entire air concentration of mines conservativdy was assumed

to be represented by ammonia.

The air concentmtions of the chemical classesare compared to the ERPGs in

Table 5-16 (centralnervous system depression concentmtion limits), Table 5-17

(corrosive/irritant concentration limits), and Table 5-18 (toxicconcentration limits).

AS shown in these tables, the accident would not result in any anticipated fatalitiesor

the development of irreversible or serious health effects or the development of mild

transient adverse effects.

5.3 MIXED WASTESTORAGE
Waste storage is limited to the physical capacity of containers and facilities as well as by

regulato~ permit capacities and time limits. RCRA Part B-permitted (or RCRA Interim

Status)storage facihties are limited by land disposal restrictions (LDR) of 40 CFR 268.

Untreated mixed waste may not be laud disposed For mixed wast% storage is limited to

1yr (40 CFR 268.5qcl). RCRA allows for temporary extensions resulting from

unforeseen problems, with proper approval.
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Table 5-16
Comparison of ChemicalConcentrationsto CentralNervous SystemDepression

ConcentrationLimitsfor Waste StorageFire

Analyte Exposure ERPG-1 ERPG-2 ERPG-3
(Thresholdvaluesarepresentedin mg/m’) (mg/m’) (mg/m’) (mg/ms) (mg/mJ)
Solvent/ThinnerWasteStream

I

Benzenea MEI

N-ButylAlcoholb I MEI

2-Hexanone MEI

2.13E-I-01
~

I 2.73E-01 I ;.36E-02 I 6.SIE-03
Threshold Value

1.llE+O1
7.50E+01 I 7.50E+02 I 7.50E+03

Ratio of Exposureto ERPG

t L48E-01 I 1:48E-02 I 1.48E-03
ThresholdValue

4.63E+O0
5.00E+O1 I 5.00E+02 I 5.00E+03

Ratio of Ihmosureto ERPG
I 9.26E-02 I 9:26E-03 I 9.26E-04

Petroleum/Coal TarDerivatives
ThresholdValue

Tridecaned MM 6.76E+01
3.70E+01 I 1.45E+03 I 7.33E+03

Ratio of Ekmosureto ERPG
J

1.83E+O0 I 4~66E-02 9.22E-03
TotalMEI tiOS 2.34E+O0 8.43E-02 1.84E-02

Notes
ERPG = EsnergencyResponsePlanningGuidelinevalues.(ERt?GvalueswereobtainedfromtheHanford
EnvironmentalHealthFoundation.)
~ = h&windy ~Sed individual
2Benzeneusedasarepresentativechemicalfor aromaticcompounds.
bN-w ~mhol USedasa qre.sent,ative chemkd for glyds/alcohols.
C2-hexanoneusedasa representativechemicalfor aliphatics.
dTr&eaue (similarto kerosene)used as a representativechemical for petroleumandcoaltarderivatives.
eA ratiolessthan1indimtesthatthecalculatedemosureconeenrrau“onislowerthantheERPG.
Becauseof uncataikes -the releasefrLtions for volatileor semi-volatilechtieal compound$
exposureconcentrationsandrsnos of ezpomreto ERPGthresholdvahIesweremhmlatedusingauairborne
releasefractionof 1.0andarespirablereleasefractionof 1.0. Theresultingratioof exposureconcentrationto
ERPG3 wouldbe anexeeedenceof 36.8. However,whentheprobab~ of theaccident(1.oE-06)istab into
accounqtheresultingriskwouldbe 3.68E-05.
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Table 5-17
Comparison of Chemical Concentrations to Corrosive/Irritant

Concentration Limits for Waste Storage Fire

Andyte
Exposure

ERPG-1 ERPG-2 ERPG-3
(Threshold values are presented in mg/ms) ~;::,:y (mglms) (mg/mJ) (mg/mJ)

Solvent/Thinner/Freon Waste Stream
ThresholdValue

Me@leae Chloride c MEI 9.7E+O0
7.00E+02I 3.48E+03I 1.74E+04

Ratio of Exvosure to ERPGf

I
Metals/Metal Salts Waste Stream

ThresholdValue

SodiumSilic.ateb 1.4E+o0
5.SOE+OOI 1.16E+02 I 2.90E+02

Ratio of Exposureto ERPG
2.4E-01 1 L2E-02 I 4.7E-03

AmineWaste Slream
ThresholdValue

Ammoniad MEI 2.9E+OQ
1.70E+01 I 1.40E+02 I 6.80E+02

Ratio of Exposureto ERPG
1.7E-01 I 2.OE-02 I 4.2E-03, I , I

Caustic(Acids/Bases) WasteStream
ThresholdValue

sodiumHydroxi& MEI 5.3E+O0
2.00E+oO I 4.OQE+O1I 1.00E+02

Ratio of Exoosure to ERPG

I 2.7E+O0 I 1:3E-01 I 5.3E-02

Total ~ RiXiOS 3.lE+CO 1.7E-01 6.3E-02

Notes
ERPG = Emergency response planningguidehe values.(EIWGvalueswereobtainedfromtheHanford
fivironmentd HealthFoundation.)
MEI = Maxim@ exposedindividual
‘Methyknechloxideusedasarepresentativechemicalfor chlorinatedsolvents.
bSodiumsilicateusedasarepresentativechemicalfor metalsandmetalsalts.
cMethylenechlorideusedasarepresentativechemicalfor freon.
J~o~ US&asarepresentativechemkd forties.
eSodiumhydroxideusedasarepresentativechemicalfor caustics.
fA ratioless&m 1indicatesthatthecalculatedexposureconcentrationislowerthantheEF@G.
Becauseof uncertaintiessurroundingthereleasefractionsfor volatileor semi-volatilechemicalcompounb
exposureconcentrationsandratiosof exposureto ERPGthresholdvalueswerecalctdatedusinganairborne
releasefractionof 1.0anda respirablerekasefractionof 1.0. Theresultingratioof exposureconcentmtionto
EFU?G3wouldbe anexceedenceof 126.However,whentheprobabili~of theacadent(1.OE-06)istakeninto
accoun~theresulting&kwouldbe 1.26E-04.
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Table 5-18
Comparison of Chemical Concentrationsto Toxic Concentration Hmits

for Waste StorageFwe

Exposure I PELb I ERPG-1 I ERPG-2 I ERPG-3
(Tbresholdvalues~~sented in mg/m’) (n’lg/n33) (mg/mj) (mg/mj) (mg/mj) I (mg/mJ)

PCBs/Pesticides Waste Stream
ThresholdValue

PcBw MEI 5.3E+o0
1.0mg/m3 I NA I NA I NA

Ratio of Exposureto ERPG
5.3F.+00 I N/A N/A N/A

XTIA I XT/A I NTIA
I t I -.- —--- 1

TotalMEI Ratios 5.3E+O0 j ix,~ I Lx/A I LYfn I

Notes
EIU?G = EmergencyResponsePlanningGuidelines.ERPGvalueswereobtainedfromthelkmford EnvironmentalHealth
Foundation.ERPGvalueshavenot bem developedfor PCBS.
MEl = hkxdndy exposedindividual
NA = No ERPGvaluesavailable.
N/A = Not applicable.
~PEL.=P ermissibleExposureLimit.ThePELisdesignedto be protectiveof workerswho arechronicallyexposedto

polycblorinatedbiphenyls(PCB)throughouttheirworkinglifetime ThePELvaluewasusedinsteadof ERPGsbeause ERPG
valuesfor PCBshavenot bem developed.Typically,ERI’G1 guiddinesareequivalmt to PEL.swith ERYG2 andERPG3
values being10to 1,000timeshigherthanthePELs. Consequently,acuteexpasureto PCBSunder&is accidentscemuiowould
not be expectedto produce irreversibletoxi~ or Iife-threateninghealtheffects.

b Ratio of exposureto PEL.

The ATG gasification and vitiation building would treat approximately 500 mj

(650 yds) of the Hanford Site LLMW annually. Waste with the incinerator (lNC3N)

trezm-nentcode, such as PCB waste, would be stored in the mixed-waste storage

building, along with other waste. Except possibly for bulk soil contaminad with PCBs,

most PCB waste would be stored in the containerized waste storage area The ATG

mixed-waste storage building wouId be managed in compliance ~ an approved spill

preventio~ control, and countermeasures (SPCC) plan, employing secondary

contaimnen~ physical baxriersbetween incompatible_ and routine inspections.

The ATG mixed-waste storage building would have the capachyto store approximately

1,020 mJ (1,330 ydj) of untreated RCRAwaste and 45 mJ/60 ydJ) of untreatedTSCA

waste (ATG 1998a).

5.3.1 Hazardous Chemical Storage
Hazardouschemicalstorage within the ATG gasification and vitrification building

would be limited to the amounts required to support daily operations, which in the care

of hazardous waste is equivalent to 1 to 3 d of processing. The reagent storage areaand

chemical handling procedures are designed to allow safe and effective operational access

to the hazardous chemicals and to reduce impacts resulting from spills. Safetymeasures

for acids and bases prevent vapor or liquid contact with skin, eyes, and mucous

membranes. Physical barrierswill separate oxidizers and flammables/combustibles.

other controls will include secondary containment temperature controls, and

ventilation. Storage of hazardous chemicals will be in accordance with Occupational

Safety and Health Administration (OSH@ requirements and the SPCC plan.
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5.4

5.5

5.6

SEIWIIC HAZARDS

The facility will be designed to meet or exceed uniform building code design standards

for Seismic Zone 3. Such standardsfor wind forces generdy are more stringent than

Seismic Zone 3 requirements for the facili~ because they require the structure to

withstand up to 113 km/h (7o mi/h) winds. Tanks and containers of liquids will be

secur~ to the extent feasiblq to prevent ov ertuming in a seismic event. Spill control

measures are described in Section 5.3.

WATER RESOURCES
The 200West AI-- the ATG gasification and vitrification building site and the

transport route are not located within a flood-prone area.

The ATG gasification and vitrification building will be equipped with a secondary spill

containment syst~ destibed in Section 2.4. This system wiUprevent spills from

impacting surface or ground water.

The secondary containment system would have to fail for liquid waste to be released to

the environrnenc In the unIikelyevent that such a failure occurred in conjunction with

a hazardous materialsspill, a pornon of the spill could be released to the ground surface.

In that event, normal hazardous materialspill recovery procedures would be

implemented to control and remediate the spilled material.

The ATG gasification and vitrification building will be equipped with wet scrubbers to

process the secondary waste from the syngasprocessing as described in Section 2.4.2.

During the second-stage syngas pracess@ the supernatantliquid produced from the

scrubber bottom would be recycled and reused in the scrubbing process. Sorbent

injection and scrubber liquid discharge line-swould be equipped with &vices to prevent

syngas backflow.

This process would ensure no liquid dischargeswould be allowed to enter the sanitary

sewer or environmen~ via liquid discharg~ from the ATG gasification and vitrification

building.

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

No threatened or endangered species are known to exist or suspected to be present at

the proposed ATG sit%and no ground-disturbing activities are planned at the 200 West

AI-esas part of this action. Therefore, no effects on such species are anticipated.

During a wildlife survey conducted in 1989 at an arealess than 1 mi from the proposed

project Iocatio% no threatened or endangered species were encountered. Activities

related to the proposed action at the 200 West Area primarily involve loading and

unloading of wastq which should not adversely affect the relativelyfew threatened or

endangered species found at the Hanford Site. Neither wetlands nor sensitive habitats

would be affected by the proposed action.
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5.7

5.8

5.9

Existing roads would be used to transport waste to and from the 200 West Area Risk

to wildlife species from tmck collisions would be minimal because few transport trips

are expected. Therefore, no effects on wildlife or vegetation, including threatened and

endangered species, are expected to occur from waste transport.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

A culturalresources review was part of the siting process for the ATG gasification and

viu-ification building conducted by Ecology (Appendix E). This review found that the

ATG gasification and vitrification building is not Iocatedwithin an archeological or

historic site (Appendix E). If culturalresources are discovered during operation of the

ATG gasification and vitrification budding, activitiesthat may disrupt these resources

should be stopped and appropriate culturalresource agencies contacted.

SOCIOECONOMICIMPACTS
No additional employees would be required at the Hanford Site 200 West ha.

Approximate& 30 to 50 employees would be added by ATG to operate the gasification

and treatment building. with an estimatedpopulation of approximately 200,000 in the

2-counv ar~ the addition of this number of jobs would be expected to have a minor

effect on the economy of the area.

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

Executive Order 12898, FederalActions to Address Environmental Justice in IWmoriV

and Low-income Populations, directs federal agencies to identify and address, as

approptiq disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects

of their programs and activitieson minority and low-income populations.

The following analysiswas guided by the procedures set fonh in the EPA Draft

Guidance for Incorporating Environmental Justice Concerns in EPA’s NEPA

Compliance Analyses (EPA 1996) and CEQ Guidelines for Addressing Environmental

Justice under the National Environmental Policy Act (CEQ 1998). CEQ and EPA

guidance for identifying disproportionately high and adverse effects on low-iicome

and/or minori~ populations is evaluatedin terms of environmental effects and health

effects described as follows.

Emn”ronnzentalEffects. When identifying dispropornonately high and adverse

environmenud impacts to minority and/or low-income populations, the following

factors should be considered

● whether there is or will be an impact on the naturalor physical environment that

significantly (as employed by NEPA) and adversely affects a minority or

low-income population. Such effects may include ecological, cul~ human

heal~ economiq or sociaI impacts on minority communities or low-income

communities when those impacts are interrelatedto impacts on the naturaIor

physical environment
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●

●

Whether environmental effects are significant (as employed by NEPA) and are or

may behaving an adverse impact on minority populations that appreciably exceeds

or is likely to appreciably exceed those in the general population or other

appropriate comparison group

Whether the environmental effects occur or would occur in a minori~ population

or low-income population affected by cumulative or multiple adverse exposures

from environmental hazards.

Health Eflects. When identifying disproportionately high and adverse health impacts

to minority and/or low-income populations, the following factors should be considered

●

●

●

Whether the health effects, which may be measured in risks and rates, are

significant (asemployed by NEPA), or above generally accepted norms. Adverse

health effects may include bodily impairment Mirmity, iUness,or death

whether the risk or rate of hazard exposure by a minority population or

low-income population to an environmental hazard is signikmt (as employed by

NEPA) and appreciably exceeds or is likely to appreciably exceed those in the

general population or other appropriate comparison group

whether health effects occur in a minority population or low-income population

affected by cumulative or multiple adverse exposures from environm&.al hazards.

The analysisin this EA indicates that implementation of the proposed action would not

result insignificant impacts to the environment or to human health. hnpacts would be

rninimd to both the offsite population and potential workforce for normal operations

and accident scenario conditions. The closest identified low-income communities in

Benton and Franklin Counties are located at least 8 km from the ATG gasification and

vitrification building. The maximaUyexposed public individual would be within 800 m

(2,624 ft) of the facility, and the effects are not above thresholds for human health

protection. Impacts to populations from transport of the waste would be minimal

because the transpomtion route to and from the 200 West h has been used in the

past to transport radioactive waste sii to that of the proposed action. It follows that

there would not be disproportionately high or adverse impacts ZOminor@ or

low-income populations.

5.10 PROTECTIONOF CHILDREN FROMENVIRONMENTAL HEALTHRISKS
Executive Order 13045, Protection of Children from Environmental Health Risks and

SafetyRisks (62 Federal Register ~] 19885), statesthat each federal agency shall make

it a high priority to identi& and assess environmental health risks and safety risks that

may disproportionately affect children and ensure that its policies, programs, activities,

and standardsaddress disproportionate risks to children that result from environmental

health risks or safety risks. Environmental health risks and safe~ risks are risks to
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5.11

5.11.1

health or safeq attributableto products or substanceswith which the child is likely to

come into contact or ingest.

The closest child receptor is a childcare center located approximately 2 b (1.25 mj to

the east-southeastof the ATG gasification and vitrification building (Ci~ of Rid-dand

1998). As described under Environmental Justice, the maximUy exposed public

individualwould be within 800 m (2,624 ft) of the facili~, and the effects are not above

thresholds for human healthprotection. Impacts to populations from transport of the

waste also would be minimal. Therefore, there would not be disproportionately high or

adverse impacts to children.

CUMULATIVEIMPACTS

This sectiondescribespotentialimpactsassociatedwith implementing the proposed

action. In addition to treatingLLMW from DOE’s Hanford Site the ATG

mixed-waste facilitywould treat commercial waste from commercial generators.

DOE waste and commercial waste would be treated in separate campaigns to

accommodate disposal requirements. The cumulative effects of tlmse two waste streams

would not be greateron an annualbasis than the impacts presented in Se&on 2.o of the

SEPA EIS for Treatment of Low-I.evel Mixed Waste (City of Richland 1998) because

those impacts were based on operating the mixed-waste facility at full capacity

throughout the year.

In addition to ATG waste treatment activities,there are other nuclear and industrial

facilitieswith air emissions or direct radiation exposure near the Hanford Site that

potentially could contribute to the impacts described for the proposed action. These

facilities include a commercial nuclear power plant (Washington Public power Supply

System Plant 2), a nuclear fuel production plant (SiemensPower Corporation), and a

food processing facility @ambWeson). Current DOE planning includes constructing

and operating treatment plants for high-level tank waste on the Hanford Site.

Radiation
The potential cumulative radiologkd impactsfrom routineoperationsareshown in
Table 5-19. The close information provided for the combined commercial sources and

the sources on the Hanford Site are based on the 1996 Hanford Site Environmerd

Report (PNNL 1997a). The dose resulting from thermal treatment of Hanford Site

W is based on the analysisresultspresented in Section 5.2.6. Because the receptor

locations associated with these doses are not the samq the doses are not completely

additive. However, if the doses were to be ada the combined dose of 0.09 mrerdyr

is less than lVOof the EPA standardof 10 mrem/yr through the air pathway.
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Table s-19
Involved and Noninvolved Worker and General Public
Annual Radiological Risk From Routine Operations

Receptor AnnualDose EDE
kuresdvr). .,

OffsiteMEIfrom combinedcommercislsources’ 0.05
OffsiteMEI from Hsnford operations 0.007
OffsiteMEIfrom diffuseHanfordsources 0.03
OffsiteMEIfromthermsltreatmentof HanfordSiteLI.MW 0.00018

Notes
EDE = Effectivedoseequivalent.
LCF = Latentcancerfaral.ity.
MEI = MaximaUy~OSed individud.
‘ Commercialsourcesator newtheHanfordSiteinclude:USEcology,WashingtonPublicPowerSupplySysteuL

SiemensPowerCorporatiorLAlliedTech.nolog-Group(low-aaivitymdioactivewasterreatmentfacility),and
PN %rvices.

source PNNL 1997a

Cumulative population doses were evaluatedin the ATG SEPA EIS (CW of Richland

1998). The total population dose from the ATG faeilily was estimated at

7.8E-02 person-ressdyear, which included the existing low-level waste treatment

operations and operation of the proposed MWF at rnaxkmmdesign capacity.

The annualpopulation dose from the nearby Was@on Public Power Supply System

Plant No. 2 is 0.7 person-rendyear (I?NNL 1997a). The population dose from Hanford

Site operations during 1996 was 0.2 person-rem (PNNL 1997a). The population dose

calculated for the proposed action analyzed in this EA was 9.3E-04 person-redyear.

The incremental inerea.seresuking from the proposed action would resuk in an increase

in the annualpopulation dose of approximately 0.170.

The routine radiologicaldose from the MWF and the LLW treatment facilities

combiied would not be expected to exceed 200 mrendyeadinvolved worker as used in

the impact analyses. Based on&s, there would be no substantialcumulative

radiological impacts to facility workers from rout&e radiological exposure.

5.11.2 Air Quality
Cumulativeairqualityeffectsof processii the H.aaford Site LLMW at the proposed

ATG facilitywould occur in several contexts. Other industrial facilities in the Richland

area also would be releasing air pollutants, and emissions from the proposed ATG

gasification and vitrification building would be added to those of neighboring industrial

uses. h additio~ the Hanford Ske LLMW is not expected to be the sole source of

waste processed at the ATG gasification and vitrification building. Thus, the ATG

gasification and vitrification building would be contributing inct-ementallyto the

cumulative total of air pohtants released in the area around the Himford Site. There

are no indications, however, that the cumulative emissions in the region would cause

violations of federal or state air quality standards;nor are there any indications that the

combination of chemical and radiological emissions would cause appreciable change in

cumulative cancer risk for the region.
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5.11.3 Solid and Hazardous Waste
WA a desii capaci~ of 700 metrictons (770tons) per year per uniq the ATG

gasification and vitrification building would have ample capacity to treat the forecast

5,120 mJ, or nearly 1,800 metric tons (2,000 tons) of the subject Hanford Site waste

within a lo-yr period The ATG gasiikation and vitrification process is designed to

destroy hazardous organic compounds safely and reduce waste volume.

5.11.4 Storage
NOcumulativeimpacts are expected from the storage of hazardous chemicals or waste.

The hazardous chemicals that would be brought to the ATG gasification and

vitrification building would be consumed during waste treatment operations.

5.11.5 Transportation

5.12

Cumulative impacts of transportation to and from the 200 West Area were analyzed and

considered insignificant for both incident-free and accident transportation.

Transporting waste from the 200 West Area to the ATG facil@ would require 160 trips

over the 10-yr peri~ while 150 trips would be required for disposal at the 200 West

Area from the ATG facility. These shipmen~ in combwtion with the approximately

50 ATG thermal treatment workers commuting to and fi-om the ATG Site,would

constitute approximately l% of the 3,000 vehicks per hour projected at peak morning

traffic volumes on Stevens Drive near the 1100 kea in 1999 (DOE 1996) lbcliological

impacts associated with transporting commercially generated (non-DOE) LLMW were

evaluated in the SEPA EIS for Treatment of Low-Level Mixed Waste (Ci~ of R.icbkmd

1998). Since the transportation impacts evaluated in the SEPA EIS were based on the

maximum design-capacity of the MWF, transportation impacts from treating DOE

waste cannot be added to the annual impacts identified in the SEPA EIS.

IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVES

Though not analyzed in detail, transport of Hanford LLMW to Idaho or Tennessee sites

would be expected to result in a greaterrisk of transportation accident because of the

longer distances and travel time involved Impacts from treatmentwere expected to be

similarto those from treatment at ATG.
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SECTION 6

PERMITS AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

This section describes permits and regulations applicable to hazardous waste

transport and ATG gasification and vitrification facility operation. The proposed

action is subject to federal, state, and local permits and regulations governing the

storage, treatment, handling, and transport of LLMW.

To support permits needed in Washington State, ATG prepared the SEPA EIS

for Treatment of Low-Level Mixed Waste (City of Richland 1998).

6.1 FACILIWOPERATION
Table 6-1 provides the major permits and approvals required for ATG gasification

and vitrification facility operation and related permitting or approving agencies.

The ATG gasification and vitrification facility also must comply with

WSHWMA, Hanford Site Solid Waste Acceptance Criteri~ NRC, and other

federal, state, and local regulations.

Table 6-1
Major Permits and Approvals Required for ATG Gasificationand Vitriikation Facility

Operation

Permit Permitting Agency

RC~ Part B Washington State Department of Ecology

Treatment of PCBS by Alternative Methods US Environmental Protection Agency
(TSCA)

Notification of PCB Activity (1’SCA) US Environmental Protection Agency
I

Radiological Air Permit (NESHAP) Washhgton State Department of Health

Radiological Permit Update Washington State Department of Health

Source RCRAPartBApplication.
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6. Permits and Regulatory Requirements

6.1.1

6.1.2

6.1.3

ResourceConservation and Recovery Act (PL”94-580)
The RCRA required the EPA to establish regulations governing the handling of

hazardous waste. These regulations are set forth in EPA-Adrninistered Permit

Programs: The Hazardous Waste Permit Program (40 CFR 270) and standards

for generators and transporters of hazardous waste, including owners and

operators of TSDFS. The general permit requirements for all TSDFS are

described in ‘%.ndards for Owners and Operators of Hazardous Waste

Treatment, Storage, and Disposal Facilities” (40 CFR 264). RCIU regulations

also require owners and operators of a TSDF to obtain an operating permit for

the ATG gasification and vitrification facility from the appropriate state

regulatory agency, which is Ecology.

The ATG gasification and vitrification building is being permitted as a

miscellaneous thermal treatment unit under WAC 173-303-680.

The Part B permit application for the ATG gasification and vitrification facility

will contain detailed information on the :facility description and site-specific

information, such as facility inspection schedules (40 CFR 270). The application

will outline and detail the general requirements necessary to demonstrate

compliance with 40 CFR 264 standards, including emission controls.

The permit application will contain: chemical and physical characteristics of the

waste to be treate~ waste analysis procedures; waste acceptance criteri~ security

procedure engineering design criteria and supporting drawing% waste handling

procedures; and other information required by EPA and Ecology to verify

compliance. The application also will include: data from the demonstration test

operations; optimized operating parameters of the ATG gasification and

vitrifkation process including operating temperatures; waste feed rates and mass

balance studies; training methodolo~, and location of pollution prevention

equipment. The approved Part B permit would be subject to changes, updates,

and regulatory agency-approved modifications (40 CFR 270.42).

ToxicSubstancesControl Act (PL 94-469)
In addition to Ecology’s approval of the ATG gasification and vitrification

process, a TSCA Part B permit from the EPA would be required. The RCRA

Part B permit will be mod&d to include TSCA requirements. The result is

expeqted to be a RCRA/TSCA permit. Ecology and EPA Region X would

decide which would be the controlling agency.

Treatment of PCBSby Alternative Methods
The gasification and vitrification process is an alternative method to an

EPA-designated best demonstrated and available technology (13DAT) for PCBS,

and will be permitted as an alternative method. The RCRA Part B permit will

include tests to demonstrate that treatment with gasification and vitrification is

equivalent to treatment with a BDAT technology.
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6. Permits and Regulatory Requirements

6.1.4

6.1.5

6.1.6

Technology Equivalency Approvals
Because gasification and vitrification is a nonincinerator process, approvals from

EPA will be needed for treating PCB-contaminated waste and RCRA waste

designated with incineration and combustion treatment codes. The RCRA/

TSCA Part B permit application will include equivalency test plans for

complying with requirements for treatment waste with INCIN codes.

Radiological Permit
An amendment to ATG’s current radioactive waste license to include the

gasification and vitrification facility operations will be required from the

Washington State Department of Health.

Air Permits
The federal Clean Air Act (I?L 91-604) and Washington State regulations require

many types of industrial facilities to obtain air quality permits before

construction or operation. State and federal requirements generally are addressed

through integrated permit regulations established by state or local air pollution

control agencies. Air quality permits for facilities in Benton, Franklin, or Wa.lla

Walla Counties are processed by the Benton County Clean Air Authority.

Federal aspects of such permits include prevention of significant deterioration

requirements for attainment areas, new source review requirements for

nonattainment areas, and NESHAP requirements. Federal Title V operating

permit requirements also might apply if the proposed facilities cause emissions

from the overall ATG site to exceed threshold quantities for either criteria

pollutants or hazardous air pollutants. Compliance with state hazardous air

pollutant ambient concentration limits also will be addressed as part of the air

quality permit process.

6.2 TRANSPORTATION

The loading and transport of hazardous waste will be governed by the applicable

regulations, orders, and guidance of agencies including DOE, Ecology, DOT,

NRC, and EPA. These regulations, orders, and guidance cover shipping,

packaging, vehicle safety, routing of shipments, and protection of workers.

Regulations specific to hazardous waste transport include those presented in

Table 6-2.

6.3 WORKERSAFETY

The OSHA, RCRA, and the Comprehensive Environmental Response,

Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), as amended by the Superfund

Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA), require action to prevent injury

and illness, to limit worker exposure to hazardous chemicals, to develop

emergency planning, and to provide the community with information. ATG will

be required to report on these required activities annually, including the reporting

of hazardous chemical quantities.
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Table 6-2 -
Applicable Hazardous Waste TransportRegulations

Washington State

WAC 173-303 Washington Administrative Code,
“Dangerous Waste Regulations,” as
amended. Admkistered through
Ecology.

U.S. Department of Transportation

49 CFR 171

49 CFR 172

49 cm 173

49 CFR 177

49 CFR 178

General Information, Regulations, and

Definitions

Hazardous Materials Table and
Hazardous Materials Communications
Regulations

Shippers-General Requirements for
Shipments and Packaging

Carriage by Public Highway

Shipping Container Specifications

other

10 CFR 71

40 CFR 260

40 CFR 261

40 CFR 262

49 CFR 107

49 CFR 263

49 USC 1801

Packing and Transportation of
Radiological Material

Hazardous Waste Management
System: General

Identification and Listing of
Hazardous Waste

Standards applicable to Generators of
Hazardous Waste

Hazardous Materials Program
Procedures

Standards applicable to Transporters
of Hazardous Waste

Hazardous Materials Transportation
Act

ATG would use a hazard communication program (29 CFR 1910.1200); train

waste operation and emergency response personnel (29 CFR 1910.120); educate

employees; and prevent, control, and minimize impacts resulting from hazardous

chemical releases according to a SPCC plan (40 CFR 264.52). ATG also would be

subject to the Washington Industrial Safety and Health Act. For the ATG

gasification and vitrification building, ATG would be required to maintain

up-to-date copies of material safety data sheets (MSDS) and a master list of all

hazardous chemicals associated with operations. The SPCC plan contained
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within the RC&l Part B permit application would include information on

personal protective equipment (e.g., respirators, suits, gloves), engineering

controls, and management procedures to minimize hazards to personnel and the

environment. Laboratory personnel would be protected by conformance with

regulatory requirements of 29 CFR 1910.1450.
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SECTION7

AGENCIES CONSULTED

Agencies contacted for information during preparation of this EA include the

Washington State Department of Ecology, City of Richland Planning

Department, the Benton County Planning Department, and the Benton County

Clean Air Authority.

The Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation, Wanapum People,

Yakama Indian Nation, Nez Perce Tribe, Oregon Department of Energy, and

Washington State Department of Ecology were notified of the intent to prepare

this EA.

Copies of the draft EA were distributed to these entities and others for a 30-day

review period. AH comments received on the Draft EA (Appendix F) were

considered in preparing the final EA.
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APPENDIX B

ENVIRONMENTAL SYNOPSIS FORPROCUREMENT
OF LOW-LEVELMIXED
TREATMENTSERVICES,

WASTE THERMAL
10 CODEOF FEDERAL

REGULATIONS1021.216
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10 Code of Federal Regulations 1021.216
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- Hinford-tflmpa~

P.sI.Box1970 fknlan~ WA S933

MY. R- F. Guercia, Progr-m ManGgw
Solid Maste
U.S. Department of Energy “
RichJand Operii~ions Office
Rfchland, !4ash~ngton 993S2

Ilear Mr. therciai:

ENWUMKNTAL SYNOPSISFUR P!UY3JREMENTOF LtNf-LEVEL MIXED !U4STETHERMAL
~EATMENT SERVICES, 10 CODEOF FEDERALREGIJLATIONS1021.216

Referenc~: Letter, R. H. Enge7mann, WHC, to R. F. Wercla, RL,
Enviraninental Critique for Procurement af Low-Level Mixed Waste
Thermal Treatment Servicas, 10 Code of Federal Regulations
IOZ.216, Number 9%2624, dated May 12, 1995.

.-
Tiie Westinghcmss Hanford Company (MHc) is pleased to transmit the enclosed
Environmental Synopsis (ES) for procurement af law-level mixed waste thermal
treatment services. Wring the procurement process, an Envimuxental
CriWque (EC) was prsgared by WC pursuant to requirements presented in the
U.S. Department of Energy’s Natianal Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
Impl &nenting Procedures and Guidel Ines (10 Code af Federal Regul ati mts [U%]
1021.216).. ~ne purpose afthis EC was to support the decision to select,a
proposal tu themally treat some of the Salid Waste Program’s low-level
mixed waste.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 1021.216[h] a p~blicly available ES based on the EC must
be prepared to document consideration given to environmental factms and to
record the relevant environmental consequences af reasonable alternatives
that have been eva?uated in.the se~ection process. As specified in 10 CFR
1021.216[K], the ES is not to contajn ~usjness, confjdentialY trade secret
ar other information that the U.S. Department of Energy othe~isa would not
disclose. Nor is it contain data or other information that may in any way

reveal th’e identity of offerors. .

After a selection has besn made, the ES is required to be filed with the
U.S. Environmental Pmtactlon Agency and shall be made public.
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Mr. R. F. Guekcia
Page 2 9555821
Novern&er2, lgyj

Ifyau haw any questions. p?ease fee? free to contact either myse?f on
376-7485 orlk. C. H. Eccleston ofmy staff, an 376-9364.

Very truly yours,

.9%1s6 Manager
N<PA-Services ‘
Environmental Services

dak

Attachment

RL-K. D. Bazzell
S. R. Brechbi77
R- M. Carasino
P. F. X. !lunigan
A. H. Wirkkala (w/o attachment)
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ENVIRONMENTAL SYNOPSIS

FOR

THE S(3LiD WASTE THERMAL TREATMENT

U.S. DEPAR~W OF ENERGY’S 10 CFR 7027,216 PROC~S

HANFORDSITE, RICHLAMIYA$HINKcjN

U.S. DEPA~ti OF ENEilGY

Mwber 1995
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ENVIRONMENTALSYNOPSISFORTHE SOLUl HASTE TNERIIAL TREAT/11~,
U.S. KPARTMEM OF ~EWt S (DOE} WFORD S~, RIWJWD HASNINGTON

An inventory of radioactive and hazardous waste is stored at the U.S.
Department of Energyts (DOE) Hanford Site located near Richland, Washington.
Part of this inventory includes ?ow-level mixed waste (LL!W) which contains
both low-level radioactive ml hazardous constituents. Wne of the LLIW
contains cmstttuents that nesd to be thermally treated to meet regu~atmy
standards for eventual” disposa?. Because of the high capital cost associated
with constructing and operating a treatment facility, the DOEdirected its
Management and Operations contractor, Westinghouse Hanford Company (WC), to
seek an outsick contractor to treat this waste.

THE DEPARTME?NOF ENERGYYS NATIONAL ENVIRONH~AL POLICY ACT KQUIIEKNTS

Requirements of the National Envirmmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 must be
met before a final decision can be made to pursue a federal action.
Additional requirements also appJy. to certain types ~f procurement actions, if
such actions are pursued prior ~o completing the NEPAprocess. Specifically,
such procurement actions may be subject to !X)E’S )4~pA l~lementing Procedures
and Guidelines (lO” Code Of Regulations 10Z1.ZI6], referred to as the 215
PrrlcEss. ~ne 216 Process is intended to insure that anvironrnental factors are
crmside~ed in award~nq a cnntract before the NE?A process has been completed.

Under the 216 Pracess, an environmental critique (EC) must be prepared to
evaluate and compare proposals, praviding environmental information that will
be considered in the procurement selection process. Once a decision has been
made ta select an offerer’s proposal, an Environmental Synopsis (ES) is
prepared, based cm the environmental cr<tlque, to publicly record
consideration given to environmental factors in the selectian proc=+s- The ES .
may not contain proprietary or other information that 00E is prohibited from
disclosing. A substantfa] amount uf the data submitted in the offeror’s
prqiosa?s is considered to be proprietary and cannot beaiscussed in this ES-
IJpan completing the 216 process, a contract may be awarded contingent on
successfully completing the NEPA process.

In April of 1994, WC issued an Request for Proposal {lUV) inviting outside
Parties to submit propasals for thermally treating Hanford Site LLMM.
Proposals were received in response to this RFP. Cmsistent with ttie 216
Process requirements, this ES has been prepared, based on information provided
in the EC, h record consideration given tO environmental factors during the
selection pracess.

i7i%ite JhemalTrea~ent ofLow-levelMked WasteRnaiti
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ENVIRONMENTALFACTORSTHATHAVEBEEN

Each of the proposals were screened,
criteria shown below-

CIJNSWREIl

far envirfmmehtal citcefns, against

(1) Is there a history of significant envjrgnmental violations in the
campany$;s past business practices?

(2) IS the Propasal in accordance with all existing environmental 1aws,
regulations. and requirements?

Results of Past Envirmnnental Violations

MIth respect ta the fiy$t environmental cmcern, a background check was
conducted by WC to determine if there is a history of envirwnmenixl
violations on tbe part of any of the offerors. The rsview of past business
practtces, indicates that no substantial environmental violations were
associated with any of the offerors past business practices.

lXmp~iance with Existing Environmental Regulations

In reviewing the secand environmental concern, an effort was cnnducted to
determins the Principal permits, approvals, and authorizations that would need
to be obtained for each prupusal. There is no Mdence that any of the
proposals would violate existing environmental laws, regulations, and
requirements.

TNE SELECTEDOFFEROR

Allied Techmlqy Grmq (AI’G), located In Richland, Washington, has been
selected ta SUpply the~ma~ treatment services m Hanford Site LLMW. ATG’s
proposal involves construction Md Qperation of a thermal treatment facillty,
at a currently licensed Iow-lsve? wasts processing facility, located on a 20
acre site owned by ATG.

The selected proposal is based on a continuous operating, non-incineration
thermal treatment process. A high temperature gasification/vitrification
system wmld be used to thermally treat the IJJM, producing a vitrified waste
form.

.
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B. EnvironmentalSynopsisfor Procurementof Low-LevelMixedWaste Thermal Treatment Services
10 Code of Federal Regulations1021.216
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C. POLLUTION PREVENTION AND WASTE
MINIMIZATION

C*1 INTRODUCTION

This appendix addresses the current status of Hanford’s Pollution Prevention (l??

Program (formerly Waste Minimization Program) and the low-level mixed waste

(LLMW) ATG gasification and vitrification building building P2 capabilities. This

section discusses the program’s background; current elements, including source

reduction, process change, material substitution, administrative policies, pollution

prevention opportunity assessments (PPOA), technology transfer,

recycling/reuse, treatment energy, and water conservatioxy and future programs.

C*2 BACKGROUND

The Nationul Enw”ronvwntal Policy Act (NEPA) is intended to help minimize the

impacts that might result from federal activities. The Pollution Prevention Act of

1990 and the A?z.zzrdow and SOM Waste Anwndmzents of 1984 enabled federal

agencies to develop and implement P2programs. NEPA’s origimd purpose, which

was to ‘promote efforts which will prevent or eliminate damage to the

environment. ..” was complemented by both acts (42 USC 4321). This

relationship was further strengthened in a 1993 memorandum from the Council

on Environmental Quality, wKlch recommended that federal agencies incorporate

pollution prevention principles, techniques, and mechanisms throughout the

NEPA planning and decisionmaking processes.

To help facilities meet regulatory requirements, the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) has published strategies and guidelines on P2. The

Pollution Prevention Act establishes an environmental protection hierarchy, with

pollution prevention/source reduction identKled as the most desirable

environmental management option. If pollution cannot be prevented at its

source, in descending order of preference, environmentally sound recycling,

treatment, and disposal are recommended as alternative waste management

options. Waste minhnization centers on source reduction or the recycling of

solid waste that is regulated by the Resource Conservation and Recovmy Act of 1976

(RCM). Pollution prevention complements the concept of waste minimization

by focusing on source reduction and other practices that reduce or eliminate

pollutants through increased efficiency in the use of raw materials, energy, water,

or other resources; or protection of natural resources by conservation.

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has developed an overall pollution

prevention strategy and framework that is consistent with EPA’s

recommendations and other requirements (e.g., Executive order 12856) around

OffSite Thermal Treatmenf of Low-lwel Mixed Waste Final EA 5/99
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C. Pollution Prevention and Waste Minimization

which its facilities must structure their programs. DOE orders 5400.1, 5820.2A,

and DOE guidance establish policy requirements for environmental protection

and waste management (PNL 1994). This framework is the basis of Hanford’s

strategy to implement P2 elements and techniques into all of its operations. The

Hanford P2 program’s first priority is to prevent pollution, followed by safe

recycling, waste treatment, and safe disposal (NW. 1992). The framework

encourages the use of available technology to reduce waste generation, to monitor

operations and to encourage sound practices that discourage waste generation, to

develop an awareness of environmental concerns and practices, and to comply

with existing laws governing environmental protection.

For commercial hazardous waste generators and treatment, storage, and disposal

facilities such as the ATG gasification and vitrification building, compliance with

waste minimization and pollution prevention regulations typically is directed by

the state in which the facility operates. Reporting requirements and goals can

vary in level of detail and commitment by facility and by state. States typicaIly

use permits to stipulate or outline certification and reporting requirements to be

followed.

C.3 HANFORD AND ATG GASIFICATION
PROGRAMS

AND VITRIFICATION BUILDING p

The Hanford P* program is an organized, comprehensive, and continuing effort

to systematically reduce the quantity and toxicity of hazardous, radioactive,

mixed, and sanitary waste. The P2 program also emphasizes the conservation of

resources and energy, the reduction in hazardous substance use, and prevention

or mhimization of polluta22t releases to all environmental media from all

operations (PNL 1994). The major elements of Hanford’s P* program are as

follows:

. Management support

. Employee training, awareness, and incentives

. Program scope, objectives, and goals
● PPOA

● Accurate cost accounting

c Accurate waste accounting

. Technology transfer

● Program evaluation.

The ATG gasification and vitrification building P* program is, at present,

conceptually based on the design and operating parameters. Additional P*

activities not represented here will be developed from experience with LLW

treatment currently underway at the ATG location and through the RCRA

Ofkite Thermal Treafment of Low-1evelMixed Waste Final EA 5/99
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C. Pollution Prevention and Waste Minimization

Part B permit. Any additional P2 activities or re~ator requirements likely

would fit into one or more of the eight P2 program elements.

C.3.1 Source Reduction

Hanford’s P2 program encompasses a range of actions to keep pollutants from

release into the environment. Source reduction emphasizes the creation of less

waste through process changes, materials substitution, and administrative action.

Table C-1 provides a list of the source reduction techniques and specific measures

taken at the Hanford Site to reduce waste at the source.

Table C-1
Source Reduction at the Hanford Site

Source Reduction Techniques Specific Source Reduction Measures

PROCESSCHANGES

Affkrnative Procurement

Technical Redesign

Procedural Controls

Maintenance Procedures

MATERLAL SUBSTITUTION

Chemical Control Program

●

●

●

Minimize hazardous materials purchased.
Recyclability of material considered before purchase.
Content of hazards considered before products
purchased.
Inventory reduction.

Propose the beneficial use (and reuse) of slightly
contaminated solids and sludge in place of clean materials
as fill in radioactive and mixed-waste landfiis and burial
trenches.
Installing closed-loop cooling systems.

Limit water-cooled equipment.
Lower thermostats.

Recycle hydraulic oil.

ADMINISTRATIVEPOLICIES

P2 Team
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Table C-1
Source Reduction at the Hanford Site (20ntinzwJ

Source Reduction Techniques Specific Source Reduction Measures

Program Feedback ●

Employee Training

Database Tracking System

Cost Allocation

●

●

●

●

●

●

Technology Transfer ●

●

●

Waste Characterization ●

bplementation and ●

Evaluation
●

Received award from DOE for its efforts to minimize
sanitary waste and establish affh-mativeprocurement
programs.
Received the Federal Energy Efficiency, Renewable, and
Water Conservation Award.
Annual reports.

Created the Polltition Prevention Design Gzdeline and
the Orientution to Pollution Prevention for Facility Design
training courses to assistDOE design engineers in
preventing pollution during the design of DOE facdities
throughout the DOE complex.

Ability to track material usage, volume, cost, and
operating records.

Developed waste generation cost numbers for DOE-
Headquarters (HQ) Waste Cost Avoidance Model
Program.
Determine lifecycle costs.

Workshops.
Seminars.
Field trips.

Recharacterize waste containers (nine 55-gal drums of
radioactive and mixed waste).

Implementation of the Hazardous Materials Reduction
Initiative.
Program review and update.

Source PNL 1994.

Efforts to reduce or eliminate emissions and waste at the Hanford Site have been

notably successful. The potential for hazardous chemical releases has been

reduced through reduction of chemical inventories. Table C-2 shows that the

Hanford Site Tier Two Emergency and Hazardous Chemical Inventory average

daily balance of 10 chemicals stored in greatest quantity was reduced between

1991 and 1993 (NW 1992; PNL 1994). Hanford P2 efforts in 1992 and 1993 also

helped to minimize 21.3 million kg (47 million lb) of solid waste and

989 million L (261 million gal) of liquid waste, saving approximately $2.9 million

(PNL 1994).
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Table C-2
Hanford Site Tier Two Emergency and Hazardous Chemical Inventory Average Balance

of 10 ChemicalsStored in GreatestQuantity 1991and 1993

Hazardous Material 1991Average Daily 1993Average Daiiy Percentage Reduction
Balance,kg Balance,kg 1991to 1993

coal

Mineral oil

Uranium nitrate hexahydrate

Sodium

Fuel oil, No. 6

Nitric acid

Diesel fuel

Nitrogen

Sodium chloride

Ethylene glycol

46,000,000

1,900,000

1,300,000

1,200,000

590,000

580,000

480,000

380,000

330,000

280,000

6,800,000

43,000

310,000

1,200,000

460,000

>10,000

16,000

>10,000

>10,000

>11,000

85

98

76

0

22

98+

97

97+

97+

96+

Sourcss PNL 1992 PNL 1994.

C.3. 1.1 Process Changes

The Hanford Site uses process changes (i.e., affirmative procurement, technical

redesign, procedural controls, and maintenance procedures) to minimize waste to

the extent that is technically and economically feasible. A 1993 project involved

the beneficial use (and reuse) of slightly contaminated solids and sludge in place of

clean material as ffl for radioactive and mixed waste landfiis and burial trenches.

Identified benefits included a decrease in occupational and radiological health and

safety hazards (P~ 1994).

The ATG gasification and vitrification building will include measures to reduce

or control environmental health hazards. Hazardous waste receiving areas would

be fully contained and would incorporate the latest technology to reduce or

eliminate environmental hazards. The measures would include the use of

secondary containment, double-walled pipes, impervious flooring, sealed

containers, and bermed enclosures (Morrison Knudsen 1996). Furthermore, the

ATG gasification and vitrification system will operate in a reduction mode (e.g.,

oxygend+lcient environment), which, unliie an incinerator, prevents the

formation of dioxins and furans (Morrison Knudsen 1996).

Offsite ThermalTreatmentof Low-levelMixed Waste Final EA 5/99
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C. Pollution Prevention and Waste Minimization

C.3.1.2

C.3.1.3

C.3.2

Material Substitution

Material substitution at the Hanford Site is achieved by reviewing existing

products and searching for environmentally preferable products that are as

efficient as current products. For example, chlorinated solvents and cleaners have

been used widely for removing contaminants from machine parts. Mineral spirits

or organic solvents, derived from such products as orange peels, are now often

used in place of chlorinated solvents in the vehicle maintenance industry. Since

1993, affirmative procurement procedures require that purchase requisitions be

reviewed for material substitution opportunities (PNL 1994).

Administrative Policies

Hanford Site management has committed to support the objectives of the P2

program by ensuring the availability of adequate personnel, budget, training, and

materials. Administrative policies are designed to ensure the involvement of all

employees in the P* program with the creation of a P* team, providing employee

incentives, and through program feedback and employee training. The Hanford

Site has received several awards for its efforts and has published an

“Accomplishment Book” to publicize notable achievements (PNL 1994).

A P* administrative activity at the ATG gasification and vitrification building will

be waste tracking. The ATG gasification and vitrification building will use a

waste tracking subsystem to provide an automated method for characterizing

incoming waste and for tracking waste inventory and materials returned to the

Hanford Site. Also, the system will provide operating records and material

management and will produce status reports for generators (Morrison Knudsen

1996).

Pollution Prevention Oppotiunity Assessments

The function and purpose of PPOAS is to identify viable P* projects. A PPOA

program is desi~ed to achieve maximum effectiveness with minimal procedural

constraints. PPOA is an ongoing program that identifies, screens, and analyzes

options to reduce generated waste. Since 1990, the Hanford Site has used a

multi-tiered P* approach, including 37 facility-specific and operation-specific waste

minimization plans (PNL 1992).

A potential PPOA at the ATG gasification and vitrification building involves

beneficial use of syngas thermal ener~. The syngas oxidation process generates

thermal energy that may be recovered effectively in the future (Morrison

Knudsen 1996).

.—
Offsite ?%ermai~reafmentof Low-levelMixed Wasfe Final EA 5/99
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C.3.3 Technology Transfer

A key Hanford Site mission, initiated through administrative policies consistent

with the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovatwn Act of 1980, is technology

transfer. Activities involving technology transfer are coordinated through the P2

team and the Federal Laboratory Consortium. The consortium promotes

technology transfer through links to the public and private sectors and support

services, such as training and assistance in implementing partnership

opportunities, The purpose of technology transfer programs is to enhance the

competitiveness of U.S. industries in the global economy.

Technology transfer opportunities also will aid in reducing DOE’s cost to

maintain nuclear competence by making onsite facilities available to U.S.

industries through user-friendly agreements. Cooperative research and

development agreements with local colleges and universities for teaching and

research will provide DOE with a trained and highly qualified labor pool that

could maintain and enhance Hanford Site capabilities.

To reduce future emissions and to stabilize waste to meet land disposal

restrictions standards, DOE technology transfer efforts include the development

of shared treatment technologies. Mobile treatment unit technologies, including

amalgamation, barium sulfate precipitation, and seven other treatment

technologies, are under development at several DOE facilities, including

Los Alamos National Laboratory Grand Junction Project Office (Battelle 1995).

Since 1993, the Hanford Site has used technology transfer as part of its P

activities. The Hanford Site created the Pollution Prevention Design Guideline

and the Orientation to Pollution Prevention for Facility Design training courses

to assist DOE design engineers in preventing pollution through the design of

DOE facilities. Complex-wide distribution and Hanford Site implementation of

these tools was completed in 1994 (PNL 1994).

The ATG gasification and vitrification building is an example of technology

transfer. Gasification was developed by refineries to generate syngas from

refinery waste products and as a nonincinerator technology for treating medical

hazardous and mixed waste @lorrison Knudsen 1996).

C.3.4 Recyclingand Reuse

At Hanford, waste reduction and elimination is promoted through the

implementation of onsite and offsite recycling, reuse, and reclamation activities.

Table C-3 provides examples of the Hanford Site’s recycling and reuse activities

and accomplishments.

Offsite Thermal Treatment of Law-level Mixed Waste Final&4 5/99
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The ATG gasification and vitrification building will return intact, cleaned, empty

containers to the Hanford Site (Morrison Knudsen 1996).

Table C-3
Hanford Site Recycling/Reuse Activities

Recycling/Reuse
Categories

Activity Method/Reduction

Metals Scrap metal 1,224 metric tons (1,349 tons)

Vehicle Maint. Lead-acid batteries 36.3 metric tons (40 tons)

Office Office paper in 1991 136 metric tons (150 tons)

Office paper in 1993 517 metric tons (570 tons)
Toner cartridges 10,000 cartridges

Chemicals Surplus chemicals 757,000 L (200,000 gal) and 50 metric tons (55 tons)

Infrastructure Metal drums Reusing clean drums

Abrasive paint removal Switching to COZ pellets

Hydraulic oil Recycling oil
Road paint containers Us&g re~urnable containers

Water Conservation Wastewater 984M L (260M gal)

Wastewater 5.7M L/d (1.5M gal/d)

Energy Consem-ation Lowering thermostats $0.052/kW hr (residential)

Sources:PNL 1992; PNL 199% Cushing 1995.

C.3.5 Treatment

Waste produced at the

nonradioactive, or mixed

Hanford Site is classified

waste. Radioactive waste is

as either radioactive,

further categorized as

transuranic, high-level, and low-level. Mixed waste has both radioactive and

hazardous nonradioactive components. Nonradioactive waste is composed of

hazardous or nondangerous wastes or both. Hazardous waste contains dangerous

waste, extremely hazardous waste, or both. Hanford Site waste management and

treatment is handkd according to the classification of the waste. High-level waste

is stored in tanks, low-level waste, depending on form and composition, is buried

or stored, and transuranic waste is stored in several retrievable configurations.

The Hanford Site uses both onsite and offsite treatment and processing facilities.

Treatment of waste includes compaction, sorting, repackaging, and wastewater

filtration (PNL 1994).

Currently, Washington State has no capacity to treat LLMW chemically, and

there is insui%cient capacity throughout the U.S. With the completion of the

Offsife Thermal Treatment of Low-1evelMixed Waste Final EA 5/99
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ATG gasification and vitrification building to treat L.I&IW it will be able to meet

land disposal restrictions @cology 1995).

C.3.6 Energy Conservation

In 1993, the Hanford Site consumed 345,5oo MW-hr of electricity, as compared to

338,000 MW-hr in 1994 (PNL 1994). Table C-4 presents 1995 baseline

consumption rates and capacity for natural gas, oil, coal, and steam, illustrating

the reduced demand on designed infrastructure.

Table C-4
Hanford Site 1995 Fuel Consumption and Capacity

Fuel 1995
Consumption

1995 Capacity

Natural Gas 0.45 million m3/yr 20.8 million m3/yr

(0.35 miUion ft3/yr) (16 million ft3/yr)

oill 9.3 million L/yr 14.8 million L/yr
(2.5 million gal/yr) (3.91 million ga.1/yr)

coal 41,580 metric ton/yr 91,708 metric ton/yr

(45,843 ton/yr) (101,000 ton/yr)

steam 40,847 kg/hr 40,847 kg/hr

(90,000 lb/yr) (90,000 lb/yr)

‘ Includes 01 and propane
2Data represents actual 1993 data.
CF - cubic feet
Source DOE 1995.

The ATG gasification and vitrification building will use energy-saving fluorescent

fwures in low-bay areas, corridors, laboratories, and offices. Mso, piping

insulation, where appropriate, will be used (Morrison Knudsen 1996).

Additionally, thermal energy from the syngas oxidation process maybe recovered

in the future.

C.3.7 Water Conservation

In previous years at the Hanford Site, as much as 17.3 billion L (4.57 billion gal)

of water were consumed. h 1995, water consumption is estimated at

13.7 billion L (3.62 billion gal) (DOE 1995). The Columbia River provides 98.5%

of the water used at the Hanford Site.

OffSite Thermal Treatment of Low-levelMixed Waste Final EA 5/99
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The ATG gasification and vitrification building involv”a innovative technology to

minimize water consumption. Furthermore, no liquid waste material will be

discharged from the waste processing operations (Morrison Knudsen 1996).

C.3.8 Future Programs

Future programs at the Hanford Site consist of evaluating PPOAS, identifying

and implementing new technology transfer efforts, employee training, program

feedback, and program evaluation.

The ATG gasificationand vitrification building likely will provide its clients
access to innovative technologies to solve LLMW disposal and storage issues.

These will be accomplished through technology, technology transfer, employee

training, program feedback, and program evaluation.

C.4 SUMMARY

Both the Hanford Site and ATG gasification and vitrification building use the key

elements of a standard P2 program. The key elements include source reduction,

process change, material substitution, administrative policies, PPOAS, technology

transfer, recycling/reuse, treatment, energy and water conservation. These

programs are expected to reduce pollution and waste and are consistent with the

goals and objectives of the NEPA process.
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STATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
F!C). 80X 47600 ● Olympia, Wahingtan 98504-7600

(360) 40;.6000 ● TDO Qnly (Hearing Impaired (360) 407-6006

Augus~30, 1995

The HonorabIe Urn Hansen
Mayor
Ckj of Richkmd
505 S@ Blvd.
I&Mind, WA 99352

. .

IXar Mayor Hansen:

This is to. inform you that Al&d Technology Group (ATG) hasproposed to site a mixed waste
treatment facility in I?ichkmd, Washington. Under Washington State regulations WAC l?3-
303-281, W&ingmn State Department of Ecology is required to provide ndfkation of the
proposed siting to local communities and the pubiic. In wnforrnance with the regulations,
ATG has prepared a Notice of Intent (NOI) to site the fzility. This NOI is attached for your
information.

The curren~ revised NOI was fded with the Department of Ecology on August 3. The review
period of 150 days began at that time. ATG has provided Pubiic notiflcarion of the NOI by an
announcement in the local paper, Tri-C~ty Heraid, for over fourteen consecutive days. After
this review perrod, ATG @.1 file their Dangerous Waste Facility (Part A) Permit Apptin
and subsequently, their Dangerous Waste (Part B) Permit Application.

As stated in the NTOI,ATG proposed to treat mixed waste and debris fkom goverimrnent
(primarily Department of Energy and Department of Defense) and indusuiai soums. The
anticipated materials are siudges or soIids containing organic and inorganic mterial, process
residues, debris, soil, iab packs, and metals. The anticipated treatment capaci~ of the facility
is 9,500 metric tons per year. The ptirnaq waste rnanqement activi~ will be waste “
szibikation, abrasive blasting and gasification. .

If you have any question regading the above, please contact me at (509) 735-7581 or Moses
Jaraysi at (509) 736-3016.

PJricii S. Irie
Nuckar Waste Program

PSI:djb
..1,. .

Attacimems -
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August :.1995

iti. AMosesJaraysi
Nuciear and Mixed Waste
Washington State Depat-cmen[ of Ecoiogy
1315 West 4th Avenue

Pro-garn

Kennewick WA 993264018

.-.

Fiie IWne

integrated
RCRA CERCU
W(2 AQ

Administrative-
EFSEC N-Reactor
Milestones
Cross-reference

Subject: Revised Notice of Intent and Demom~tion of Compliance with
Siting Criteria, Proposed Mixed-W~te Treatment Facility, Richlan&
Washington

Dear ,MOSeS:

proposed
Please fmd esciosed the revised Notice of Intent (NOI) for the above-referenced
facility. Per your discussion with Fred Feizoliti on Juiy 5. 1995. a portion of the

exisring facility into the boundties Of the pnpos~ lvfixed- Wac Trea~ent FaciKry has
been incorporate into the NOI and associati drawings. This revision wiii provide for
locaziond flexibility during the final design.

PIease caii Fred Feizollahi of ATG at 510490-3008 or Jay BoweratZ06-869-6321 with
any questions regarding this submiti.

Since.reiy,

GEWGHTY & MILLER. NC.

w’i JZ “P(Bower. P.E.
enior Engineer/Project \lmager

Enclosures

——
Principai Engineer;Projec: Otlicer

O%Ze T4ermalTfiatment of .Low-ievelMixedWastei7nalE4
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ATTACHMENT 1

NOTICE OF INTENT TO SITE A
DANGEROUS -D) WASTE TREATMENT FACIUIY

ATG, INC., IUCIILALND, WASHINGTON

f

This document provides the information required under WAC 173-303-281 for a
notice afintem to site a dangerous wasre management &cility in Ri- Washington.

Owner/Operator

ATG, Inc. dba Allied Technology Group
47375 Fremont Blvd.
Fremo% CA 94538
510-490-3008

Coqlorate Omcers

Doreen Chiu- President
Frank Chiu - Vice l%sside~ Treasurer, and Secretary

ATG, fiC.
. 47375 Fremom Blvd.

Fremon\ CA 94538

.
Location of Proposed Faciiity

ATG plans to construct the proposed fkciliqr adjacent to the sauthern boundary of
irs existing low-kvei radioactive waste treatment faciliry at 2025 BatzeIIe Boulevard in
Richiar@ Wash@ron. In widitio~ a portion of the existing fkdity, emOxI!paSSi.Tig
Buikiings 8 and 13, may be uriiii as &own on Plate 1A

Township 10 No* Range 2S Eq Sedon 15. The
topographic map (Plates 1A and IB)7 which was prepared
requirements of WAC 173-303-806 (4)(a)(xvi@.

tie property is [ocated in
location is shown on the
to address the information

c%!wle7%enna1Tmttnentof low-level Mixed WasteI%7alSI
5/99
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Notice of intent
Proptxed ATG Fadiiv
Page 2

Typs and Amounts of Waste to be Managed Annuaiiy

AiG pkns to treat mixed wastes and debris from govexnmem @xnady
Deparnnem of Energy and Departmexx of Defixzse) and indusrriai scmrces. The types of
wasze wiii be those for which stabilization prior to disposai is an appropriate treatment
merhod under the Land Dkpcsai Restrictions (’Thie 40 Part 268 of the Code of Federai
Regulations [40 CHl 268~. Examples of waste streams to be processed by the fkcili~
are sludges or soikls containing organic and inorganic materia process residues, deb~
soii, lab pack and merais. .

The anticipated treatment capachy of the kiii~ is 9,500 mezric tons per year.

Major Equipment Items and Waste .Management Activities

The primary waste rnanagemem activity will be mixed waste stabiiizado~ abrasive
bkin~ and gasi&azion techniques. stabilization (STABL) means mixing iiquid or soiid
waste with reagents that reduce the laiii~ of toxic and hazardous comaminanrs from
the hai pmduc& Abrasive bking (#Iysicai extracdon) means dislodging sudkcc
contamhazion by splaying the SL6C: of’m~ debriq or soiids with an abrasive material

(such as silica) ax@ hencq suixtantMy reducing surfkce consamindom Gasi5cation
means desoxi@g organic mauxiai by converting them to their ekmentai form in the
presextce of heat and reacting these decomposed eiements with steam to form a sphesis
gas which = be flter~ ckan~ and converted to carbon dioxide. Radionuciides and
soiid residues &om the @cation process are stabii to forma highly kach resistmt
vitied gks or siag.

It is also intended to provide ancillary trearmenr unirs which wouid support the
st*iiizatioz ab~c biasting and gas&ation techniques. These “mciude neurrabtion
(N’E~), &5etnicai oxidation (CHOXD), and chernicai reduction ((XIRED). These
tedmoiogks are descriied at 40 CFR 268.4% Tabie 1.

Major equipment items for the tr~ent processes wili consist of sorting giove
boxes, size redmion shredderslcrushers, stabiiiation reagent storage and feed ~
stabiiiirion mix= siudge storage and treatment tanks and purnp~ ultra viole: (IN)
oxid~, @5cationMriiication enciosure, synthesis gas scrubberq higk~ciency
prmkuiate air (HEPA) and charcoai fii~ers, and laboratory imuumems for radoiogicai and
chemicai anaiysis of the f~stock and product tcsting.

Compliance Mth Siting Criteria

.Artacixnem 2 provides the information required under WAC 173-303-2S2 to
dernonma~e com@iance with appkabte siting criteria.

O%ite 77?ennalTreatmentofLow-level Mixed Wastefinal EA 5/99



Notice ofkegz
Proposed ATG Fasiiiry
Page 3

Summary Of Compliance
Faciiiti=

Vblations at Other Haxardous Waste Masagermnt

ATG and its subsidiaries curremiy do not operate any hazardous waste
rnanagemem fkciliries.

Demons=tion Of Need

The proposed &cili~ is highly “mdemand for treating mixed wast~ for which there
is no capacity in Washington stare and .ks@cienr capac@ in other locations .in the U.S.
Due to the lack ofdkknt treatment capacity, a Iarge vcdume of mixed wase is currendy
being stored throughoutthe U.S. and in the stare of Washington. The repon ‘Soiid Waste
Progam Technical Baseline Description”, WH(XII-WIA-RPT-060, stares that the
vohme of mixed low-level waste stored at tie Har@ordsite is approximately 3,400 cubic
meters (d) and the new waste that is projected to be genexzued in the iimre is
appnximareiy 44,900 m3.

The proionged Sconge of these wastes is a potemia.1M to tie public and tie
environment. The proposed facihy @ provide state4b4rt treatment technologies
that will protect the publiq work= and the environment during the treasrnem operations.
The waste treated by the fkility wiil rnkimke risk to the public and the environment by
reducing potential for leaching of contaminants during the long-term storage or disposal
which will take piace at orhr locations.

Impact of~roposed Facility on Washington’s Overaii Capacity

There is cumntiy ho commercial capaaiy withinthe state of Washington fix
treatment of mixed Waste by stabilizatio~ abrasive. biastin~ or ga&&arion to meet the
requirements for land disposal. Ther&orq the impact of the proposed fkcility on
Washirxgrun’s overall capacity is to provide the state’s only commercidy awdde

capacky for this treatment.

@%i 77xmnalTmtment of Low-levelMix& Waste final G4
5/99
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DEMONSTTUTION OF
COMWXANCX WTIE SITING CIUTERM

ATG, XNC. MIXED-WASTE TRMTMENT FACILII’Y

RI~, WASHING’TON

This document provides the itiormation required under WAC 173-303-282 for
demonstration ofc~mpiiance with appikabie siting crketi Zle propos@ facility will be a
rnixed-w=e treatment fkiliqq no onshe disposai wili occur. The proposed fkciiity will be
a “nonkmd-based kili@’ as de5ned at WAC 173-303-282 {3)(Q.

CIU’IXRIA FOR ELEMENTS OF THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
/TKAC173-303-282 (6)]

Seismic Risk

ti cziterion relates to the kation of’ the proposed fkciiig rdative to any &uits
which have bad displacernem during Holocene limes. ~pendix VI of Tkie 40, Pan 264
of tbe Code of I?ederai Regulations (40 CEIL264) identifies politicai jurisdkions in which
compliance with the paraiki fderai regulation (40 CFR 254.18(a)) must be demonstrad.
The proposed fidhy is in Benton County, WtigtO~ which & not one of the pofitid

jurisdictions identied in 40 CHZ 264, Appendix Q and is, ther~”or~ assumed to be in
compliance with this criterion.

Subsidence Potential -

The proposal fkciliry is not Iocad widin an area of’subsidence.

Sd Stability

Tne proposed kil.i~ will be constru~ed on sable soils and will not be
cmxmmed on an unstable slope, and will not be in an area affe~ed by unstabie soils or

slopes.

& ~AC 173-303-?82 (6)@)j (not applicable since not incineration)

Ofiite lherrnal Twtnlent of .Low-levelMixed WasteFinal&4
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Siring Criteria
Proposed ATG Faciliry

Sutiace water - Flood, SeichG and Tsunami Protection

Tliere are no natural surface water bodies near the proposed Eacility and it is not
wirhin the 100-y-or 500-year floodplains. The proposed Edity is not located ~ithin an
ar= subj=~ to seiclm or cod flooding.

Surf’ce water- Perenrtiai Surface Water Bodies “.

The proposed &ciIity is not within 500 feet of any perennial siufhce water bodies.

Sufiace Water - Suppiy

AU domestichmmicipal
nearest surface water source is
foot criterion).

Groundwater

The depth

water in the area is suppiied by the Cky of Rkhh@ the
1% miles east of the proposed fhciliry (greater than the 500

to groundwater is gxeater than 10 k basal on wat=’ level data for
weih mar the size. Tie water table ektions in weihmhe Siemens Power Corporation
fidky north of the subj~. property are approximately 355 f-t above mean sea level.
The proposed kiii~ will be constructed on the ground sur&ce and the surface elevation
of the subject site k approtirnateiy 370 to 380 feet. Theref-ore, the depti to groundwater
exceeds the 10 foot criterion for vertical separation.

The proposed ikci?izy is not over a ‘%de source aquiff~”’as d&ned in Secdon
1424(e) of the Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974 and is not located in a groundwater
management area.

NO public or private domestic water SU@y w~s are known to rnst within

wir.hh a shrub-sreppe
and bunch grass. No
known [0 ~ti.si on the

ATG prope.rry. In aaaitiom no wetlands, natural arez preserves. bald eagle protection
areui wildlife re.%ges or preserves are Iocxed within 500 fee: tiom the proposed site.

Ofiite 715etmalTreaLmentofLow-levd Mixed WasteEnalH
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Siting Criteria
Proposed ATG Fa&y
Page 3

Precipitation ~AC 1?3-303-282 (6)(e]]

Not applicable because the proposed kili~ is not a land-based unir.

CRKERL4 FOR ~S OF THE BUiLT ENVIRO~
/KAC 173-303-282 (7)]

Adiacent Land Use /7ZAC 173-303-282 Q)(a)]

The proposed dangerou waste nxug~~t units wiII not be &&uczed within
200 f=t of the property line.

SueciaI ,Lyid Uses /EAC 173-3i)3-2d2 V)@)]
.,

ne ~roposed facili~ is not within viewshed of a wiid and scenic river and the
hcili~ bmiiidary is not within soo feez of a pariq recreation arq nationai monurne~
wiidern= ar~ or ptie fhxmiand.

Resicle’nc’m and Public Gathenn~ Places ~AC 173-303-282 v)(c)]

. :-, ...

of a resi@@: or public gazh~
....--*. .
~-.. .. . .
-..*.-- .-
. . ...-. ..

(M-2, H=vy

:..
Arch*!o~icai Sitesand Historic Sites WAC 173-303-282 Q)(e)l

.- ●.. .

-‘- .~proposed ficili~ is not located wi~ an archeoio@d or hktoric site.
. . .
. . ..

-.------
.-

: --.:

. .

--
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TDe Washington S=2 De;a.t.tssr ofE=iog (Ecclo@ has ccxngkze the review ofyaur
Duoqsiradon of Cor@ianc: sfi the Six Ciiuxia ofWAC 173-303-722 ibr a &Gxed Wzm
Tr=m= I?=@ in Rim W.k We have temzive!y approved the Ikzo-on of
Cm@ianc: fOr“hethemtzi a2s=iic5cIIzpotiq pemhg our evaidorx ofccmun- A&c+ed.
duxing the upcoming .pubiic camrnem ptiod. Z%iste2r&ve approval was bmd on the
iniim=ion we rece%ed 5QZEyou OIZthis process to ckm. @ changes to this pnxess mq
require re-visiring this de&oIL

If you have any qxxhs, pi-e cd me ax(509) i36-570&
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STATEOF WWINCTON

DEPARTMEFJT OF ECOLOGY
t375 W. 4dJAvemze● $b~”d, W&ii@on 993364018 * (~) 73.s-7337

. .
. .

.,. .

.,

---— ---.— . ---

Au!&st 16.1996

D= Interested Parry

Enclosed are the Washington State Departmmt of EcoIogy’s responses to comments received on
the AIM Technology Group’s Notb of Intmt to site a thermal d-on unit at their site in
North Rich.knd. If you have any quessions or cormzrq pkse cd me a! (509) 736-570S.

sincerely,

v

- +ti

e
Permit Wrimz
Nuckar Waste Program

SB:PIxb

Oii%itel%etmalTmiment of Low-level Mixed WasteH.nalEA 5/99
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Introduction:

C)n AZIgUS3, 1995, the AIM Tecimiogy Group(.4TG] submkuxi alkxice of Intent (NQ to
construct a mixed waste treatment fkiiity at its site in aorth Ricbkmd. On May 7, 1996, EdogY

wrote a ktter of tentative ac.ceptaxe of the Desmnsrratioa of Compliance for the thermal
d~cdon unit. Public notice of our ten-e decision was pubhixxl in the ~fi<ily fiwakfuu
my ZY, 19%. ECO1OQaccepted putdic comment for 45 ~ _ w 13, N%, =d
ending Yune25, 1996. A pubfich- ~d id%imd COmnnmitym-g was held May 29, W%.
EcdogY has now ~ormally approved tie Demonstration of cmn@ance for the thermal ~ent.
This document is the ford Response zo Gxrment Sumnaxy.

Comments were receiwd fromthree cornxnermrs.

Comma= from Mr. GOrdon Rogess ofRicbku@ atthepdiic baring heldMay 29, 1996

1 cxxzazr =’ith =io#s temitive ~tance th the qqibtion cotiorms to * Washington
State Si Critexia I recamrnend prompt approvalof the submittal m- w“~~ .
demo~ this Compknce.

IT be vay interested in receiving tiormation on the snore de@ed permit appiidons fortbis
pros and I’ll look fonvard to re&vintJthat micomrmtingorltkm.

Respa=e: Ealogy has approved the Notice of Intent for siting of ATG’s PPOA ti~
destruction mix in ltichkm~ Wk

We have included you on the mag k. W-henthe proposed pemit has b- prepd a no~~
wiil be primed in tie Tri<ity Herald announcing the 3Yid3biIiy of the appbtion and proposed
permit for review and comment.

@%ite ~ermai Twbnent of Low-lew?lMkd Wade FinaiEA
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Commexms fYontBill Grex ofRicldand. Letter dated May 5, N%:

COmZWX Mr. Green expressed concxsn &UXIZxncnfirgunueated mixed Ws& off the Hadord
site and onro knci “just across dte highway @m the north Nidand drinking waz= wdl field.-

Response: We the concerns of the cornmentor are unkstood &d app-~ it k w to the
kiIiv owner to select a Iocatioa EcoIogy’s roie is to detemdne the eavironmentai suitabili~ of
t&esite in accordance with the criteria sez by the me’s Dangerous Waste RegukticXZs.

Drinkingvat= issuesandprm6mityto pubk gathahg plaus were addressedas part of the
siringprocess. The siting criteria require the SM5@ be kud such that the dangerous waste
=“qezzsat *A be & Ie3sr he kdred f= *OUI 1) tie mares gmdwaier iutake for .
dmmstic WI=, d 2) plIbfiC&Uhering @XS

For a copy of the cAxiL pke referm WAC 1?3-303-2S2 at yotxriouf IZmuy.

lb ewiromnerztaiimpactsof the proposal will also be considered under the State Exvkonmeatd
Poiiq Act.

@nwnt(T’): Therdation@p ~ATGdD@’RI.+m&ciar i&jrnXto&e

@fiq~req*onon~tiATGXktie hysirhgagr=mmtshmdd szate
ti percentage of the wastetreatments&eamtbatis expectedtocomehmtheHarIfiord
ResemIiutl

hhgkm~o~waatioa~~ whasp%kthe sourceofwrstlm
be tnated at ATG. Ecology’s role (with regard tO siting) is to detemiue the eavkorrmextd
-of*e*~-r*ti&&**@&sm’S~W-
~UkUOKIS. W* bm otk USD(3E dteswillbe limitedinacxdanu wkh the Fdxal
Faciikies Compliance ACL R&duds fimtbe ~ of q Out+f+egion Was&ewill be
remmed to the gemsztors in accardarke with the LOw-kel Radioa&e W=e Po@ .
Axrmdments k of 1985.

R~ome: Ecology does not hwe tiority to restrict the movemeat of =e in @ IXHIUXX.

co~menl (’T): lle ATG i3ciEty shouid be built on die Hazdord ResewadoQ closer to tke
source of ti mama fa ~. There is a preaxient for this...

O&te i’hennal Treaiment of Low-1evelMixed WasteJ%?alG1 5/99
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. Aeqxxw Eco@y does not have the mizoriq to $@@ whereaa~~ u ~~ -.

ItisUptod Efi&lilyownertod 100seaSiSe EmlogyodybmmbO*@exya=IizymSkO
k ~ parzkxkr loduz based on the crkerk f-d “mtheDangerous Wzste regukions.

Comnenz: Who inspem bcilizies tbaxaregovezned by msnzy buildingcod- but are Iocatedon
the Han&d I&emiticm?

fieqw-~ Eukgy IUS,iuthe pasG accepted respodbility for etdbmiq vidaians of the .
lJdonn BuiidixzsCode at DOE Etciities reguiated under the Staze Dangerous Wasre Reguidons.

Comments from lXIDEC. Lezr= tied May 25, W%:

TRIDEC did not iden@ aq ‘ksueswhichwouid kd & to question the abilizyof the proposui
tec!molo~ kind sire to xn=. all applicableaviromnd regdaticms.[See ktreron 51c fir
complete comments. 1

Re3pomK cclmmentnoted-

.

O#ite lhermal Tieatment of Low-1evelMixed Wastei%aiGl
5/99
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APPENDIX E

DEPARTMENTOF ENERGY RESPONSE TO
COMMENTS RECEIVED ON DRAFT EA
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BENTON COUNTY -

CLEAN AIR AUTHORITY
650 George Washington w/q
RicMand MIA 99352-4289

Ph:(509) 943-3396 FAX (50!3) 943-2232 “
E-Maii: bccaa@3-cities.com

27 January 1997

Pre’nt C. i-iouck, En&eer
-Aliied Technology Group, Inc.

P O BOX 969
Richlancf, Washington 99352

RE: NOC 970108, Mixed Waste Plasma Arc at ATG, Request for Comment from
Dunigan, NEPA Compliance Officer, U S Dept of Energy

Dear Mr. Houck,

On January 21, 1 received a letter from Paui F.X. Dunigan, NEPA Compliance
Officer, U.S. Dept. of Energy, with four vo{umes regarding ATG’s proposed mixed
waste incinerator. He asked for comment within 30 days. Local and State rules
require a fee for Notice of Construction review, and submission on a form sent by
the air authority. Enclosed. is my one page form. With the submission of the NOC
form, please inciude a fee of $453 for review of the NOC (fiiing fee of $50 pius 10
hours of my review time which includes overhead). ! would like an incomplete
submittal promising answers to the questions I am raising, the form, with the fee,
by return maiI, in order to respond to Mr. Dunigan’s letter by the date he
requested, which is February 20tn.

My ietter of January 7 to you was three and a haif pages of comments on your
submittai to Washington State Dept. of Ecology. I will not repeat that in this
letter.

In the volume titied Environmental Assessment, sectim 6.1.6 is incorrect and

misleading. This Authority is referred to as it was in 1993. The State of
Washington, Dept. of Ecology, administers the PSD” ru{e, which is very iikely not
applicable. if ATG, including the mixed waste faciiity, exceeds 10 tons per year of
chlorine, aiso uniikely, then it will need a federai Title V Air Operating Permit,
which this Authority administers.

Tine correct sentence in section 6.1.6 is the iast: “Compliance with state

GfPsiamc.4 TGMIX2WAS7
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hazardous airpoilutant ambient concentration limits also will be addressed as part
of the air quaiity permit process. ” This hazardous air pollutant ruie, WAC 173-
460, has three screening steps. First, is the toxic air poiiutant reieased beiow the
smaii quantity emission rates in the two tabies foiiowing WAC 173-460-080
(2) {e)? If not, run the T-Screen modei, and see if the quantity reieased exceeds

the Acceptable Source impact Levei (AS{L). if it does exceed the ASiL, have
Washington State Dept. of Ecoiogy run a more accurate modei. in the iSCST3...
voitime, ATG had a more accurate modei run, without allowing Ecoiogy to OK
Robert Scuiiey usurping their prerogative, and without comparing the modeiling
resuits to the ASiL’s in WAC 173-460.

i iook forward to your return of the one page form, and the review fee”.

If you have questions, do not hesitate to contact me.

Peter B. Bosserman, review engineer

%ciosures: NOC form

cc:
Pat kie, Dangerous Waste
Ecoiogy Kermewick Office
1315 W4th Av

Group

KENNEWiCK WA 99336-6018

John Martei{, Engineer
WA Dept. of i-ieaith, Div. of Rad. Protection
4815 Blue Heron Bivd
WEST i5iCHLAND WA 99353

Paui F.X. Dunigan, Jr., NEPA Compliance Officer
lJ. S. Dept- of Energy
Richiand Operations Office
P O BOX 550
RICHLAND WA 99352
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BENTON COUNTY

CLEANAIRAUTHORITY

Notice of Construction

1. OWNER

Date:

and Application for

Name:

650 George Washington Way

Richland “WA 99352-4289
Ph:(509) 943-3396 FAX (509) 943-2232

Cost of Project:
Installation’s Est. Start Date Est. Completion Date

V. Ce&ication:
! cetiify that I have filled out this form ~ cmmp[ete{y and
accurately to the best of my knowledge and my firm’s knowledge.

Signed Date

Typed or Printed Nlarne Title of Person Signing
.,

in accordance with Regulation. 1 Section 10.06 (A) of this Authority,
a filing fee of $50.00 shaii be paid with the filing of this form.

cc~
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99-WPD-216

Department of Energy .

Richland Operations Offica
P.o. Box 550

Richland, Washington 99352

APR 211999

Mr. Peter B. Bosserman
Benton County Clean Air Authority
650 George Washington Way
Richland, Washington 99352

Dear Mr. Bosserman:

DFU4FT NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTALPOLICY ACT OF 1969 (NEPA)
ENVIIKWMENTAL ASSESSMENT (EA) FOR OFFSITE THERMAL TREATMENT OF
LOW-LEVEL MIXED WASTE (LLMW) THE U.S. I)EPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DOE)
EA-1 135, HMIFORD SITE, RJCHLAND, WASHINGTON

Reference: (1) Benton County Clean Air Authority letter to P. C. Houc~ Allied
Technology Group (ATG), fioxn P. B. Bossermsn “Mixed Waste Plasma
Arc at ATG Request for Comment,” dated January 27,1997.

(2) RL letter to Benton County Clean Air Authority, from P. F. X. Dunigan,
same subject as above, dated January 15, 1997.

Thank you for commenting on the Draft EA for Ofiite Thermal Treatment of LLMV4. The
following paragraphs respond to your comments:

Section 6.1.6 has been revised in accordancewith your comments to cxxrectlyidenti& the
Benton County Clean Ah Authority as the administering authority for administering the .
requirements and purposes of the Wsshmgton Clean Air Act.

Section 6.1.6 has been revised to elarifi the air permitting requirements that will be evaluated by
the facility as part of the air quality permitting process. Additionally, air emissions modeling has
been incorporated into the preliminary risk assessment for the fixility. The souroe term and
model seleoted were reviewed and agreed upon by both the State of Washington Department of
Ecology and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

Ot%ite T5ermal Tmbnent of Low-levelMked WasteRnalE4 5/99
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A copy of the final EA will be provided for your information. If you have any questions, or need
additional information about the proposed action, please contact Anna V. Bear& the NEPA
Document Manager, on (509)376-7472. Questions concerning the NEPA process maybe
directed tome on (509) 376-6667.

Sincerely,

WPD:AVB

/’se.lx+, *
Paul F. X, Dunigan, Jr. /
NEPA Compliance Officer

cc: R. Feizolkihi, ATG
K. Salmon, ATG
C. Stephm ATG
D. E. Nesten, WMH

OM!e JhennalTBtment of Lon#evelMx.. WasteFinalE4 5/99
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324 Gulf Court
Richland, WA 99352
February 19, 1997

Mr. Paul Dunigan
NEPA Compliance Officer
Department of Energy
P.O. Box550, Mailstop AS-15.
Richland, WA 99351

RE: DOE/EA-1135, Low Level Waste Trea~ment

Dear Mr. Dunigan:

Thestated purpose and need is to treat contact-handled low-level mixed waste
(LLMW) containing polychlorinated biphenyl (PCBS) and other organics, to meet
regulatory standards.

The proposed action is”to construct a thermal treatment facility in the city
of Richland. The City of Richland Planning Departments records indicate the
proposed facility would be a [non-thermal]solidification facility. The SEPA
checklist submitted to the City does not list this as a thermal facility.

A logical alternative to the proposed action would be to locate a facility of
this nature on the Hanford Site. Preferably close the source of the low-level
waste material and its eventual disposal location; in other words the 200
Area.

Section 3.2.2 identifies an alternative “Build a thermal treatment facility at
the Hanford Site 200 West Area.” This alternative is discounted in the EA
because of the estimated cost of $620 million. However, the $620 million
facility would be capable of treating “contact-handled LLMW, remote-handled
transuranic waste.” In other words materials that would greatly complicate
safety and environmental control requirements. This a-
reexamined.

It appears logical that the construction and operation
be less if transport costs and risks were minimized. -
accomplished on land in the 200 Area leased to ATG.

Note that DOE NEPA regulations normallv reauire an EIS

te~native needs to be

of this facility would
his could be

for “SitinQ. -
construction, and ope~ation of inciner~tor~,other than research ~nd
development incinerators ....” Please provide information why an EIS would
not be required in this situation.

Also, please note that one of the nearest downwind receptors.of the
atmospheric effluent from this facility would be a day care center.

Sincerely,

c@’Jk-@
Carolyn Auker

RECEIVED

-7hennalTmtment ofLow4evelMkd Wastef7nalEA 5,99997
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Department of Energy
Richland Operations Office

P.O. Box 550
Richland, Washington 99352

MAY O 5 1997

97-SWT-086

Ms. ~ar~lyn Auker
324 Gulf Court
RIchland, Washington 99352

Dear Ms. Auker:

DRAFT
MIXED

Thank
LLMW.

ENVIRONMENTALASSESSMENT(EA)FOR OFFSITETHERMALTREATMENTOF LOW-LEVEL
WASTE(LLMW)

you for commentingon the Draft M for OffsiteThermal Trea~mentof
The followingparagraphsrespondto your comments:

The proposed action Is not to constructa thermaltreatmentfacility in the
city of Richlandas your letterstates,but ratherto transport up to 5.120
cubic meters of contact-handledLLMW fr’omthe Hanford Site to the Allied
TechnologyGroup (ATG)gasificationand vitrification[GASVIT)building In
Richlandfor treatment,and returnthe treatedwaste to the Hanford Site for
disposal. Constructionof the thermaltreatmentfacilityis outside of the
scope of the subject EA. and will be addressedin the EnvironmentalImpact
Statement.{EIS)that will be preparedbyATG for the City of Richland under
the State EnvironmentalPoliCY Act (.SEPA].

Your commentcorrectlynotesthat the$tate of Wash~ngtonEnvironmentalPolicy
Act (SEPA)checklistfiledwith the Cltyof RichlandPlanningDepartment
appliesonly to ATG’s proposednon-thermaltreatmentsystems. The SEPA
checklistfor the proposednon-therma~treatmentsystemswas submitted in
March 1996 with the Part 8 DangerousWaste permit application. The Part !3
permit applicatlon was supplementedin December1996 to include two GAWT
thermal systems. Together,the non-thermalsystemsand the GASVIT systems
compriseATG’s proposedLLMW Facility,

Locatinga Departmentof Energy (DOE)owned ttiermaltreatmentfacility on site
was examined in the subjectE4 as an alternative. it was discountedbecause
of the high estimatedcapitalcost and decliningcapital funds available for
new DOE facilities. It Is noted that this onslte OOE facilitywould have
treated additionalwaste such as transuranicand remote-handledwaste. so a
direct cost comparisoncannotbe made betweenthe proposedDOE facilityand
the contractto treat UMWwith ATG. However.a large sum of capital funds
would still be requiredif a DOE facilityto treat only LU4!d was constructed
on site. The volume of HanfordLLMW that requiresthermal treatment is not
sufficientto justify constructionof a DOE owned facilityon the Hanford
Site.



Ms. Carolyn Auker -2-
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The contractsolic~tationwas structuredsuch that vendors submittedbids
basedon buildingtheir own facilltyoff the HanfordSite. Leasingof land by
DOE to inte?esteclbidderswas not an option in the contractsolicitation.
This allowedvendorsto utilizethe~r existinginfrastructureto the maximum
extentpracticable.to treat other than Hanfordwaste if desired,to utilize
the economiesof scale. and thereforesubmit the most cost-e?fectivebid.
Contractorowned facilitiescould not beput on DOE land becauseof the
potentialIiabllityfor DOE that could not retransferred to the contractor.
This explanationhas been added to Chapter 2of the EA.

The DOE. RichlandOperationsOffice (RL) agreesthat DOE National
EnvironmentalPolicyAct regulationsnormallyrequirean EIS for “Siting,
construction.and operationof incinerators,other than researchand
developmentlnc~nerators...”as stated in your letter. However;construction
of the proposedthermal treatmentfacillty~s not within the scope of DOE’S
proposedaction. as mentionedin paragraphtwo of this letter. ATG will
prepare an EIS.forthe City of R~chlandunder SEPAfor constructionof the
proposedthermal treatmentfacility. It shouldalso be noted that the
proposec!ATGthermaltreatmentfacilityis not being permittedas an
incinerator,but as a “miscellaneousunit.”’

ATG’s facilityis Iocatedwest of Hanford’s1100 Area within an area
designatedby the City of Richlandas.an Industrialpark for nuclear and non-
nuclear industrialplants. Some of the nearestreceptorsof the atmospheric
effluentfrom the GASVIT systems includea recentlyestablishedChjld Care
Facilitywithin North Richland.as shown in Figure2-l of the subject EA. The
EA documentsthat risks presentedby processingof DOE waste in ATG’s GASWT
systems to the maximumexposed individual.and thus to these receptors,wIII
be extremelylow. Risks potentiallyposed bythe GASVIT systemsare extremely
low for several reasons, These reasons,describedin the EA. are outl~nect
below:

● Screening-1evelradiologicaland chemicalrisk assessmentsincluded in
the EA indicatethe designof the GASVITsystemls more than adequate to
majntajn risks at extremelylow levels for the maximum”exposedindividual
at or near the ATG site. either during normaloperationsor in the event
of an accident.

o Similarly.an analysisof transportationrisks indicaterisksto the
public posed byelther routine trarisport or by an accjdent during
trans ort are extremely low.

7
The proposed transportation route is

Iargey (95%)within the l-lanfordSite boundaries.and is subject to
access control.

● The proprietaryGASVIT systemwill generatefewer toxic emissionsthan
conventionalthermaltreatmentfacilitiesprocessingan equal amount of
waste.
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Ms. CarolynAuker -3-
97-SWT-086

● The emissionscontrol systemdownstreamof the processchamber (refer to
Fig 2-4 of EA) is extensiveand uses Best AvailableControl Technology.
It includesa scrubber locatedbetweenthe processchamber and the syngas
converterto remove halogensthat might otherwiseform acids and toxic
compoundsin the syngas converter.a prefilter,.tlighEfficiency
ParticulateFilters.and carbon filters.which are locateddownstreamof
the syngasconverter.

● The ATG facilitywIII operateunder permitsfrom the State ofhlashington.
Departmentof Health and Departmentof Ecology.which will requirethat
all emissionsbe kept at safe levels.

Pleasedirect any questionsaboutthis proposedactionto Mr. Joe Waring, the
NEPAOocument Manager,on (509)373-7687. Questionsabout the NEPA process
may be directedtb me on (509)376-6667.

Sincerely.

/i4za?x+/,
Paul F. X. Dunlga~,Jr.’

WPD:JJU NEPA ComplianceOfficer

cc: T. L. Baker.RFSH
F. FeizolIahi,ATG
R. L. Martinez,EM-38. HQ



324GulfCourt -
RiChkUld, WA 99352
April 14,1998

Mr. Paul Dur@an
NEPA Compliance Officer
U.S. Department of Energy
P.O. Box 550
Richland, Washington

Regarding: ATG Draft EA-1 135

Dear Mr. Dunigan:

This letter is an additional comment on the A’I’Gfacility proposed for treatment of Hanford Site
low level mixed waste. .

In earlier correspondence I proposed that a reasonable alternative would be to construct the
facility on the Hanford site, near the source of the waste, and away from the City of Richland.
your reply you indicated that this alternative was considered and rejected because of cost.

TMs left me a little bewildered because I did not understandhow the same project would cost
more to construct it on DOE owned lands (@usedto ATG at a nominal fee). There seemed to
imply that construction cost on federal lands would be more costly because of bureaucratic

In

inefficiency. h alternative that ran through my mind was that the project would be more costly
bemuse the health and safety measures would be more stringent. That was in intriguing
possibility – that health and safety standards for a facility would be more stringentat a Ioeation
fhrther removed *m a population center. Well this has preyed on my mind for some time so I
went to the DOE FIanfordWeb page to cheek how this issue was presented.

What I discovered was that the on Hanford Site alternative was not the same as the off H@ord
Site alternatives. The Hanford Site fkcility used in this comparison was a “rotarykiln
incinerator,” not a melter. The rotary Kilnwould be able to treat “contact handled transuranic
waste, remote handled LLMW, remote-handledtransuranic mixed waste” in addition to the
LLMW identified in the purpose and need.

The intent of CEQ and DOE regulations and guidance is most certainly to consider and compare
alternatives that achieve the same purpose and need. In other words DOE should inchrde a
comparison of tie costs, impacts, and health efkcts of constructing the proposed ATG fadlity in
the vicinity of the LLMW rather than within the city limits of Richland. Following is a table
contrasting the two alternatives in the EA

RECEIVEDi..
APR 171998

OOE-RL/FUX
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Treatment
Process

Materials
Treated

Proposed Action - ATG
Facility - Richkmd

Gasification and vitrification

Contact handled LLMW

Hanford Site Alternative

Rotary kiln incinerator

Contact handled TRU mixed waste
Remote handled LLMW
Remote handled TRIJ mixed waste
Contact handled LLMW

Based on this comparison the EA did not ftirly compare siting alternatives an issue I identified
in my earlier letter. The fin@EA needs to be revised to adequately and ftirly consider the
alternative of constructing and operating the proposed gasification and vitrification facility on
land in the 200 Area.

Sincerely,

a-- +
Carolyn Auker

Oi%ite 77&nal Tmbnentof Low-levelMixed WastefinalEA 5199
E-11
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Ms. Carolyn Auker
324 Gulf COUrt
Richlad Washington

I)epartment of Energy. .
RichlandOperationsoffice .

P.0.Box 550
.Richland,Washington 99352

J~ : ~ ?998

99352

Dear Ms. Auks

DlU4FT ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT (EA) FOR OFFSITETHERMAL TREATMENT
OF LOW-LEVEL MIXED WASTE [LLMW)

Thank you for your Ietter, dated April 14, 1998,providing additional comments on the Draft EA
for Offsite Thermal Treatment of LLMW. The following paragraphs provide a detailed response
to your most recent comments and concerns:

You are correct in stating the onsite Hdord alternative was not the same as the offsite
alternatives. This was noled in my response letter, dated May 5, 1997, to your original
February 19, 1997, comments. As stated in the subject EL building a Thermal Treatment
Fkcili~ (a rotary kiln incinerator) on the EItiord Site 200 West Area was proposed by a 1993
Engineering Study. It was not pursued due to high capital cost required for construction and the
desire to investigate commercial treatment options to reduce the financial burden to the
Government. Your concern that the onsite project would be more costly bemuse the health and
safety measures may be more stringent than the ofiite facility should be allayed. Both an onsite
facility and an oi%ite t%.cilitywould require Resource Conservationand Recovery Act, Toxic
Substances Control Act, and Clean Air Act permitting fkomthe State of Washington and the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency. Additionally, the Allied Technology Group (ATG)
Gasification and Vitrification FaciIi~ will opemte under a Nuckar Regulatory Commission
agreement state radioactive material license from the Washington State Department of Heaith.

The thermal treatment contract solicitation was structured such that vendors submitted bids based
on building their own facility off tie Hanford Site. Siting of their facility on the Hanford Site
was not an option in the contract solicitation. This allowed a vendor to construct a facility that
could treat other LLMW in addition to Hanford LLMW and thereby use the economies of scale
to submit a cost-eff’tive bid. Under this commercial contra% DOE is obligated to pay for
waste treatment on a per unit basis, and the vendor, ATG, is responsible for all facility siting,
construction permitting, maintenance, and decommissioning.’

Including a comparison of the costs, impacts, and health effkctsof constructing the proposed
ATG Facility on the Hanford Site rather than within the city knits of Richland is not within the
purpose and scope of this EA. In considering and comparingalternatives that achieve the same
purpose and nee~ DOE has compared several commercial vendors’ proposais which could
have received Hanford LLMW for treatment in addition to other customers’ waste. The scope of

(MWte7i5ermalT~tment of Low-ievelMw?dWastet7nalE4 5/99
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Ms. Carcdyk Auker
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the EA bounds offsite commercial thermal treatment of Hanford waste, which only includes
transportation, waste handliig, and treatment of Hanford waste at a permitted facility. The City
of Richland has prepared a State of WashingtonEnvironmental Policy Act (SEPA)
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on the siting, construction, and operation of the ATG
Facility to treat a variety of LLMW, includingHdord’s.

Your kist comment states that the final EA needs to be revised to adequately and fairiy consider
the alternative of constructing and operating the proposed gasification and vitrification f=ility on
land in the 200 &ea. As addressed earlier in this response letter, that analysis is outside of the
scope of this EA. Through the Hanford LLMW contract solicitation the purpose was to sekct a
commercial facility for waste treatment so that once constructed or modified, the Hanford Site
would be one of its customers. Siting of the facility was to be off the Hdord Site per the
contract solicitation. We are making minor changes to the EA to explain this point better.

ATG’s process selected for treating DOE’s contact-handledLLMW is a technology that has been
adopted for commercial application afier several years of development at Massachuseti’ Institute
of Technology and Pacific Northwest National Laboratory. The technology has been licensed to
a local h, Integrated Environmental Technologies, LLC, (lET).

The system was selected by ATG because of several inherent environmentally desirable features.
These features minimize risk to the public by minimizing emissions while producing a waste
form that is highly stable. The waste form also resists the leaching of hazardous constituents into
the environment. A prototype version of the system is available for inspection at IET’s facility in
RichIan& Washington. If you are interested in a site visit, please contact Kevin Salmon, ATG,
on (509) 375-5160.

DOE and ATG would be happy to meet with you, if you so desire, to fhrther discuss the above
responses to your comments. You may call me on 376-6667, or you may call Joe Waring, Waste
Programs Divisioq on 373-7687, to schedule a meeting within two weeks from the date of “this
letter.

Sincerely,

WPD:JJW
Paul F. X. Dunigan, k. K Y
NEPA Compliance Officer

cc: F. Feizollahi, ATG
K. Salmon, ATG
T. L. Baker, WMH

CM%’e?ikrmal Treatmentoflow-levefiVkti WastefinalEA 5/99
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JEFFREYR, MARKILLIE,MM -
552 HOLLYSTREET

RICl+LQIQWA 99352

February19,1997

Mr. PaulF.Dunigan
NEPA complianceOfficer
U.S.DepartmentofEnergy
PO BOX 550, MSIN: A5-15
Richland, WA 99352

Re: DOHEA-I 135, Otisjte The~rna/ Treatment of~ow-~evel Mixed Waste

Dear Mr. Dunigan:

A significant disconnect exists between the proposed action identified in this
environmental assessment (thermal treatment of low-level mixed waste) and the action
presented in the SEPA checklist submitted to the City of Richland (stabilization and
abrasive blasting of waste). It is unclear why such a disconnect exists, and raises
ethical questions as to how the project has been presented to the City.

Federal air rules require destruction efficiencies of some hazardous and toxic
contaminants that approach 99.9999’%o (a.k.a. “six nines destruction, efficiency”). It is
not clear if the proposed process is capable of achieving this level of performance.
Additionally, it is not clear how destruction testing would be undertaken before
operations are commended at the facility.

One alternative not analyzed in detail involves treatment of wastes in the 200 Area.
The highly industrialized 200 Area Plateau provides an excellent location for treatment
activities due to the close proximity of the wastes to be treated, and the heavy industrial
infrastructure that already exists. ATG could be leased land by DOE to unde~ake
these endeavors. Although a $62(3million incinerator facilitywas proposed for the 200
Area some fouryearsago,DOE should analyze the construction and operation of the
scaled-back version of the incinerator being presented in the environmental
assessment.

Althoughnotspecificallymentionedintheanalysis,theclosestdownwind populationto
theproposedfacilityisa day carecenter,followed bythe residential north Richland
community. It is unclear why DOE would support the construction and operation of a
thermal waste treatment facility less than ~ kilometer from such areas.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this environmental assessment I am
looking forward to your response.

Sincerely,

j&-u2Q. i3ECElVED

mD o 1 4n97
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~epartment of Energy
Richland Operations Office

P.O.Box 550
Richiand, Washington 99352

MAF O 5 j~~

97-SWT-089

Mr. Jeffrey 1?.Marklllie
552 Holly Str*t
Richland,Washington 99352

Dear Mr. Markillie:

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTALASSESSMENT(EA) FOR OFFSITETHERMALTREATMENT-OFLOW-LEVEL
MIXED WASTE (LLMW)

Thankyou for commentingon the Waft EA for OffsiteThermal Treatment of
LLMW. The followingparagraphsrespondto your comments:

The proposed”action is not to constructa thermal treatmentfacl1ity In the
city of Richlandas your letterstates.but ratherto transport upto 5.120
cubic meters of contact-handledLLMW from the HanfordSite to the Allied
TechnologyGroup (ATG)gasificationand vitrification(GASVIT)building in
Richlandfor treatment,and returnthe treatedwaste to the Hanford Site for
disposal. Constructionof the thermaltreatmentfaci1ity 1s outside of the
scope of the subjectEA. and wI1l be addressedin the EnvironmentalImpact
Statement(EIS) that will beprepm?dbyATG fo?’theCity of Rlchland under
the State EnvironmentalPolicyAct (SEPA).

Your commentcorrectlynotes that the State of WashingtonEnvironmentalPolicy
Act (SEPA)checklistfiled with the Cityof RichlandPlannlng Department
appliesonly to Allied TechnologyGroup’s(ATG) pro osed non-thermaltreatment

Ksystems. The SEPA checklistfor the proposednon-t ermal treatment systems
was submittedIn March 1996 with the Part B DangerousWaste permit
application. The Part E permit appl icatlon was SUPPIemented in December 1996
to includetwo gasificationand vitrification(GASVIT) thermal systems.
Together.the non-thermalsystemsand the GASVIT systemscomprise ATG’s
proposedLLMW Faci1ity.

AGASVIT system is not an incineratorand will not have the impacts normally
associatedwith incinerators. Duringthe demonstrationtest described in the
Addendumto the Part i3Applicationsubmittedin December1996, ATGwill
demonstratethat a GASVIT system.a flamelessplasma arc process, meets or
exceedsall standardsimposedon an incinerator. Additionally.as a flameless
un?t. a GASYIT system offersvery real advantagesover incinerators. These
advantages~ncludenearly completeeliminationof toxic pollutantsand
significantreduc~lonsin.sulfuroxide and nitrogenoxide emissions. ATG has
describedIn deta~lthedlfferences betweena GASVIT system and an lnc~nerator
in their letter of application for permittingGAWT systems as Miscellaneous
TreatmentUnits. Acopy of this letter,dated December12. 1995. from

~e7i%ma/Twtie@ oflow-bdp$hd WasteRna164 5/99
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Mr. Fred Feizol?aht,ATG, to Ms. Pat Irle,WashingtonState Departmentof “
Ecology.1s attached.

Locatinga.Departmentof Energy (DOE) owned thermaltreatmentfacilityon site
was examined in the subjectEA as an alternative. It was discountedbecause
of the high estimatedcapitalcost ad declinlngcapitalfundsavailable for
new ODE facilities. It is noted that this onsite DOE facilitywould have
treated additionalwaste such as transuranicand remote-handledwaste, so a
djrect cost comparisoncannotbe made between the proposedDOE facilltyand
the contract to treat LLMW with ATG. However.a large sum of capital funds
would st~ll be wqulred jf a DOE facilltyto treat only LLMWwas constructed
on site. The volume of HanfordlLMW that requiresthermaltreatmentis not
sufficientto just~fyconstructionof a DOE owned facilityon the Hanford
Site.

The contract solicitationwas structuredsuch ~kit vendorssubmittedbids
basedon buildlngtttelrown facilityoff the tlanfordSite. Leasingof land by
DOE to interestedbidderswas not an option in the contractsolicitation.
This allowed vendorsto utilizetheir existinginfrastructureto the maximum
extent practicable,to treat other than Hanfordwaste if desired,to utilize
the economies of scale. and thereforesubmit the most cost-effectivebid.
Contractorowned facilitiescould not be put onOOE land becauseof the
potential liabilityfor 00Ethat could not be transferredto the contractor.
This explanationhas been added to Chapter 20fthe EA. “

ATG’s facil~ty is Iocatedwest of Hanford’s1100Area within an area
designated by the City of Richlandas an industrialpark for nuclearand norl-
nuclear industrialplants. Some of the nearestreceptorsof the atmospheric
effluent from the GASVIT systemsIncludea recentlyestablishedChild Care
Faci1ity within North Richland,as shown in Figure2-1 of the subject EA. The
EA documents that risks presentedby processingof DOE waste in ATG’s GASVIT
systems to the maximum exposed indlvldual,”and thus to these receptors,will
be extremely low. Risks potentiallyposed by the GASVIT systemsare extremely
low for several reasons. These reasons.describedin the EA. are outlined
be?ow:

● Screening-1evelradiologicaland chemicalrisk assessmentsincluded In
the EA Indicatethe design of the GASVIT systemis more than adequate to
maintain risks at extremelylow levels for the maximumexposed individual
at or near the ATG site, either during normaloperationsor in the event
of an accident.

● Similarly,an analysisof transportationrisks indicaterisks to the
public posed by either routinetransportor by an accidentduring
transport are extremelylow. This proposedtransportationroute is
largely (95%)within the Hanford Site boundaries.and is subjectto
access control.

01%ite77hetmalJ7eat7nentofLow-ievelM.&Wa* 17nalEA
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● The proprietaryGASVI~ sYstemwill generatefewer toxicemissionsthan
I conventionalthermal treatmentfaci?itlesprocessingan equal amount of

waste.

● The emissionscontrol systentcfownstreamof the processchamber (refer to
Fig 2-4of EN is extensiveand uses Best AvailableControlTechnology.
It includesa scrubberlocatedbetweenthe processchamberand the syngas
converterto remove halogensthat mightotherwiseform acids and toxic
compoundsin the syngasconverter.a prefilter,High Efficiency
Particulatefilters,and carbon filters.which are locateddownstreamof
the syngas converter.

● The ATGfacilitywill operateunder permits frornthe~tate of Washington,
Departmentof Health and Departmentof Ecology.which will requirethat
all enunissionsbe kept at safe levels.

Please direct any questionsabout this proposedactiontoMr. Joe Waring, the
NEPA DocumentManager.on (509)”373-7687.Questionsabout the NEPA process
may redirected tome on (509)376-6667.

S~ncerely,

bJP5:JJW

/4&Jx*+#
Paul F. Ounigan,Jr.
NEPACompiianceOfficer

Attachment

cc w/o attach:
T. L. Baker. RFSH
F. Feizollahi,ATG
R. L. Martinez,EM-38, HQ
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Department of Energy .

RichlandOperationsOffice
P.O.Box 550

Richland,Washington 99352

d&R211999

Mr. JeffkeyR. Markillie
552 Holly Street
Richland, Washington 99352

Dear Mr. Markillie:

THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DOE), RICHLAND OPERATIONS OFFICE @L)
DRMT ENVIRONMENTALASSESSMENT(EA) FOR OFFSITE THERMAL TREATMENT
OF LOW-LEVEL MIXED WASTE (LLMW)

References: (1) RL letter to Je&eryR. Markiliie, fkomP. F. X. Dunigan, RL, same subjeet
as above, (letternumber 97-SWT-089),dated May 5, 1997.

(2) Letter from JefferyR. Markillie, to P. l?. Dunigan, RL, same subject as
above, dated February 19, 1997.

Jn my ietter to you (see Refmence [1]) I stated that the EA would include an explanation of why
the Allied Technology Group (ATG)Facility is not located within the Hanford Site. Since then
the EA has undergone several iterationsreflecting additional public comments, discussions about
siting, the City of Richland’sState Environmental Policy Act Environmental Impact Statement
on the ATG Facility, and DOE’soriginal intent in considering this proposed action.

Through this process we have clarified the purpose and need for the proposed action to read
“The DOE, RL needs to demonstrate the feasibility of offkitecommercial treatment of
contact-handled LLMW containing polychlorinated biphenyls, and other organics to meet
existing regulatory standards for eventual disposal.” In additio~ a broader discussion of siting
has been added to Chapter 2.

A copy of the final EA will be provided to you for your itiormation.

C2Q3ite7ibermalTm&nent of Low-levelMked Waste l%?alE4 5/99
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RL would like to thank you again for commenting on the Draft EA. If you have any questions
concerning the proposed actim please contact Anna V. Beard, National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969 (NEPA) Document Manager, on (509) 376-7472, Please direct questions
concerning the NEPA process to me on (509) 376-6667.

Sincerely,

WPD:AVB

CG C. Stephen, ATG
R. L. Martinez EM-38, ~Q
It R. Cotmolly, _
M. L. Estes, WMH
D. E. Nester, WMH

/4az#z)(.#L.#.&&. -
Paul F. X. Dumgm r.
NEPA Compliance Officer

/
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Hiskes. Edward V .

From: bobcook@maiLtcfn .org
Sent: Tuesday, April 21,199810:1 6AM
To: edward_v_hiskes@ rl.gov
Subject: ATG MIXED WASTE R!CHLAND INC!NERATC)R

Issues and comments on the DOE EA

1. The EA does not address disposition of the volatile radioactive
materials that are found in low level mixed wastes such as tritium,
carbon-1 4 and Iodine-129. Impacts of the disposition of such wastes
should be addressed in the EA. The ATG unit to my knowledge has no
planned treatment to recover the C-14, the tritium or the I-429.
(Depending upon the iodine species, activated carbon may not be
effective.) These radioactive substances appear are intended to be
released to the environment. In fact the description of the process -
indicates that carbon dioxide and steam will be released. Although not
stated in the system description provided in the EA it wouldappear
that the addition of steam could be used to dilute the tritium in the
wastes before discharge. This would not bean acceptable treatment “
scheme for the tritium. As to the C-14 the planned release of C02
would include the C-1 4. This would also be unacceptable. Potential
dilution of the contaminants as an incidental aspect of the process .
should be addressed as well as deliberate dilution, if it is planned,

2. The EA description of the organic waste stream does not include
oxygen. The free oxygen that would be produced by the plasma arc would
react or “combust” with the gaseous waste stream in a controlled manner
depending upon the oxygen present. The C02 would be the major
combustion product as noted in the system description. The definition
of a “Plasma Arc incinerator” in the Washington State Dangerous Waste
Reg’s is as follows:

“ Plasma Arc Incinerator means any enclose device using a high
intensity electrical discharge or arc as a source of heat followed by
an afterburner using controlled flame combustion and which is not
listed as an industrial furnace.”

The chamber where the recombination of carbon and oxygen combust would
constitute the “afterburner” in this context. Afterburner is not a
defined term in the regulations. The combustion must be controlled to
assure violent explosive recombination does not occur in the hot
gaseous waste stream. The only time combustion would not be a concern
is if oxygen were not a component of the waste stream.

This context is entirely inconsistent with the DOE discussion which
would lead on to believe there is no oxygen involved in the process
reaction.

3. The credible accidents do not appear to address a fire at the
facility that would effect the inventory of mixed wastes including any
explosive or organic wastes in inventory. A worst case facility fire
in which the maximum inventory of wastes on hand would be dispersed by
the fire should be assessed in the EA. The SEPA should have also
looked at this accident. The mere consideration of ak borne releases
from vitrified waste product is inadequate. Seconda~ containment much
like that necessay for a commercial reactor maybe necessary in order
to reduce the risk of fire at an urban site. Remote sites where
geographic isolation serves as a secondary protective barrier should
reduce facility costs significantly and economically favor such a
remote site,

4. HEPA filters are known to have a reduced efficiency for particles of
a certain size in the range of 0.1 micron to 1.0 micron. The
production of particulate wastes as a function of their size should be”
identified and their impacts for normal operations considered.

OI%ite 77wrrnaiTreatmentof .Low-levelMtied Waste final GI 5/99
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5. Alternate &ting of the facility away from a populated area should
be considered.

6. Since the City of ~chland has an objective of promoting industrial
operations within the City boundaries, they have a conflict of
interest in providing an unbiased SEPA. The Department of Health
having responsibility for the radioactive waste should be a joint
preparer of the SEPA and responsible for the decision regarding siting.
The City of Richland lands do not provide an alternative remote site

away from any population center. A site near the 200 area at Hanford
would substantially reduce the health risk to the population associated “
with routine operations as well as worst case accident. Such a site
would substantially reduce the cost of transportationand riskof
traffic accidents associated with the DOE wastes alone.

It appears in fact that the City has tried to hide the facility from
public scrutiny. The lack of public commentsand participation is
apparent. There was no credible effort to involve the public. I do
not consider the Newspaper add was a credible effort considering the
innocuous description of the facility and the lack of public response.

7. The DOE revised EA should be made public on the internet with the
request for comments. Effective advertisement should be accomplished.
Specific letters to the two child care centers and the Hanford PTA
notifying them .of the nature and proximity of the proposed facility
should be prepared to alect potentially interested public. Comments
from the Hanford Advisory Board should be requested. .

8. DOE should assure an appropriate oversight entity for nuclear
material is responsible for preparation of an alternative siting
evaluation, since a large fraction of the DOE wastes are intendedto
be processed at the ATG facility. Potential future liability for a
site in Rich[and not now contaminated should weigh heavily in favor of
an industrial site already contaminated such as in the 200 area. DOE
would not be prudent to advocate an urban site such as the one proposed
in the City when considering potential future liability. The entity
responsible for licensing should not be a consideration when
considering this future liability.

A meeting with other commenters, Dunnigan, and the City, WDOE and WDOH
is warranted. This may be more than you had in mind,but this is what
Iwould recommend.

Bob Cook

.
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W. F. R cook
z552 H* Av~ue

Richkmd, Washington 99352

Dear Mr. Cook

De~artment of .Energy -

RichlandOperationsOffice
P.O.Box 550

Richland,Washington 99352

GUL j ~ ;~,?$

DRAFT ENVTROWfENTAL ASSESSMENT (EA) FOR OFFSITE THERMAL TREATMENT OF
LOW-LEVEL.MIXED WASTE (LLMW)

Mr. Edward Hiskes received your e-mail on April 21, 1998,regarding your issues and comments on the
subject EA. The folloting paragraphs provide a detailed response to your comments.

Comment:

Response:

Comment

The EA does not address disposition of the voiatile radioactive materials that are found in
LIMW such as rnnurn, carbon-14, and iodine-129. Impacrs of the disposition of such
wastes should be addressed in the EA.

The EA has addressed the disposition of the volatile radioac~ive materiak t.hzuare found in

U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) contact-handled (CH.) LLNfW, including materiais such

as tritium, carbon-14 and iodine-129. Firstiy, i~should be noted that only DOE’s “
CH-L.UMWis being evahated for processing at Allied Technology Group’s (ATG) site.
Secondly, the three radionuclides ref&red to in ‘Aecomment have very low average
concentrations in the DOE’s CH-LLNfW1. Thirdly, recognizing the difficulties with the
treatment of the volatile radionuciides. the analysis of the gasificationhitri.lication
(GASVIT) e~uents have used a highly consemative removai factor and the resuhs,
presented in Section 5.2.6 of tie EA, show that the total dose to the public during LOyears
of normal faciIity operations is 0.02 percent of the U.S. Environmental Protection .Agency
(EPA) regulatory limit of 10 mrem per year. As indicate4 the voktile nuclide triti~ was
the lsrgest conrnbutor to this permissible dose.

The voiatile radioactive materials were also included in the accident scenario. The
description of the accident scenario in Sectiori 5.2.7 includes the statement that “Iodine,
tritium, carbon, and sdfirr are assumed to be rdeased as gases.”

The ATG unit to my knowledge has no planned trearment to recover the carbon-14, tritiunz
or the iodine-129. (Dependingupontheiodinespecies,activatedcarbonmay not be
eff&ctive). These radioactive substances appear are intended to be released to the
environment. In .facLthe description of the process indicates that carbon dioxide and steam
will be rekased.

! %sed on the total waste inventory of 265,590 kg, the average cutie content for carbon-14 is 0.226 nanocuries
per gram, ioidine- 129 is 0.045 nanocuriesper granL and tritium is 15.8 nanocurks per gram. For comparison.
the U.S. DOT defines radioactive material at greater than 2 nanocuries per gram (49 (XR 173.403.)
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Response:

Cornmetm

Response

Comrnex

Response:

The proposed method would treat all of the waste. ASindicated above, the EA has taken
into account the d.iilicrdtiesassociated with recoveringvo!atile radionuclides and the
analysis has assumed a highly conservative release fraction for the volatile radionuclides
including carbon-14, iodine-129, and tritium.

During normal operations, tie EA assumes that 10 percent of the carbon-14 is reieased,
100 percent of the tritiutn is released, &d 0.25 percent of the iodine species are released.
Release fkactionsfor these and“otherradionuclides are listed in Table 1 of the
Radiological Dose and Risk Assessrnem for ATG Gasification and vitiation Building
that accompanied the EA.

The fate of tritium introduced into the process chamber with the waste is.difficult to
predict. Tritium acts similar to hydrogen in water or other compounds entering the
chamber and may participate in many competing reactions and exit as gaseous hydrogen
mokcuie, as an acid gas such as hydrogen chioride, or as water. Consequently, the risk
assessment anaiysis conservaave[y assumes that ali tritium introduced with the waste
wouid be rekased even though some of the tritium would actually be recovered as
hydrogen chioride and water in the scrubbers when the exhaust gas from tie chamber is
treated. The treatment of carbon-14 is discussedin the responseto comment below.

Iodine would be removed as hydrogen iodide in the scrubbers and also adsorbed in the
carbon beds. Recovery efficiencies for iodine in carbon filterswere taken horn a DOE
report by Eid~ et a.Ltitled “Guide of Radiological Accident Consequences for Siting
and Design of DOE Non-Reactor Nuclear Facilities.” .Analysisof accidents at the il.tcility
assumes zero credit for removal of tritium and carbon-Id, and 50 percent plate-out for
iodine-129.

Aithough not stated in the system description provided in the E.%,it would appear that the
addition of steam could be used to dilute tritium in the waste before it is discharged. This
wouId not be an acceptable treatment scheme for the tritium.

The process wouId not use steam or other gases for the purpose of diluting tritium. Steam
would be added for steam reformation of carbonaceous nxateriai. Water (or steam) would
also be used for cooling and scrubbing the contaminants fkom the gaseous streams.

For the purpose of assessing risks in the EA, as explained in a previous response, it is not
assumed that any of the tritium would be treated- The EL4has shown in Section 5.2.6 that
risks fkomoperating the facility as designed would be very 10W.

As to the C-14, the planned rekeaseof COZwould include C-14. This would also be
unacceptable.

Much of the carbon -14 would be removed as carbonates in the two scrubbers. The
system is aiso capable of removing some of the carbon as carbon biacic. The analysis of
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normal operations in Section 5.2.6, which uses conservative assumptions reiative to
carbon-14 removal, demonstrates that the total dose from normal operations for the
maxhnal~yexposed individual (MEI) wouIdbe 0.02 percent of the EPA regulatory limit
of 10 mrem per year.

Commetlt: Potential dilution of the contaminants as an incidental aspect of the process should be
addressed as well as deliberate dilution, if it is pkmned.

Response: N-odeliberate dilution solely for the purpose of reducing the contaminantt concentrations
in the gas streams leaving the fidity would occur. Besides steam addition to the process
chamber, there are several other materiais that would be added to the process gas during
treatment process. The process description in the EA has been modified to include some
of these a consrant stream of nitrogen would illowinto the process chamber to keep the ‘
process chamber inert and to cool key insmnmntation components; water and reagents
would be added to the gaseous stream for scrubiing purposes: after cleaning, the process
gas would be mixed with air co faciii~a[ea lhneless syngas conversion in the convener
uniq and, the exhaust gas horn the converterwouId be reka.sed to the building exhaust
ducts where it would mix with the budding ventilation before passing through the HEPA
and carbon filters and entering the budding stack.

Comment: The E.%description of the organic waste stream does not include oxygen. The free
oxygen that would be produc.d by cheplasma arc would react or “combust” with the
gaseous waste stream in a controlled manner depending upon the oxygen present. The
COZwould be the major combustion product as noted in the system description.

Response: Due to a highly reducing environment in the G.4.SVITprocess chamber, a flame
coxnbustiorireaction (a chemical reaction that produces heat and Ii@r) wouid not be
possible. The process is categorized as ~gzuification(or steam reforming) in which heat
would be added (i.e. endothermic) to force the gasification reaction of the organic

materiaI with water. Any oxygen in the waste wouId reduce the amount of water (steam)

that must be us& but the bulk of the oxygen required for reaction of carbon in the waste
would be supplied primarily by the added water (steam). In a ~ical industrial

combustion process, the & oxygen in air, not water, is used to produce a ffame
combustion reaction in which hear is rekased (i.e. exothermic). The amount of COZ
present in the GASVIT chamber is a minorconstituen~ usually Iess than one or two
percent.

The carbon monoxide is converted to COZdownstream of the process chamber, after the
process gas has been scrubbed of acid gases. The flameless converter that transforms the
carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide is described in Section 2.4.2. The conversion occurs
entirely within the heat exchange medi~ within which no flame can fomrt.

Comment: The definition of a “plasma arc incinerator” in the Washington State Dangerous Waste
Regulations is as foilows:
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Response:

Commerx

Response:

Conmlent:

Response:

“’PlasmaArc Incineratormeans any enclosed device using ahighintensityekctricai
discharge or.=. as a source of heat followed by an afterburner using controlled flame
combustion and which is not listed as an industrial finnace.”

The chamber where the recombinationof carbon and oxygen cornbust would constitute
the “afterburner” in this context. Afterburner is not a defied term in the regulations.
The combustion must be controkd to assure violent explosive recombination’does not
occur in the hot ~%eouswaste stream. The only time combustion would not be a concern
is if oxygen were not a componentof the waste stream.

This context is entirdy inconsistentwith the DOE discussion which would Iead one to
believe there is no oxygen involved in the process reaction.

The process does not use an “afterburnerusing controlled flame combustion.” As noted
in the above response, flamecombusdon in the reducing environment found in the
plasma process chamber is theoretically impossible. The above response also citifies the
sources and role of oxygen in the gasification reactions that occur within the process
chamber.

The credible accidents do not appear to address a fire at the facility that would affect the
inventory of mixed wastes including any explosive or organic wastes in inventory. A
worst case facility fire in which the maximum inventory of wastes on hand would be
dispersed by the fire should be assessed in the EA. The SEPA should have also looked at
this accident. The mere considerationof airborne re!eases b vitrified waste product is
inadequate.

The accident case considered in the E.4 document is credible as a worst case scenario.
The EA has been revised to reflect that a waste container handling accident has also been
evaluated. The consequencesof this accident are smaller than the process chamber
acciden&which is consideredwoes.tcase.

The scenario suggestedin tie above comment wouM not be credible because of the
design of the i%eility.The suggested scenario assumes that the maximum inventory of
wastes on hand would be dispersed by a &e. Dispersion of the maximum inventory is

not credibie because wastes are stored (1) within difkrent buildings (2) within a building
in areas separated by fire wails (3) in areas protected by fire protection systems, and (4)
combusdbie wastes are stored in steel containers.

Secondary containment much Ii&ethat necessary for a commercial reactor maybe
necessary m orderto reduce the riskof fire at an urban site. Re&ote sites where
geographic isolation serves as a secondary protective barrier should reduce facility costs
significantly and economically iiwor such a remote site.

The comparison with a commercial reaetor is not justified since the facility would handle
only contact-handled Iow-leveiradioactive material. A typical commercial reactor would
contain highly radioacnve matexial and wotdd have an inventory of radiotmciides that is

several million ‘ties higher than the total inventoty allowed by the -ATG Facility license.
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Additional containment would be provided for all combustible liquids in the process area.
Furthermore, these materiais would be kept in metal enclosures. The facility wou~dbe ~

licensed by the Department of Health and would have all the measures and controls
needed to minimize risk to the public during normai and abnonnai conditions.

Comment HEPA lilters are known to have a reduced efficiency for particles of a certain size in the
range of 0.1 micron to 1.0 micron. The production of particulate wastes as a fbnction of
their size should be identified and their impacts for normal operation considered.

Response: Neariy ail of the airborne particukms released from the faciIity would be smailer that one
micron. .Asrequired by the [icensing agency (the Washington State Department of
Heaith) the HEPA filters woukl be tested and certified to have a minimum 99.97 percent
efficiency for removing panicles larger than

0.3 microns. Thus. &ge particles wiUbe trapped by the HEPA filters, and very small
(respirabie) particles wiil be emitted. The analyses of impacts of these emissions assume
that emirted.particies are of respirabie size. The results of these analyses are discussed in
Section 5.2.6

comment: AJtenwe siting of the f=ility away horn a populated area should be considered.

Response: Alternate siting of a DOE owned rherrmdtreatment facility on the 200 area of the
Hanford Site was considered in a 1993 Engineering Study, prior to considering
commercial &eatrnenKoptions. This facility was not pursued due to high capital cost

required for construction and the desire to investigate commercial treatment options to
reduce the financial burden to the Govemmem. The Request for Proposals contract
soiicitatio% which was issued in 1995, did not ailow the commercial vendors to propose
siting their treatment faciliry on the Hanford Site. This ailowed vendors to utilize their
existing infrastructure to the maximum extent practicable, to treat other than Htiord
waste if desired, to utilize the economies of scale, and therefore submit the most

cost-effective bid.

Cormnem Since the City of Richland has an objective of promoting industrial operations within the
City boundaries, they have a conflict of interest in providing an unbiased State of
Washington Environmental Protection Aggey (SEPA). The Department of Health
having responsibdity for the radioactive waste should be a joint preparer of the SEPA and
responsible for rhe decision regarding siting. The Ci~ of Richiand lands do not provide
an alternative remote site away fkomany population center. A site near the 200 Area at
Hadord would substantially reduce the lxxdthrisk to the population associated with
routine operations ss wel~as worst case accident. Such a site would substantially reduce
the cost of transportation and risk of traffic accidents associated with the DOE wastes
alone.

Response .4 sire near the 200 Area on the Hdord Site is not available for the purpose of treating
non-Hanford waste as ATG proposes to do.
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Comment:

Response:

Commerm

“Response:

Comment:

Response:

It appears in f=t thatthe CiW has tried to bide the faciliw *m PUbliCSCrUtiny. The lack
of public comments and participation is.apparent. There was no credible effort to involve
the public. I do not consider the newspaper ad was a credible effort considering the
innocuous description of the facility and lack of public response.

DOE cannot comment on the SEPA Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) public
participation processes since that is not under DOE’spumiew. However, we note that
there were public comment periods announced, and that 99 comments were received &em
the public and other agencies on the Draft EIS that the city addressed prior to issuing the
l%lal EIs.

On May 29, 1996,Ecology held a public meeting on ATG’s Notice of Imem to site a
thermal destruction unit at their site in North Richkmd.,Formal comments were received
hm the public and responses to those comments were addressed in tiring by Ecology.

The DOE revised EA should be made public on the Internet with the request for
comments. Effective advertisement shouId be accomplished. Specific letters to the two
child care centers and the Hanford PTA notifjiag them of the nature and proximity of the
proposed facility should be prepared to alert potentially interested public. Comments
&em the Hdord Advisow Board should be requested

The Draft EA was made puliic on the Internet with a request for public comments in
1997. IIIaccordancewith standard poiicy, letters were sent to the Tribes, Oregon
Department of Energy, and WashingronState Depanment of Ecoiogy (Ecology),
notifying those parties of a demrmination to prepare the EA. The Draft EA was
subsequently sent to these parties and others inciuding the City of Richkmd for their
review and comment. Comments ,receivedfrom members of the public at that time were
considered and responded to.

DOE should assure an appropriate oversight entity for nuclear material is responsible for
preparation of an alternative siting evaluation, since a large tition of the DOE wastes

are intended to be processed at the ATG facility. Potentiai future liability for a site in

Richland not now contaminated shouid way heaviiy in favor of an industrial site already
contaminated such as the 200 %ea DOE would not be prudent to advocate an urban site

such as the one proposed in the Ci~ when considering potential future IidN.ity. The
entity responsible for licensing should not be a consideration when considering this future
liabili~.

Like the other two proposers, ATG proposed using their existing site, which is being
developed for commercial low-level radioactive mixed wasre treatmen~ ATG is working
to obtain the necessary permits nom the WashingtonState Departments of Eoology and
Health. TreattnerNof DOE’s waste by ATG is contingent on t&r abili~ to ob~” those
permits.

ATG’s process selected for treating DOE’s CH-LLMW is a technology that has been adopted for
commercial application after several years of development atMassachusetts Instituteof Technology and
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Pacific Northwest National Laboratory. The technology has been licensed to a Iocid firm, Integrated
Environmental Technologies, LLC, (ET).

The system was selected by ATG because of several inherent environmentally desirable features. These
featuresminimize risk to the public by minimkbg emissions while producrng a waste form that is
highly stable. The waste form also resists the leaching of hazardous constituents into the environment

A prototype version of the sysem is a~tilable for inspection at I13~s facfity in Wh.kuxi Washington.
If you sre interested in a site Visit please contact Kewn Sahnon, ATG, on (509) 375-5160.

DOE and ATG would be happy to meet with YOU,if you so dmire, to fi.utherdiscuss the above responses
ro you comments. You may call me on 376-6667, or YOU may call Joe Waing, Waste Progmms
Divisio~ on 373-7687, to schedule a meeting within nvo weeks &om the date of this later.

Sincerely,

WPD:.JJW NEPA Compii=ce Officer

cc: F. FeizoWi, ATG
K. %lmoq ATG

T. L. Baker, WMH
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COMMENTSRESPONSES

ATG Thermal Treatment Environmental Assessment

Comment Numbe~ 001 F. Robert Cook

Comment: Segmentation. The EA seems to delimit the consideration to ten years of contractual
action which seemed to be arbitrary and would be classified as segmenting the actions that
should be considered in this mixed waste treatment arena.

Response: The purpose and need section (Section 1.0) was revised to state that the proposed
action evaluated in this EA is the demonstration of the feasibility of offsite commercial treatment
of LLMW and that the proposed action is an interim action under the Hanford Site Solid Waste
EIS.

Comment Number: 002 1? Robert Cook

Comment: Alternative Siting. Alternative siting of the mixed waste facility (MWF) in the
Hdord Site 200 area should be addressed in the EA.

Response: Siting has been addressed in a separate State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA)
Environmental Impact Statement (City of Richland 199!3).

Comment Number: 003 F. Robert Cook

Comment: Combined Impact with Commercial Facility. DOE contract is the primary incentive
for ATG’s investment in the privatized facility. Without this contract the facility may not be
built. Therefore, DOE’s EA must consider the full impact of the commercial wastes as well as
DOE wastes to be treated by MWF.

Response: As stated on p. 2-1, ATG would proceed with the facility whether or not the Hanford
Site LLMW is included. The Hanford Site LLMW will supply only 25’XOof the capacity of the
facility. Therefore, for this EA, only Hanford Site LLMW was analyzed. In addition, the EIS
for Treatment of Low-Level Mixed Waste provides the cumulative impacts of this privatized
facility processing DOE and non-DOE waste while operating at WI capacity.

Comment Number: 004 F. Robert Cook

Comment: Cumulative Impact. The EA section addressing cumulative impacts to be expanded
to include:

. Cumulative radiological impacts from various commercial and DOE facilities.

. Cumulative toxicological impact.
* Cumulative impact from unlicensed (DOE) sources.

Response: A table was added in Section 5.11 of the EA that presents the cumulative radiological
impacts from surrounding commercial facilities, DOE facilities, and unlicensed sources.
Cumulative toxicological impacts were not addressed in detail because of the lack of data
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available for airborne chemical concentrations. Based on the human he&h impacts from routine
chemical emissions presented in Section 5.2 of the EA, there are no indications that the
incremental increase in impacts from chemical emissions associated with thermal treatment of
DOE LLMW would cause appreciable change in the surrounding region.

Comment Number: 005 F. Robert Cook

Comment: Accident Analysis. Expand the section on accident analysis to cover the following:

. Analysis of a fire accident involving 64 cubic feet of waste in the process chamber,

. Analysis of a fue accident involving all of the combustible material stored in the thermal
processing room, and, if appropriate the covered storage building.

. Analysis of a f~e accident involving HEPA and Charcoal filters.

. Evaluate accident scenarios of one chance in a million magnitude.

. Assessment of inventory of total radionuclides in the metal and in the glass.

Response: The accident analysis presented in Section 5.1.5 (Transportation) and Section 5.2.7
(Facility Accidents) has been revised to evaluate bounding accidents from among those
identified in the comment. A preliminary hazards analysis was completed for the thermal
treatment facility and the bounding transportation and facility accident were incorporated into the
final EA. In addition to the accidents presented in the EA, additional accident analyses were
performed to evaluate a number of accident scenarios. This analysis is documented in Jacobs
(1998). The impacts from other accident scenarios were less severe than the bounding accidents
presented in the EA.

Comment Number: 006 F. Robert Cook

Comment: Treatment of Carbon-14 and Trith.un to Comply with NRC Regulation. Certain NRC
regulations require that the applicant must demonstrate that the facility is doing a reasonable
effort to minimize the radioactivity contained in the effluents. The NRC regulations
10CFR2O.106(B)(1) and 10CFR2O.3O5are cited as an evidence for this requirement. The issue
to be addressed in the EA is that how the facility meets these NRC regulations with respect to
carbon- 14, and tritium given the fact that the proposed thermal treatment appear to release these
two isotopes without a best effort for their treatment. Also, a comment is raised as to the
feasibility of scrubbing carbon-14 with lime (i.e., to convert C02 in the offgas to carbonate
salts).

Response: The ATG facility is being permitted as a miscellaneous thermal treatment unit under
Washington Administrative Code 173-303-680. As identified in Section 6 of the Draft EA, ATG
is required to obtain the major permits and approvals identified in the following table. These
licenses require that ATG utilize maximum available control technology and/or best available
radionuclide control technology, which will be verified by the responsible agency prior to permit
approval.
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PermitsReauiredfor ATG Facilitv

I Permits and Notifications I Permitting Agency I

IRCRA PartB (~.g,40CFR264) IWashit@JnStat.Departxn@.fEcd.gy I

Toxic SubstancesControl Act (TSCA) – Treatmentof U.S.EnvironmentalProtectionAgency
PCBSby A1temativeMethodsandNotificationof PCB
ActiviV

RadiologicalAir Permit(NESHAP) WashingtonStateDepartmentof Health

I Radiological PerrnitUpdate I Washington StateDepartmentof Health I

In addition to these permits and approvals, the ATG facility must comply with the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission regulations, the Washington State Hazardous Waste Management Act,
Hanford Site Solid Waste Acceptance Criteria, and other federal, state, and local regulations.

Appropriate off-gas treatment technologies have been considered for the ATG off-gas treatment
system. In specific, technologies targeted at removing carbon-14 from the off-gas stream were
considered and determined to be infeasible due to the generation of a substantial secondary waste
stream that would require further processing and disposal. During vitrification, the carbon- 14
would be converted to carbon oxides along with all other nonradioactive carbon in the waste
stream. The carbon oxides containing the carbon-14 would make up a small percentage of the
total carbon oxides in the off-gas stream. Removal of carbon-14 horn the off-gas could be done
by scrubbing the off-gas with a lime solution to convert the carbon oxides into carbonate salts.
Any treatment technology used to capture the carbon-14 would also have to capture all of the
other carbon oxides.

Comment Number: 007 1? Robert Cook

Comment: Transportation Accidents. A worst case accident involving fire should be analyzed.
Accidents should consider routing born commercial source.

Response: The transportation accident analysis presented in Section 5.1.5 has been revised in the
Final EA to include the consequences of an accident involving a f~e. Routing of waste from
commercial sources is not within the scope of this EA. Potential accidents associated with
transporting waste from commercial generators was evaluated in the ATG SEPA EIS (City of
Richland 1998).

Comment Number: 008 F. Robert Cook

Comment: Cumulative Impact of Transportation. Address the cumulative impact of
transportation.

Response: Cumulative transportation impacts ilom shipping from three cities in Washington
state (Seattle, Spokane, and Vancouver) have been provided in the cumulative impacts section
(Section 5.11) of the Final EA. These cumulative transportation impacts also include shipment
of treated commercial waste to a licensed disposal facility in Clive, Utah. Both incident-llee
transportation and accident transportation were analyzed and have been provided in the
cumulative impact section of the Final EA.
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Comment Number: 009 F. Robert Cook

Comment: Special Effects of Radiation. The following special effects of radiation should be
addressed:

●

●

The accident analysis and normal operations analysis should identi~ the particulate and
aerosol nature of iodine nuclides that are assumed. Effect of particulate exposure of
alpha-bearing materials, in particular beta-bearing materials, includlng the high intensity
radiation that is localized on the lung tissues-there is a separate model that applies to
this.

The effect of tritium on egg cells and mutigenic effect on egg cells of individuals,
mothers, mothers to-be who have chronic ;nventory of triti= fi-om water and from the
critical amino acids in some plants should be addressed.

Response: The impact analysis for routine operations was based on iodine emissions being
gaseous and scrubbable in the off-gas treatment system with an overall release fraction of
2.25E-03. The accident analysis was based on a release fraction of 0.15 for iodine. A report
addressing special effects of internally incorporated radioactivity was developed in response to
this comment (IDIAS 1998). The conclusions of the special effects report include:

. The risk iiom inhaled insoluble particles of alpha-emitting radionuclides deposited in the
lungs is dependent on the activity median aerodynamic diameter (AMAD). As the
AMAD of the aerosol increases, the deposition (risk) in the lungs decreases. Hence, the
risk is no greater than and in some cases lower from inhaled hot particles than from
uniformly distributed activity assumed in the dose modeling.

IDIAS 1998. Review of Special Effects of Internally Incorporated Radioactivity. IDIAS,
Inc. Richland, WA. November 1998.

● The risk of a mutagenic effect to the second generation progeny from exposures of
females to organically bound tritium cannot be greater than 2.7 times the risk that would
occur if the tritium was in water (1993 Health Physics Special Issue).

The special effects repofi available for review as a part of the Thermal EA Administrative
Record, provides a comprehensive discussion on the radiation health effects identified in the
comment. Based on the findings of the referenced report, the radiological health effects were not
revised in the EA. The potential increase in risks due to organically bound tritium would be
below levels of concern even if the maximum potential increase (2.7 times) were to occur.

Comment Number: 010 F. Robert Cook

Comment: Discharge to Sanitary Sewer. Effluents released to sanitary sewer must meet NRC
regulations.

Response: Text was revised in Section 5.5 of the Final EA to indicate that no liquid effluents
would be discharged (released) to the environment, includlng sanitary sewers.
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Comment Number: 011 1? Robert Cook

Comment: Compatibility of EA with Risk Assessment. EA and WDOE risk assessment
documents should be consistent.

Response: A comparison of the EA risk assessment (Leung 1996) and the PRA (ATG 1998a)
was made to evaluate the consistency of the two assessments. Because these documents have
different purposes, the risk assessment results will be different. The two risk assessments used
consistent methodologies within the context of the overall analysis objectives. The Preliminary
Risk Assessment is more comprehensive analysis involving multi-pathway exposure assessments
to a number of different receptors. The Preliminary Risk Assessment is analyzed at a level of
detail that is not warranted in a NEPA document.

Comment Number: 012 F. Robert Cook

Comment: Radionuclide Assumptions. Check the following assumptions.

. Ensure that ruthenium, if included in the feed, is considered as a volatile radionuclide.

. What reference was used for assuming 50% of iodine will plate out?

Response:

. Ruthenium is identified as present in Hanford Site waste. R is assumed to be in
partictdate form for both the normal operation scenario and the accident analyses
presented in the Draft EA. However, ruthenium is not one of the 10 fission product
radionuclides that comprise over 99V0of the radioactivity in the waste. The following
table shows the estimated inventory of ruthenium and fraction released to the
environment in the impact analysis. These data may be found in the following reference
(available in the Hanford Reading Rooms):

Leung, D. 1996. Radiological Dose and Risk Assessment for ATG Gasification and
Vitrification Building, Richkmd, Washington. AEA Environmental, Inc. Richland,
Washington.

I Normal Operations \

Yearly Curies Yearly Curies
Radionuclide Inventory Processed ReleaseFraction Releasedto

Atmosphere

Ru-106 1.41E-01 8.75E-02 2.50E-08 2.19E-09

Ru-103 1.93E-07 1.20E-07 2.50E-08 3.00E-15

Accident Scenario

Curies Released
Total Curies

Radionuclide Inventory
to Facility Release Fraction Released to

Atmosphere

RU-106 1.41E-05 1.79E-05 1.00E-02 1.79E-07

Ru-103 1.93E-07 2.46E-11 1.00E-02 2.46E-13

Note: Rutheniumincludesmetastobledecay productrhodknm
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A screening-level risk assessment was performed to determine the dose to receptors if a
conservative fraction of the ruthenium present in the waste was released to the
environment during routine operations (30 percent) (Goossens, Eichol~ and Tedeer
[editors] 1991). The results of this assessment show that releasing 30 percent of the
radionuclide does not affect the conclusions of this Environmental Assessment.

. The assumption that 50 percent of the iodine will plate out (i.e., the release fraction is
0.5) is identified in Leung (1996) and may be found in the following reference:

Elder, J., J. Graf, J. Dewart, T. Buhl, W. Wenzel, L. Walker, and A. Stoker. 1986.
A Guide to Radiological Accident Considerations for Siting and Design of DOE
Nonreactor Nuclear Facilities. LA-10294-MS. Los Alamos National Laboratory,
Los Alarnos, New Mexico.

Comment Numbe~ 013 F. Robert Cook

Comment: Impact on the City Well Water Ponds. Determine the impact of both routine
operations and accidents on the City of Richland well water ponds. Demonstrate that impact
does not exceed the NRC/EPA criteria applicable to radiation concentration in the facility
effluents.

Response: An analysis of the impact of routine radionuclide emissions on the City of Richlands’
water well ponds was analyzed in the Preliminary Risk Assessment (ATG 1998a) using airborne
deposition rates for radionuclides in the Columbia River as well as the ponds themselves.
Isotopes included in the analysis were the primary radionuclides of potential concern, C- 14, H-3,
and I-129. The calculated concentrations in the water well ponds compared to drinking water
standards are as follows:

. H-3= 1.2E-01 pCi/L (0.0006’%0of the drinking water standard)

. C-14= 3.4E-04 pCi/L (0.00002% of the drinking water standard)

. 1-129= 1.2E-03 pCi/L (0.12% of the drinking water standard).

These concentrations result in a potential dose through the drinking water pathway of 3.8E-04
rnrem/year (ATG 1998), which is well below all applicable regulatory limits.

Comment Number: 014 F. Robert Cook

Comment: Mercury. Do we have an acceplxible design folr handling mercury?

Response: Confhernent systems would be provided to capture fugitive emissions including any
mercury vapor or particulate released during operations. Mercury absorbing filters would be
provided to remove nearly all mercury from the offgas before being discharged to the stack.
Mercury removal units would have an overall removal efficiency greater than 97V0for mercury.
In the gasification and vitrification unit, this would be accomplished by cooling and scrubbing
the offgas, followed by multiple filtration steps. The fwility Preliminary Risk Assessment (ATG
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1998a), conducted as a part of the RCRWTSCA permitting process, sho”wedthat the design
features provided for mercury treatment would reduce risks to a level that is below EPA risk
guidelines. Therefore, it is concluded that the ATG Facility has an acceptable design for
handling mercury.
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August 26,1998

The Iionorable Slade Gorton
United States Senator for

The State of Washington
Tri-Cities Office
8915 West Grandndge
Boulevard, Suite M
Kennewic~ Wash&ton
99336

The HonorabIe Patty Murry
United States Senator for

The State of Washington
111,Russell senate Ofllce Buikiing
Washington, D.C. 20510

The Honorable Doc Hastings
U.S. House of Representative for

The Fourth Distri@ State of Washington
Tri-Cities OftIce
2715 St. Andrews Loop, Suite D
Pasco, WA 99301

Dear Senators Murry, and Gorton, and RepresentativeHastings

Please help stop the insani~! Stop the Departmentof Energy’sradioactive mixed waste
tlom being treated and stored within the City of Richland.

Recently I attended a public meeting conducted by the Wash@ton State Department of
Ecology at their Kennewic~ Washington offices. The subject of that meeting was a risk
assessment for the Allied Technology Group’s transportation%treatment and storage of
radioactive mixed waste at their Richlan~ Wadiigton facility. During this meeting it
was revealed that the source of the radioactive m.~ed waste was the Hanford Reservation,
and that a majority of the radioactive mixed waste scheduled for treatment and storage in “
R@dand, while currently residing on the Hanford Reservation, was shipped there from a
DOE facility at Portsmouth, Ohio. It was also revealed that the technology proposed for
the treatment of this DOE radioactive mixed waste has never been implemented beyond a
piiot test and that pilot test was on a dis-similar waste stream. While the dangerous waste
component of the rtiloactive mixed waste can be eliminated through @atmen~ there is
no treatment for the radioactive portion of the waste. That portion will remain
radioactive long into the future.

Aren’t DOES Hanford missions imvironmemtai cleanup, waste mtiagement, and the
conduct of cleanup-related research? Why in the wor~d would any s%e person
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deliberately spread radioactive contamination from the relatively geographically
expansive and isolated Hdord Resemation into a residential environment? Why would
any sane person conduct large scale radioactive ckanup research in a residential
environment?

Richland and the entire Tn-City =ea receive considerable.financial benefit from the
DOE, and DOE, its predecessors, and the nation received considerable benefit from
operations at Hanford. It is recognizedthat part of the nation@benefit resuhed in what
the national press frequently talk” . ..the most contaminated site in the US.” It is also
recognized that the DOE cleanup mission will come to a close, leaving the area to grapple
for their economic sufiwd with the problem of attracting living-wage jobs. Wlile the
tiquent national press articles do sell papers and are apparently effective in DOE’s
budget negotiations with Congress,they locally create an extreme handkap for attracting
ciean, living-wage jobs.

DOE’s exodus from the area is being hastened by their “privatization” concept. Under
this concept, DOE is shifting their responsibility for cleanup and compliance with the
environmental regulations to private industry. Private industry may indeed be better
equipped to recognize that radioactivewaste storage tanks with a 20 year design life
might start to leak at?er 30 or 40 years. However, using “privatization” as an excuse for
spreading DOES radioactive waste into the community only continues the cycle of DOE
irresponsibility.

The Hanford Resemation is advertisedas occupying an area of some 560 square miles.
Surely, there is some portion of that 560 square miles that could be used by Allied
Technology Group to treat and store DOE’sradioactive mixed waste, and commercially
prove anew technology. Thk novel concept (of keeping radioactive waste on the
Hdord Resemation) recognizes both the abilities of private industry and DOE, and
keeps from spreading DOE’sradioactivemixed waste into the City of Richland.

W~thoutyour active support, I finniy believe that future generations of Richland residents
will have to address the adverse effkctsof yet another DOE disaster. Please help stop the
insanity. Stop the Department of Energy’sradioactive mixed waste from being treated
and stored wi+~inthe Ci~ of Richland.

,j5j?J’)&_/_ ~
Bill Green ““
424 Shoreline Ct.

Richkmd> WA 99352

cc: M. Jru-aysi, V/a. St. Dept. of Ecology
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SLADE GORTON
WASHINOTOM

COMM?TTESS,

720IhwSt NA1t Ow- Bunmw -
(2021 2242441

Mr. John Wagoner
Manager
USDOE-RL
P.O. Box 550
Rlchland, WA 99352

RE: Mr. Bill Green

%Mitaigwlmilj?hmii “
WASHINGTON,DC20510-4701

September 1, 1998

MANAGER’S ACTION
D198165966
DUEDATE: 9/17

COMMSRCE. saENcE.
ANO TRANSPORTATIC ‘:

ENERCiYiFJuOmm~URAL
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Dear Mr. Wagoner,

I have been asked to assist my constituent, Mr. Bill Green, in
the matter described in the enclosed correspondence. I am
referring this inquiry to you for your consideration.

Please provide the necessary information to the attention of
Suzanne Heaston in my ICennewick office, 8915 Grandridue Blvd.,
Suite M, Kermewick, WA, 99336.

In advance, thank you for your prompt attention to this matter.

fincerely,
“~ R

MA/4.&)x
SLADE GORTON
UNITED STATES SENATOR

SG/smh
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Department of Energy -
Richlmd operations office

P.o. Box 550
Richland, Washington 99352

The Honorable Slade Gorton
United States Senate
Washington D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Gorton:

This is in response to your ietter of Aug@ 26, 1998,which listed eoncems raised by your
constituen~ Bill Greea regarding the use of an Allied Technology Group (ATG) -
commercial facility for thermaI treatment of Hanford Site low-level mixed waste.
ATG is constructing a commercial facility locatedoff the l+kmtlordSite with their own
capkI for the treatment of low-level mixed waste.

Low-level mixed waste treatment is required before disposal under the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCW4), State of WashingtonAdministrative
Code-Dangerous Waste Regulations. and Toxic SubstancesControl Act. Some of
l+anford’s waste requires thermal treatment under these regulations prior to land disposal
of the waste. Fo[lowing treatrnen~ ATG will return Hanford low-level mixed waste,
whichwillbe greatly reduced in volume. to the Hanford Site. Nearly all of the Hanford
tiloactive mixed waste currentiy residing at Hanford, and scheduled for treatment at the
ATG faciiity, was generated at Hanford. Only a small portion of the currently scheduled
Hanford waste has come Qam other sources and all fkture sehechded Hanford waste will
be Hanford generated, exeept as may be authorized by site treatment pkms developed as
part of the Federal Facilities Compliance A&eement (FFCA). Treatment foilowed by
land disposal would reduee long-term surveillance and maintenance requirements at the
Hanford Site.

We understand ATG plans to treat waste from both Hanford and other sources. However,
waste from the Hanford Site will be kept separate from other waste streams by treating it
in separate campaigns. Likewise, treatment of wastes from other DOE and non-DOE
sources will be treated and returned to those sources. We also understand the ATG
treatment of the Hanford Site low-level mixed waste would require the use of no more
than 25 percent of the faciliq. Permitting of the facility is underway through the Stateof
Washington Department of Ecology (Ecology). The DOE is not a party to the permit.

ATG currently manages low-level waste ht their Richland, Washington facili~y. They
have volume reduction (compaction, thermal, cutting, etc.), decotitaminatiom
sortinglconsolidation. and decay storage semices. With the addition of Iow-ievelmixed
waste treatment. services to ATG’s capabilities, only the “hazardous” component of
mixed waste is unique. This coincides with Hanford currently sending all their hazardous
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waste ofiite for treatment an~ as stated above,the treated Hanford radioactive waste
will be returned to the Hanford Site and not stored at the ATG facility.

It should be noted that the effects of tie overali operation were evaluated under the
Washington State Environmental Policy Act by the City of RichIand Environmental
Impact Statement for T~tment of Low-Level Mixed Waste, February 1998 (City of
Richland 1998). ATG can oniy operate the facility alter obtaining permits and approvak
fkomEcology, Washington State Department of Heal~ and the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. The state and other Federal ageneies wilt oversee the ATG plant
DOE provides no regulatory oversight for this fmility.

It is also noted that the serviees DOE will be reeeiving from ATG for treatment of mixed
waste is not a &ansition of an existing Hanford capability via privatization. It is simply
contracting for a needed service that will be available from a local private business. We
see this as a very positive fature for both DOE and the local community’s economic
development. Mr. Green’s statement that” ...using ‘privatization’ as an exeuse for
sprwdng DOE’s radioactive waste into the community.. .“ is inaccurate and miskading.

We hope this tiormation is responsive to your request. If you have any questions, please

contact me, or your staff may contact HelenE. Bilson, Waste Programs Division, on
(509) 376-1366.

S“ncerdy,

&
(7
./

ohn D. Wagoner
Manager

cc: S. Heastori
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U.S.Departmentof Energy - Findingof No SignificantImpact

AGENCY: U.S. DepartmentofEnergy

ACTION: FindingofNo SignificantImpact

SUMMARY: The U.S.DepartmentofEnergy(DOE) has preparedanEnvironmentalAssessment(EA),

DOE/EA-l 135 for the offsite treatment of low-level mixed waste. Basedontheevaluationin the EA, and

considering comments from members of the public, DOE has determined that the proposed action is not a

major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment, within the meaning of the

National Er?vironmenfa/Po/icyAcf of 1969(NEPA). -Therefore,thepreparationofanEnvironmentalImpact

Statement(EIS) is not required.

ADDRESSES AND FURTHER INFORMATION:

SingleCopiesoftheEA andfurtherinformationabouttheproposedactionareavailablefrom:

H. E. Bilson, Director
Waste Programs Division
U.S. Department of Energy
Richland Operations Office
P. O. Box 550 S7-41
Richland, Washington 99352
(509) 376-1366

For further information regarding the DOE NEPA Process, contact

CarolM.Bergstrom,Director
OficeofNEPA Oversight
US. DepartmentofEnergy
1000IndependenceAvenue,S.W.
Washington,D.C.20585
(202)586-4600or(800)472-2756

May1999
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U.S.Departmentof Energy Findingof No SignificantImpact

PURPOSE AND NEED: The US. Department of Energy (DOE) needs to demonstrate the economics and
feasibilityofoffsitecommercialtreatmentof contact-handledlow-levelmixedwaste(LLMW), containing
polychlorinated bipheny!s (PCBS) andotherorganics,tomeetexistingregulatorystandardsfor eventual
disposal.

BACKGROUND: Radioactive and hazardous waste stored at the Hanford Site includes contact handled
low-level mixed waste (LLMW) which is made up of both radioactive and hazardous constituents. This
LLMW is either generated onsite or received from other Department of Defense or DOE sites. Some of
this LLMW contains organic constituents such as solvents and PCBS that require thermal treatment to
meet regulatory standards for disposal. Thermal treatment would also result in waste volume reduction
and provide a stable form for disposal.

The contact handled LLMW is stored in containers in the 200 West Area. Approximately 810 ms (1 ,059
yd3) of such wastehasaccumulatedandanadditional4,310m3 (5,637yd3)isExpectedtobeaddedby
2010.ThiswastewasgeneratedattheHanfordSiteorreceivedfromotherDepartmentofDefenselDOE
Sites.

Allied Technology Group, Inc. (ATG), a private company, was selected competitively from three proposals
responding to a DOE Request for Proposals for thermal treatment of LLMW. Environmental consequences
of siting, construction and operation of the proposed ATG thermal treatment facility on private land in the
City of Richland was considered in the City’s State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) Final Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) (EA6-97) - Allied Technology Group, Inc.-Treatment ofLow Level Mixed Waste.

Sending DOE waste to offsite treatment facilities is expected to cost much less than construction of a
treatment facility at Hanford since DOE would pay only for offsite treatment and transportation rather than
the full costof facility construction, operation, and decommissioning, If the demonstration of treatment is
successful, the expected total amount of waste maybe treated at the selected facility.

PROPOSED ACTION: The DOE proposes to retrieve, package and transport up to 5,120 m3 (6,696 yd3)
of contact-handled LLMW from the Hanford Site to the ATG gasificationand vitrificationfacilityin Richland,
Washington,for treatment, and to return the treated waste to the Hanford Site for eventual disposal.
These activities would occur over a ten-year period.

Untreated waste is and will be stored in the Hanford Site’s 200 West Area, approximately 33 km (20 mi)
northwest of the ATG facility. Wastecontainerswould be removed from storage in the 200 West Area,
repackaged as necessary, and transported by truck to the ATG facility in conformance with all applicable
requirements. FollowingacceptanceandclassificationbyATG, wastes maybe stored awaiting their turn in
the treatment facility. Wastes may be pretreated including sorting and size reduction before treatment.

Treatmentin the ATG gasification and vitrification system would: 1) destroy toxic and non-toxic organics;
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2) reduce the waste volume; and 3) vitrify the inert and radioactive residues. The system by-product is a
fuel gas, referred to as synthesis gas or “syngasl” that is treated and converted to a stable form, water and
carbon dioxide before being discharged to the atmosphere. The two processes, gasification and
vitrification, would occur simultaneously.

The resulting low-level waste form would be a leach resistant vitrified product consisting of inert wastes
(metals and minerals) including most of the radioactivity in the original waste. Secondary wastes, including
those arising from the packaging or pretreatment, would be packaged and certified before being
transported to the 200 West Area. DOE waste from the Hanford Site and commercial waste would be kept
separate by treating in separate campaigns.

All treated DOE waste, including secondary waste, would be packaged and transported from the ATG
facility back to the Hanford Site’s 200 West Area. The treated waste would be either temporarily stored at
the Central Waste Complex or placed in the 200 Area mixed waste disposal trenches.

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED:
No-Action: Under the No-Action Alternative, LLMW would continue to accumulate at the 200 West Area
pending future decisions. Life-cycle costs for the Iong-tenm storage of the untreated waste would be
greater than for near-term waste treatment and disposal.

Alternatives Not Anahczed in Detail: The following altem.atives were considered in the contractor selection
process and in preparation of this EA. These alternatives were not analyzed in detail in this EA. Use of
the Umatilla Ordinance Depot incinerator was not considered as a reasonable treatment option because
the incinerator was not designed to treat radioactive waste. It was designed for the destruction of chemical
weapons.

TreatmentattheWasteExperimentalReductionFacilitv(WERF),Idaho:UnderthisalternativeDOE would
sendthe waste for treatment to the existing WERF at Idaho National Environmental Engineering
Laboratory (INEEL), Idaho Falls, Idaho, approximately 800 km (500 mi) from the 200 West Area. The
treated waste would be returned to the Hanford Site for eventual disposal. Approximately 82 percent of
the Hanford LLMW generated between 1993 and 1995 from onsite and offsite generators would not be
treatable at WERF because the facility’s waste acceptance criteria preclude numerous items from being
incinerated, such as Toxic Substances Control Act regulated waste and waste with more than 0.1 nCi/g of
alpha-emitting radionuclides.

Treatment at INEEL Waste Treatment Facility, Idaho: Under this alternative DOE would send the waste for
treatment to the Waste Treatment Facility which is being constructed at INEEL.The facility cannot
presently accept Hanford LLMW, and would need to be modified and permitted to accept and treat the’
Hanford LLMW.
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TreatmentatScientific EcolowGroup @EGl Tennessee:Underthis alternative DOE would send the
waste for treatment to SEG’S incineration facility in Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

Treatmentina HanfordSiteFacility:UnderthisalternativeDOE would treat the waste in a Hanford Site
facility, either existing or to be built. No existing facility was found to be suitable. Anew onsite facility
dedicated to treatment of this waste stream would entail higher capital cost per unit of waste to be treated
than any of the other treatment alternatives.

ENVIRONMENTALIMPACTS: Nosoil or habitat disturbances would occur in the implementation of this
proposed action. Small gaseous, particulate, or thermal discharges from trucks, fork lifts, and other
equipment would be generated during routine operations. it is expected that there would be no adverse
effectson culturalresourcesfromtheproposedaction.[naddition,noFederalorState-1isted,proposed,
candidate,threatened,orendangeredspeciesareexpectedtobeaffected.

Air Quality: Anticipated facility emissions and maximum expected pollutant concentrations down wind of
the proposed ATG facility do not exceed applicable State or Federal air quality standards or ambient
concentration guidelines.

Radiation Impacts: No impacts from radiation are expected from normal safe operations, The radiological
dose to workers from incident free transportation from the 200 WestAreatoATG iscalculatedtobe0.025
person-remlyear,withanestimated10yearcumulativeLatentCancerFatality(LCF) rate of 1.0x 104. The

dose to the public fromthistransportationiscalculatedtobe0.0098person-retiyear,withanestimated
10yearcumulativeLCF of4.9x 10-5.Transportation of the treated waste back to 200 West Area is
calculated to result in 0.023 person-remlyear and a 10 year cumulative LCF of and 9.4x 10-5 to workers,
with 0.0092 person-rem/year and a 10 year cumulative LCF of 4.6 x 10-5.

The collective dose to the woi%force from 10 years of operation would be 15 person-rem with an LCF risk
of 0.006. The 10 year cumulative radiological dose from treatment operations to the offsite population
within80 km (50 mi) of the ATG facility is calculated to be 0.0095 person-rem/year with a 10 year
cumulative LCF of 0.000047.

HazardousMaterialImpacts:CalculatedhealthimpactsfromthehazardousconstituentsoftheHanford
LLMW correspondedtoexcesscumulativecancerrisksoflessthan1.0x104for both residential and
worker scenarios. The highest excess cumulative cancer risk was found for worker exposure to
acetaldehyde (1 .34 x 10-7).

Accidents:Transportation.The 10 year cumulative population dose and health effects for non-workers
from accidents over the 10-year operating period are 2.0xIO-4 person-rem and 6.8x10-9 LCF considering
accident probability for both inbound and outbound transport.
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Processing The worst case credible accident was identified as a fire in the waste storage area of the ATG
facility that releases 50% of the waste stored here, The probability of such an accident that would release
radionuclides is 1XI O%. Doses and risks from this accident to the population within 80 km (50 mi) of the
ATG facility are calculatedto be 1.4person-remwiththenumberofexcessLCFS considering accident
probability predicted as 7.OXI O-1O.

Socioeconomic lm~acts: No additional employees would be required for the 200 WestAreaoperations,
Approximately30to50employeeswould be added by ATG to operate the treatment facility for all
customers’ wastes. Therefore, no socioeconomic impacts are expected from the proposed action.

EnvironmentalJustice:Executive Order 12898, FederalActionstoAddress Hwkomnenkd Justice h
MinorityPopulations and Low-hcome Populations, requires that federal agencies identify and address, as
appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of their programs
and activities on minority and low-income populations. With respect to Executive Order 12898 regarding
environmental justice, distributions of minority and low-income population groups have been identified for
the Hanford Site. The analysis of the impacts in this EA indicates that the health and environmental
impacts from the proposed action in this EA are expected to be minimal. Therefore, it is not expected that
there will be any disproportionate impacts to any minority or low-income portion of the community.

~umulativelmRacts:Nosignificantcumulativeenvironmentalimpactsareexpectedfromimplementation
of theproposedaction.

Impacts from other Alternatives: Though not analyzed in detail, transport of the Hanford LLMW to Idaho or
Tennessee sites would be expected to result in a greater risk of transportation accident due to the longer
distances and travel times involved. Impacts from treatment were assumed to be similar to those at ATG.

DETERMINATION: Based on the analysis contained in the EA, and after considering the proapproval
comments received, I conclude that the proposed action to treat Hanford Site LLMW at an offsite facility
does not constitute a major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment
within the meaning of NEPA. Therefore, an EIS is not required.

.4
Issued at Richland, Washington, this&day of May 1999. ‘ ~

[&b

Keith A. Klein
Manager
Richland Operations Office
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